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W
etenschap – niet onderzoek - is een methode om op basis van objectieve waarnemingen de mecha-

nismen van het universum te ontrafelen (niet meer en niet minder); en biologie is de wetenschap

die zich bezig houdt met de mechanismen van het leven. Wat dit in werkelijkheid betekent, is, dat weten-

schappers in de biologie proberen een puzzel op te lossen, waarvan niet alleen de plek, maar ook de vorm

van de stukjes nog onbekend zijn. En om het allemaal nog een beetje extra interessant te houden, zijn alle

stukjes dynamisch, kunnen de plek en de vorm van de stukjes continu veranderen, en lijken ze hierdoor

soms niet binnen één plaatje te passen.

Om deze puzzel toch op te lossen hebben wetenschappers natuurlijk veel verschillende methoden tot hun

beschikking, maar een van de meest fascinerende is – tenminste voor mij – toch wel elektronen micros-

copie: het bied je werkelijk de mogelijkheid om een reis door de wereld van de cel te maken. Je kunt zien

wat er allemaal (op een stil gelegd moment) in de cel gebeurt. Je ziet dus hoe de puzzel er op dat moment

echt uit zag.

Maar hoe mooi zo'n beeld van de cel ook is, als je wilt ontdekken hoe de puzzel opgebouwd is, kan het

moeilijk zijn om de foto te interpreteren. Dit is een van de redenen waarom wetenschappers dan ook zo

dol zijn op getallen: getallen stralen een vorm van zekerheid, een vorm van objectiviteit, een vorm van

autoriteit uit. Je kunt je puzzel-stukje omschrijven in begrijpbare, hapklare brokken. Stel je spreekt over

een toren van 112,32 meter hoog met een grondvlak van 19,30 bij 19,30 meter, dan is dit – als het je gaat

om de grootte van deze toren – makkelijker en objectiever te interpreteren dan een foto van de Domto-

ren...zelfs al bevat die dezelfde informatie. Maar aan de andere kant mag ook niet vergeten worden, dat

diezelfde foto van de Domtoren natuurlijk veel meer - en andere - waardevolle informatie bevat dan

enkel deze drie getallen.

Een van de belangrijkste onderdelen van mijn project was dan ook om als bioloog - en vanuit vragen die

wij biologen hebben – deze barrière tussen de steriele getallen en de subjectieve interpretatie van de foto

te doorbreken, en interessante informatie op een objectieve(re) manier uit het plaatje te trekken. Nu lag

de focus echter niet op het ontwikkelen van software hiervoor – ik ben bioloog en geen wiskundige, sta-

tisticus, of programmeur – maar om bestaande software vanuit een biologisch oogpunt toe te passen, en

zo een meerwaarde uit de foto's te halen, die tot nu toe nog niet haalbaar was...niet de techniek-ontwikke-

ling, maar de toepassingen op vragen die biologen hebben bij het ontrafelen van de mechanismen van het

leven staat centraal.

De belangrijkste toepassing binnen dit proefschrift is de mogelijkheid om een beter begrip te krijgen van

de organisatie van de 'grens-muur' van de cel: het membraan. Deze muur is opgebouwd uit een zeep-ach-

tig laagje, waarbinnen gebieden zitten met verschillende taken. Op sommige plekken moeten specifieke

stoffen door de muur heen kunnen, en daar zitten dan eiwitten die als selectieve poorten werken. Op an-

dere plekken zitten eiwitten het signalen opvangen van buiten (als een soort camera's op de muur), en dat

signaal roept een bepaalde reactie op zowel bij de muur als dieper in de cel. Ook kunnen er detectoren in

zitten, die bv in een bloedvat meten wat de bloeddruk is, of kan een bepaald stuk van de muur gestabili-

seerd zijn met een stellage. Al deze verschillende taken maken dat de muur om de cel een sterk georgani-

seerd (maar ook weer dynamisch) geheel is. En het is dan natuurlijk ook niet vreemd, dat als er iets mis

gaat in deze organisatie, dat dit dan grote gevolgen kan hebben voor het functioneren van de cel...en dat

veel ziekten (waaronder diabetes, aderverkalking, en vormen van kanker) op een directe of indirecte ma-

nier te maken hebben met processen in deze muur – dit membraan – die niet, of niet correct verlopen.

Met het werk gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift probeer ik een (kleine) bijdrage te leveren aan de puzzel

die biologen proberen op te lossen.

lekenpraatje





Summary in English

C
ells are organized in a highly complex man-

ner. And while there are many different types

of cells - each organized in a different manner ac-

cording to their function - they do share certain

commonalities. Among these commonalities are

membranes that function not only as a barrier be-

tween the extra- and intra-cellular environment ,

but are also involved in many cell-biological pro-

cesses like signalling and transport; and since

each of these processes require a different set of

components and organization, a large heterogene-

ity is expected within these membranes.

Electron microscopic techniques have been invalu-

able to our understanding of the complex cellular

architecture (and the corresponding dynamics). In

recent years, 3D electron microscopic techniques

like electron tomography and the focussed ion-

beam scanning electron microscope have emerged

and provided us with an exciting new perspective

of cellular structures and their inter- and intra-

organellar relationships.

However, extracting relevant information from

(3D) micrographs heavily relies on manual seg-

mentation techniques and is therefore affected by

the eye of the beholder. In the work presented in

this thesis we have explored template matching as

an approach to harvest biologically relevant infor-

mation from tomographic volumes in a (semi-)ob-

jective manner. By using a stylized cuboid-shaped

template we could extract membranes from the

tomographic volumes and thus study the overall

morphology of organelles. But more importantly,

by comparing the matching results of slightly dis-

tinct templates, we were able to visualize ul-

tra-structural details that are lost by manual

segmentation.

By applying this approach we up the ante of elec-

tron tomographic approaches and were able to

bring it into a new realm where we can study and

visualize in three dimensions the membrane-orga-

nization of biologically functional and significant

events like lipid- and protein-domains.

Samenvatting in het Nederlands

C
ellen hebben een heel complexe organisatie.

Maar terwijl er veel verschillende type cellen

zijn - welke allemaal net anders georganiseerd zijn

- delen ze ook bepaalde overeenkomsten. Een van

die overeenkomsten zijn membranen die niet al-

leen functioneren als een grens tussen de wereld

binnen en buiten de cel, maar die ook betrokken

zijn bij veel biologische processen, zoals het door-

geven van signalen, of het transporteren van stof-

fen. Omdat al deze processen een verschillende set

van componenten en organisatie nodig hebben kan

men een grote variëteit verwachten binnen deze

membranen.

Elektronen microscopische technieken zijn bijzon-

der waardevol gebleken om beter te begrijpen hoe

de complexe cellulaire architectuur (en de daar aan

gekoppelde dynamiek) in elkaar zit. In de laatste

jaren zijn nieuwe drie-dimensionale elektronen mi-

croscopische technieken ontwikkeld die ons een

nieuw en boeiend beeld geven op cellulaire structu-

ren en hun relaties tot andere structuren in de cel.

Echter, de relevante informatie wordt op dit ogen-

blik nog veelvuldig met de hand uit een elektronen

microscopische opname gehaald, waardoor het be-

ïnvloed wordt door de kennis en ervaring van de

wetenschapper. In het werk dat in dit proefschrift

gepresenteerd is, hebben we de mogelijkheid on-

derzocht om een techniek genaamd 'template mat-

ching' (sjabloon herkenning) te gebruiken om

biologisch relevante informatie te 'oogsten' uit

deze 3D volumes (tomogrammen) op een

(semi-)objectieve manier. Door een stilistische re-

presentatie te gebruiken konden we membranen in

het tomogram automatisch intekenen om zo de glo-

bale vorm van cel-compartimenten te bestuderen.

Maar belangrijker nog, door verschillende sjablo-

nen te gebruiken die een klein beetje van elkaar

verschilden, waren we in staat om ultra-structurele

details weer te geven, wat handmatig niet mogelijk

is.

Op deze manier hebben we 3D elektronen micros-

copie naar een nieuw niveau gebracht, waar we het

membraan ultra-structureel kunnen bestuderen.

summary
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introduction on biomembranes

and visualization techniques

The constant dilemma of the information age is that

our ability to gather a sea of data greatly exceeds

the tools and techniques available to sort,extract,

and apply the information we've collected.

Jeff Davidson



1.1 Biomembranes

B
iomembranes are complex structures that play a

vital role in the organization and function of

cells. In the first half of this chapter I will go into a

number of key-concepts that play a fundamental

role in my research. These concepts are presented

within their historical context, to provide not only

an overview of membranes, but also how our un-

derstanding of them came to be. This understand-

ing of the membrane has been shaped by a variety

of the techniques; but visual approaches - and espe-

cially electron microscopic techniques - have al-

ways had a special relationship with cell- and

membrane-biology.

In 1839 - about 175 years after Hooke coined the

term cell (Hooke, 1665) - Schleiden and Schwann pro-

posed one of the most fundamental ‘laws’ in biol-

ogy: the cell theory. They proposed a hypothesis

stating that (1) the cell is the unit of structure, phys-

iology, and organization in living things, (2) the

cell retains a dual existence as a distinct entity and

as a building block in the construction of organ-

isms, and (3) cells form by (an intracellular variant

of) generatio spontanae; similar to the formation of

crystals. The latter of their ideas has been proven to

be incorrect; and as early as the 1850’s Virchow

corrected the view of Schleiden and Schwann by

proposing the hypothesis that every cell is derived

from a (preexisting) cell (omnis cellula e cellula)

(Mazzarello, 1999). This adapted cell-theory still stands

unchallenged today. There are a number of impli-

cations of the cell theory, which affect various

fields of biology that I won’t go into in this thesis.

However, there is one point that I do want to

stretch: the first rule of the cell theory places a spe-

cific role in the hands of cells: all life is contained

within cells, and outside of cells there is no life.

This implies - by definition - that a barrier must ex-

ist that keeps the extracellular and intracellular en-

vironment from mixing in order to maintain life.

This barrier is called the (plasma) membrane.

One of the primary observations that stood at the

basis of our understanding of the organization and

operation of the membrane was by Overton in 1895

who was the first to notice that lipids were the gen-

eral building-blocks of the barrier between the ex-

tra- and the intra-cellular environment (Robertson, 1981;

Overton, 1991). With the basic building-blocks - and

some of their physical properties - known, the

question arose as to whether these membranes

were organized as a mono- or double-layer of

13
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I
n 1665, the scientist Robert Hooke coined the term ‘cells’ to describe the structural building-blocks that

he microscopically observed in the organization of cork. The term ‘cell’ is a reference to the chambers

of monks, that bore similarity to these structures according to Hooke. But despite the name, a fundamen-

tal biological concept came into existence that day. A little over a decade later - in 1676 - Antoni van

Leeuwenhoek was the first to see living microorganisms by means of an (for that time) enhanced light

microscope. Now, 333 years later, we’re still on a voyage of discovery in this fascinating world of the

cell. We’re still using microscopes to get a glimpse of all the marvels in that world. And it is still as capti-

vating and enchanting as it was the first time men set foot in it.

The central theme in this thesis is the biological membrane, which is investigated within its cellular con-

text by means of three-dimensional electron microscopy using either the focussed ion beam-scanning

electron microscope (FIB-SEM), or Electron Tomography. I will present my work - as a cell-biologist -

to enhance the visualization of the organization of membranous structures. The biological question that

steered these developments was to unravel processes involved in the development and early stages of

atherosclerosis; as part of the IOP genomics project electron tomography, an indispensable step between

Genomics and Cellular dynamics (IGE03012). During the formation of the atherosclerotic plague, the

barrier function of the endothelial cell layer covering the blood vessel-wall is compromised, and one of

the goals within this project was to uncover the nature of this malfunction, to identify which alterations

in the cellular membranes were involved, and to develop tools to enhance the visualization of

biomembranes in general.



lipids. In 1925 Gorter and Grendel performed a

classic experiment that would provide the answer

this question. Their rationale was, that if one inde-

pendently measured the surface of a large quan-

tity of cells (that have a relatively homogeneous

size) and the surface covered by a monolayer of

lipids extracted from the plasma membrane of the

same number of cells, the ratio between these two

would provide a clear answer. They discovered that

the monolayer of lipids covered about double the

surface of the cell, and therefore concluded that the

plasma membrane was bilayered; a conclusion that

has since been found to be true (Gorter & Grendel, 1925; Singer,

2004).

This bilayered organization was the foundation of

the sandwich model which Davson and Danielli

proposed in 1935 (Danielli & Davson, 1935) and which was

adapted in 1959 into the Davson-Danielli-Robert-

son model after the first electron microscopic ob-

servations made by Robertson on thin sections

(Robertson, 1959, 1981). Within this model, the lipid-back-

bone of the membrane is arranged in such a way

that the hydrophobic lipid-tails face each other,

while the hydrophilic head-groups face the extra-

membranous environment. In addition, this lipid-

bilayer was covered and stabilized by a coat of pro-

teins layering the polar lipid-heads (figure 1.1).

When biomembranes are stained with uranyl and

lead salts, they appear as characteristic ‘railway-

tracks’ under the electron microscope, where a

clear core lies between two dense strata (figure

1.2). Robertson correlated this observation to the

physical and chemical properties to the membrane

components: the core represents the hydrophobic

groups (the lipid-tails), and heavy metals are not

taken up strongly by this layer. In contrast, the

outer strata consist of the polar lipid-heads and pro-

teins that are hydrophilic and take up the stain av-

idly (Robertson, 1981).

The Davson-Danielli-Robertson membrane model

provided many correct ideas and functional hy-

potheses; however additional observations seemed

in disagreement with the model. One of the major

observations that disagreed with the model was

made was by means of the electron microscopical

technique of freeze-fracturing, where it was found

14
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Figure 1.1. The Davson-Danielli-Robertson sandwich-model of the

bilayered membrane. Lipids are organized in a bilayered

fashion with hydrophobic tails directed towards each other,

and the hydrophilic head-groups pointed outwards. Lipids are

sandwiched between two layers of stabilizing protein-coats.

Figure 1.2. Appearance of the stained bilayered membrane in an

electron micrograph. The characteristic appearance of

biomembranes stained with uranyl and lead salts under the

electron microscope - where an electron sparse core lies

between two dense strata - is related to the physical and

chemical properties of the membrane components: the

hydrophobic tail-groups of the lipid are less heavily stained

than the hydrophilic lipid-heads.

Figure 1.3. The Fluid-Mosaic membrane model of Singer and Nicolson.

Lipids are organized in a bilayered fashion with hydrophobic

tails directed towards each other, and the hydrophilic

head-groups pointed outwards. In addition, proteins attach,

penetrate, and span the bilayer.



that a substantial amount of proteins associated

with the membrane were embedded within the

lipid-bilayer. These observations were the basis for

the fluid-mosaic model proposed by Singer and

Nicholson in 1972 (Singer & Nicolson, 1972). The fluid-mo-

saic model tried to bring a number of observations

and concepts together and presented a model that -

like the Davson-Danielli model - had a bilayered

lipid-membrane as its backbone. However, unlike

the existing model, proteins anchor, penetrate, and

even span the bilayer (figure 1.3). Spanning of the

bilayer, and the alphahelical nature of such pro-

teins was later shown by means of electron diffrac-

tion (Henderson & Unwin, 1975). Another important

characteristic property of the model is, that the

lipid bilayer is highly dynamic (as opposed to the

previous model which is far more rigid); allowing

‘free’ movement of lipids and proteins within this

layer.

Fluidity and dynamics have since become major

concepts in membrane biology. It should, however,

be noted, that the free-floating aspect of the fluid-

mosaic model does not imply that a biomembrane

is an unorganized soup of lipids and proteins; the

opposite is true. The chemical and physical proper-

ties of the membrane components result in a high

degree of organization that is affected by changes

in the chemical or physical environment. Freeze

fracture has revealed, for example, that - due to the

diversity of lipids in biomembranes - upon changes

in temperature, pH, or the concentration of divalent

cations, lipids of similar solidification properties

cluster together into domains; a phenomenon

called lipid phase separation (Verkleij et al., 1972; Verkleij &

Ververgaert, 1975).

Our understanding of the complexity of membrane

organization in biological systems advanced an-

other step, when, in 1973, Verkleij et al. found that

the inner- and outer-leaflet of the bilayered plasma

membrane were asymmetrical: certain lipids are

predominately (or exclusively) in one layer, while

others are present in both (Verkleij et al., 1973; Post et al., 1995;

Verkleij & Post, 2000). Additional studies revealed that

lipid phase separation can also occur within a sin-

gle lipid-leaflet (Post et al., 1995).

Domain-formation is not controlled by environ-

mental factors alone; the chemical and physical

properties of lipids, cholesterol, and proteins them-

selves also form the basis for ‘capturing’ certain

membrane components into biologically func-

tional domains and clusters such as

bacteriorhodopsin, cell-junctions, and protein

coats (Mouritsen & Bloom, 1984; Simons & van Meer, 1988; Bretscher & Munro,

1993; London & Brown, 2000). Most of these domains - with

the exceptions of protein coats (Munro, 1995) - are not

easily visible by conventional transmission

Chapter I - introduction on biomembranes and visualization techniques
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Figure 1.4. General overview of the FIB-SEM method to acquire a

three-dimensional representation of a structure. By shooting

gallium-ions at the sample, the focussed ion beam (FIB) can

be used to mill away a small (or large) stratum from the

surface of a sample. The new surface that is revealed can

subsequently be imaged by a scanning electron microscope

(SEM). By repeating this process several times, the same

structure is imaged at multiple depths thus providing its

three-dimensional architecture. A three-dimensional model

can be obtained by tracing the structure of interest in every

slice.



electron microscopy on sections; although antibod-

ies against specific components can be used for lo-

calization studies. One of the goals of the research

presented in this thesis was to overcome this limi-

tation and to visualize the organization of mem-

brane domains by means of three-dimensional

electron microscopy without the need for addi-

tional processing-steps prior to the acquisition of

the image.

1.2 Connections and Continuity

O
ne of the major questions in cell biology con-

cerns the inter-relationships between mem-

brane compartments. Cellular organization and

function are tightly regulated and closely inter-

twined. Conventional electron microscopy has al-

ways been - and still is - a valuable tool for

exploring cellular morphology and organization.

However, connections and continuities between

cellular components and organelles are rarely cap-

tured within a single two-dimensional plane and to

investigate these - or many other localized biologi-

cal events - an additional dimension is often

required.

Throughout this thesis two three-dimensional (3D)

electron microscopic techniques have been applied

that have arisen relatively recent, and which use an

entirely different approach in obtaining a three-di-

mensional representation of the structure of inter-

est. The FIB-SEM uses the ‘direct’ approach by

combining a focussed ion beam (FIB) with a scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) (Inkson et al., 2001; Kubis et

al., 2004). At a relatively low magnification, the SEM

mode can be used to navigate large areas of a sam-

ple, and zoom in on the area of interest. The FIB

can than subsequently be used to mill away a small

16
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Figure 1.5. General overview of the electron tomographic method to acquire a three-dimensional representation of a structure. Electron

tomography in cell biology is a five-step process: (1) a semi-thick specimen of approximately 300 nm is placed within an electron

microscope, and micrographs are obtained over a range of multiple angles (2), these two-dimensional projections are

mathematically combined into a single three-dimensional model (3). To highlight the structure of interest the volume is annotated

(4), and a three-dimensional representation of the structure is created (5). Scheme created for and used with permission of Laura van Niftrik.



stratum from the surface - ranging from tens of cu-

bic nanometres to thousands of cubic micrometers

- and thus reveal a new surface. By obtaining im-

ages of each of the new surfaces, the three-dimen-

sional cellular architecture of the specimen can be

acquired (figure 1.4). Consequently, the FIB-SEM

- in biology - can be particularly valuable for unrav-

elling the three-dimensional organization of struc-

tures within a large field of view. However, when a

cell-biological question asks for a higher resolu-

tion, like for example when membrane connections

and continuities are to be studied, the indirect ap-

proach for obtaining a three-dimensional volume

by electron tomography is particularly useful.

Electron tomographic sections - as used in this the-

sis - are approximately 300 nm thick and covered

with small non-specific gold beads (of five or ten

nanometre in diameter). These beads are visible in

the micrograph as electron dense dots, that are used

as fiducial markers that mark the same spot in 3D-

space throughout the acquired tomographic tilt-se-

ries. In electron tomography, a series of micro-

graphs is taken from a set of different angles;

which thus contain slightly different perspectives

of the 3D structure and relationship of the section’s

content. It is therefore possible to combine the ad-

ditional information of each of these images, and

mathematically reconstruct the 3D position of the

section’s content; thereby creating a 3D volume

(figure 1.5). Based on the three-dimensional

relationship of the fiducial markers, it is possible to

determine the 3D-position of each pixel (or its den-

sity) in the series; thus reconstructing a three-di-

mensional image/volume of the original structure

acquired (De Rosier & Klug, 1968; Gilbert, 1972; Koster et al., 1997).

Throughout this thesis, the weighted back-projec-

tions algorithm as implemented in the Imod-pack-

age was used (Kremer et al., 1996). This use of fiducial

markers - of course - implies that if its centre is not

correctly localized in every micrograph of the tilt-

series, their 3D-position is slightly off, thus result-

ing in a ‘slightly off’ back-projected tomogram.

Common artefacts caused by incorrect 3D-spacing

of the fiducial markers are displacements and shad-

owing of objects; the majority of biological re-

search is, however, not hampered by a small degree

of such artefacts (as long as only details are blurred

and not the overall volume). Another artefact in

electron tomography is the missing wedge (Koster et al.,

1997; McEwen & Heagle, 1998). The missing wedge is caused by

a technical limitation of the apparatus and sample-

thickness, whereby the limit of angles at which mi-

crographs are taken is limited from -70 to +70 de-

grees. As a result, forty degrees that contain

additional and unique information about the three-

dimensional relationship of structures within the

sample are not taken into account in the recon-

struction resulting is a direction-dependant blur.

When a perpendicular tilt-series of the same sam-

ple is created, it can be combined with the original

tomogram to significantly reduce this artefact

17
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Figure 1.6. Double-tilted reconstructions improve the three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction of biological specimens. A tomographic

reconstruction was made from two perpendicular tilt-series of the same multilaminar lysosome (A and B). The white lines in

panel A and B indicate the axis of rotation. Perpendicular to the axis of rotation resolution is lost due to the missing wedge, which

is visible in the tomographic volume as a direction specific blurring of the structure (indicated by the arrows). By combining both

tilt-series into a single double-tilted tomogram, such artefacts are significantly reduced, and the reconstruction is greatly

improved (C). Image courtesy of JLAN Murk (Murk, 2004)



(figure 1.6). The resulting tomogram is referred to

as a double tilt tomogram (Penczek et al., 1995; Mastronarde, 1997;

Arslan et al., 2006).

Even though electron tomography - like all elec-

tron microscopic techniques - provides a snapshot

of a cellular event, it has in recent years provided

many new insights into the cellular architecture

and dynamics (Murk et al., 2004; Marsh et al., 2005). As an exam-

ple the idea that organelles are static and isolated

compartments has been challenged by three-di-

mensional electron microscopic findings (Mannella et al.,

1998; Gueze et al., 2003; Marsh et al., 2004; Trucco et al., 2004).

1.3 Template Matching

O
ne of the huge limitations of electron tomogra-

phy derived three-dimensional models of cellu-

lar organelles has always been of a subjective

nature: membranes are traced manually in each

tomographic slice to produce a 3D representation

of the organelle. The disadvantage of this is, that

certain tracing decisions are in the eye of the be-

holder; some connections or continuities are diffi-

cult to interpret, and the value of the corresponding

model may be largely affected by the experience of

the investigator. This does of course not imply that

all manually segmented tomographic models are of

little to no value to the scientific community, but it

has always been one of the major matters of con-

cern when such a model provides evidence for a

novel idea. Therefore there is a need for more ob-

jective manners of interpretation of electron

tomographic data. In the remainder of this chapter I

will address the basic ideas of three-dimensional

template matching for annotation of biological

structures; an approach to increase objectivity in

the analysis of electron tomograms. The technique

plays a prominent role is the majority of chapters in

this thesis. I will not explore the technique - as de-

veloped in the group of Wolfgang Baumeister (Böhm

et al., 2000; Frangakis et al., 2002) - from a mathematics’s or

programmer’s point of view, but rather from the

point of its application within a biological ques-

tion. We applied this methodology on samples that

were prepared under (currently available) optimal

conditions for these samples and our biological

questions (high-pressure freezing and freeze

substitution for cultured cells, and chemical fixa-

tion for tissue). In addition, our templates were de-

fined based on the visual appearance of structures

within their cellular context as observed in the

tomographic volume, rather than by crystallogra-

phy or single-particle analysis.

1.4 When the Shoe Fits

T
o me, the best allegory to explain what template

matching is all about is the story of Cinderella:

when the prince finds Cinderella’s slipper, he has a

template that helps him identify the girl of his

dreams. So using this template he tries to match is

to every (left) foot of every girl in the country until

he finds Cinderella, swoops her of her feet, and car-

ries her off to his castle. In the case of template

matching, each location of the tomographic vol-

ume is compared to the small three-dimensional

object described within the template file. Depend-

ing on the statistical similarity between the

tomogram and the template, a correlation-value is

assigned that is continuous and lies between zero

(not likely to be the same) and one (most likely to

be the same). This is an important notion, which

has several implications throughout this thesis.

When localizing a specific structure you prefer the

algorithm to provide a boolean result of true or

false; does the shoe fit or not? - To convert a con-

tinuous value into a boolean value, a threshold is

used: if the likelihood of similarity is lower than a

given value it is regarded as false (the shoe does not

fit this foot), and if the likelihood is above the given

value it is regarded as true (the shoe may very well

fit). If this value is set too low, false positives will

be included (and you might end up with the angry

stepsister), or false negatives may be caused

(where you missed Cinderella altogether, because

here foot had swolen up a little). This threshold-

value is set subjectively to include as many of the

objects of interest while excluding as much of the

background as possible. When multiple templates

containing variations of the same structure are

compared to each other, the threshold-value is de-

cided upon for the whole series, and not for the

individual calculations.
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However, by converting a continuous distribution

to a boolean distribution, information is lost. In

some chapters of this thesis, when only a single

template is investigated, this loss of information

does not have a great impact. However, in later

chapters, when the matching values of multiple

templates are related to each other, using a boolean

distribution over a continuous distribution would

render the investigation impossible: imagine you

have two glass slippers, and the first belongs to

Cinderella, while the second is the angry stepsis-

ter’s. Now if both girls exceed the threshold value

for both slippers, then it is impossible to define

which slipper belongs to whom...and this is hardly

the best ending of the fairytale. In this case categor-

ical data would be required: the question is changed

from ‘which slipper fits’ to ‘which slipper fits

better’, and the assumption is made that the shoe

that fits better belongs to the girl in question. This

comparison is achieved by means of a maximum

operation: the matching values of both calculations

are compared, and for each location (where the

threshold is exceeded in either calculation) the

template with the best fit (that is having the highest

correlation value) is regarded to describe the struc-

ture most likely present at that location. This re-

sults in the following categories: (0) the structure

described in either template is not likely to be pres-

ent at this location, (1) the structure described in

the first template is most likely to be present here,

or (2) the structure described in the second

template is most likely to be present here. It is

obvious that the number of categories is derived

from the number of templates.

1.5 Aim and Outine

I
n this thesis I present my work on enhancing the

visualization of membranous biological struc-

tures within their cellular context by three-dimen-

sional electron microscopy, and approaches to

automate this visualization process, make the an-

notation of electron tomographic volumes more

objective, as well as to extract additional informa-

tion from tomographic volumes beyond the capac-

ity of conventional manual annotation.

Many cell-biological questions concern intra- and

inter-cellular relationships of a biological system.

It is known, that organization and function are

closely intertwined, and even the slightest disrup-

tion of the organization can have major implica-

tions for the function of a cell, organ, or organism.

However, to observe and identify such a disrup-

tion can require the analysis of a large area within

a biological sample. In chapter two we investigate

the FIB-SEM as an approach to study both the cel-

lular and the multi-cellular organization at an elec-

tron microscopic level in three dimensions, and

take a first look at the kind of biological questions

that can either benefit highly from this approach, or

are impossible to investigate by any other.

As described throughout this introduction, electron

microscopy has had a great impact on our under-

standing of the organization of biological mem-

branes, and electron tomography has granted us a

three-dimensional view of membranous compart-

ments within the cell. Electron tomography has

been particularly valuable for the investigation of

connections and continuities between these com-

partments, and provided new insights into cellular

organization. One of the major limitations of elec-

tron tomography is though, that it relies on manual

annotation. In chapter three and four we present the

semi-objective approach of template matching to

annotate membranes acquired by means of two dif-

ferent electron tomographic techniques to provide

the basis for an objective analysis of electron

tomographic data.

Membrane dynamics, fluidity, and domain forma-

tion, are major characteristics of the fluid-mosaic

model by Singer and Nicolson. It has been ob-

served by a variety of techniques, but has also been

beyond the reach of electron tomography. In chap-

ter 5 we induce lipid-phase separation - a well de-

fined dynamic property of mixed lipid-membranes

- in the Escherichia coli outer membrane to seize

the challenge to localize and visualize membrane

domains in three dimensions by electron tomogra-

phy in combination with template matching. The

combination of these techniques provide a robust

approach to investigate existing cell-biological

questions in a new dimension.
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Besides lipid domains, there are many biologically

functional protein domains that play a role in the

structure, organization, and function of biomem-

branes. In chapter six we take yet another step that

raises the bar for electron tomographic studies in

cell- and membrane-biological questions: tem-

plate matching provides a tool to localize and vi-

sualize membrane attached protein-coats, and

presents us with the opportunity to investigate the

protein-coat organization on these membrane-

structures.

Throughout this thesis we present - in small but rel-

evant steps - three-dimensional electron micro-

scopical approaches to investigate cell- and

membrane-biological questions within their cellu-

lar context from a micrometre to a nanometre

scale.
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2.1 Introduction

I
n the Western society, cardiovascular diseases,

amongst which atherosclerosis, are the leading

causes of mortality and morbidity. A disturbed

laminar blood flow, hypercholesterolemia and pro-

voked inflammation contribute to atherogenesis at

plaque prone areas. Lipid lowering diets and anti-

inflammatory therapies will thicken the fibrous cap

by inducing the migration and proliferation of

smooth muscle cells and triggering the synthesis of

extra cellular matrix synthesis. However, as in-

flammation persists in the plaque the collagenous

matrix will be degraded and new collagen synthesis

by smooth muscle cells is inhibited, resulting in a

so called vulnerable plaque. The vulnerable plaque

is a lipid filled plaque with a thin fibrous cap; these

plaques are prone to rupture and are responsible for

fatal acute thrombosis (Libby, 2002).

To gain further insight in (sub)cellular changes

during atherogenesis, and thereby in the patho-

genesis of atherosclerosis, the cellular architecture

of plaques and healthy regions of arteries need to

be studied in greater detail. To be able to navigate

to the areas(s) of interest and subsequently zoom in

onto this area to detect, for instance, minor mor-

phological changes or changes in protein localisa-

tion and/or expression in specific cell types, high

resolution imaging is a necessity. This limits the

use of the light microscope and can only be

achieved by electron microscopic techniques.

However, conventional transmission electron mi-

croscope (TEM) is not very well suitable to locate

areas of interest in a biological sample. Therefore,

in cellular studies correlative microscopy is often

used to locate regions of interest at relative low

magnification with the light microscope combined

with ultrastructural analysis and protein localisa-

tion using the electron microscope. Although cor-

relative microscopy protocols have been optimized

(Oorschot et al., 2002; Schwartz et al., 2007; Van Driel et al., 2008; Verkade, 2008;

Wilke et al., 2008) and new probes have been developed

(Giepmans, 2008), which can be detected both in the fluo-

rescent microscope and in the electron microscope,

it is still very laborious. Furthermore, acquiring 3D

information will be even more tedious, if possible

at all. Therefore new approaches have to be ex-

plored to meet these needs.

Such a new approach might be the Integrated Light

Electron Microscope (ILEM), recently described

and developed in our group (Agronskaia et al., 2008; Karreman et

al., 12009). In addition the Focused Ion Beam – Scan-

ning Electron Microscope (FIB-SEM) might be a

suitable microscope to study biological samples in

a correlative way. This microscope has been

mostly used on non-biological samples, although

recently the FIB-SEM has also been used to study

biological samples (Heymann et al., 2006; Knott et al., 2008; De Winter
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A
therogenesis is a pathological condition in which changes in the (ultra)structure and in the localisa-

tion of proteins take place within the vasculature during all stages of the disease. To gain insight in

those changes, high resolution imaging is necessary. However, some of these changes will only be pres-

ent in a small number of cells, positioned in a “sea” of non-affected cells. To localize this relatively small

number of cells there is a need to first navigate through a large area of the sample and subsequently zoom

in onto the area of interest; a process called “correlative microscopy”. This approach also enables the

study of specific cells within their in vivo environment, and enables the study of (possible) interactions

of these cells with their surrounding cells/environment. The study of a sample in a correlative way using

light and electron microscope is a promising approach to achieve this, however, it is very laborious and

additional ultrastructural techniques might be very valuable to find the places of interest.

In this report we show that the focussed ion beam-scanning electron microscope is a powerful tool to

study biological specimen in a correlative way. With this microscope one can scan for the area of interest

at low magnification, in this case the atherosclerotic plaque, and subsequently zoom in, for further analy-

sis on an ultrastructural level; rendering valuable and detailed 2D and 3D information of, in this case, the

endothelial cells and the vessel wall. Moreover, in combination with pre-embedment labelling of surface

exposed antigens, the method allows insight into the 3D distribution of these (bio)markers.



et al., 2009). The FIB-SEM combines a scanning elec-

tron microscope with a focused ion beam. At rela-

tive low magnifications the SEM mode can be used

to study/image a large area of the sample. In addi-

tion, in scanning mode we can navigate to and

zoom in onto the areas of interest. The FIB can

subsequently be used to remove small volumes of

material, a process called milling or sputtering,

ranging from tens of cubic nanometer up to thou-

sands of cubic micrometers at the areas of interest.

The sidewalls of the milled trenches reveal a cross

section of the sample and can be visualized in the

SEM mode, thereby acquiring 3D information of

the (cellular) architecture of the specimen.

To identify the area of interest one can either use

morphological markers and/or specific (bio)mark-

ers. In the case of atherosclerosis the gross mor-

phology of the plaque might serve as a navigation

landmark. Identification and visualisation of dif-

ferent stages of atherogenesis might be achieved by

means of specific (bio)markers, which then will be

helpful to identify the areas of interest in the artery.

For instance, CD81, a tetraspanin family member,

was recently shown to be upregulated in endothe-

lium overlying early atheroma and thus can be used

to recognize early events of atherogenesis (Rohlena et

al., 2008). Another family of proteins that is involved

in the atherogenic process, and which might be ap-

plied for navigating to the area of interest, is the

Cell Adhesion Molecules, of which ICAM is an

example (Libby, 2002).

We explored the possibilities of the FIB-SEM to

study the (3D) ultrastructure of the atherosclerotic

plaque and to visualize the distribution of an endo-

thelial cell surface expressed protein involved in

this process. After location of the areas of interest,

three different approaches were used to zoom in

and visualize the endothelium, the underlying tis-

sue, and the surface exposed protein, at nanoscale

resolution. In this report we show that the FIB-

SEM is a valuable and straightforward approach to

gain insight in the cell biology of the athero-

sclerotic plaque at high resolution in vascular

tissue.

2.2 Material and Methods

A
poE deficient mice (kindly provided by dr Th J

C van Berkel) were maintained on a chow diet

for 10-15 months and subsequently anaesthetised

and perfusion fixed with 4% formaldehyde (FA) in

PHEM buffer (60 mM Pipes, 25 mM HEPES, 2

mM MgCl2 and 10 mM EGTA). Animal work was

approved by the regulatory authority of Leiden

University and performed in compliance with the

Dutch government guidelines.

Aortas were dissected after the fixation. Some of

the aortas were directly postfixed with 2% OsO4

and 1.5% K4Fe(CN)6 for 2 hours at 4°C, dehy-

drated through a series of ethanol and embedded in

Epon; whereas others were pre-embedment la-

belled with an anti-mouse ICAM-1 (MALA-2

(clone YN1/1.7; Takei), a kind gift from Prof.

Mebius). For detection of ICAM-1 a bridging anti-

body was used (Rabbit anti Rat; Dako) and protein

A gold 10 nm (UMC, Utrecht, the Netherlands).

After labelling, the tissue was fixed with a mixture

of 2% FA, 2.5% glutaraldehyde (GA), 0.025%
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the followed approach:

pieces of arteries obtained from ApoE-/- mice were, after

being fixed, immunogold-labelled for ICAM-1. The tissue was

embedded in Epon and thin sections were prepared. The

remaining sample was used for FIB-SEM examination.

Conventional TEM was used to examine the thin sections and

compared with the micrographs obtained with the FIB-SEM.



CaCl2·2H2O, 0.05% MgCl2·6H2O and 0.1M

Na-cacodylate pH 7.4 (adapted from Karnovsky)

and treated as described above.

In order to compare the images obtained with the

FIB-SEM to conventional TEM, ultra-thin sec-

tions (60 nm) were cut prior to using the embedded

artery for FIB-SEM examination (figure 2.1). The

sections were stained in an over-saturated solution

of uranyl acetate in 70% methanol with Reynold’s

lead citrate and examined using a Technai 12 (FEI,

Eindhoven, the Netherlands) at 80 kV.

After sectioning the embedded artery was cut with

a glass knife into a small block and the surrounding

Epon was largely removed to reduce the risk of

charging. The sample was glued on a stub with car-

bon paint, giving special attention to the electrical

connectivity between the stub and the osmicated

artery. Subsequently a Pt/Pd coating of 3 nm was

applied using a sputter coating (Cressington,

HQ280). The sample was then transferred to the

FEI Nova Nanolab600 DualbeamTM (FEI,

Eindhoven, the Netherlands). To protect the area of

interest from the ion beam and to prevent curtain-

ing, a local Pt-layer with a thickness of about 1 mi-

cron was deposited in-situ on top of the Epon

block. Subsequently the cross section was milled at

0 degrees stage tilt, with the ion beam coming in at

52 degrees to the sample (De Winter et al., 2009). This pre-

vents contrast gradients, shadowing and focus dif-

ferences in the y-direction when tilted towards the

electron beam. The milling starts with a coarse

milling step with a large current (20 nA), followed

by a polishing step with a smaller current (0.1 nA-1

nA) called a cleaning cross section. The cross sec-

tions were imaged in back scatter electron (BSE)

mode using a 2 kV beam (0.21 nA).

The stack of SEM images created in the FIB-SEM

were combined into a single 3D volume using the

Amira software package (Mercury, France) and

subsequently converted (into an .MRC file) and

manually aligned using the tools available in the

IMOD package (Kremer et al., 1996). Thereafter a three di-

mensional representation was created by manually

tracing the structures of interest in Amira.
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Figure 2.2. FIB-SEM examination of atherosclerotic tissue of ApoE-/-

mice. A Overview of the artery as observed in light microscope.

The lumen of the artery is depicted with “L” and the plaque

with “Le”. B. Overview of the artery as observed in scanning

mode. The white arrowhead indicates at lipid filled cells; the

black arrowhead points at the elastic lamina; the black arrow

points at calcified material. Le=plaque. C. Overview of the

three different approaches to study the artery. The numbers

correspond to the approach used. Approach 1: milling a large

cross section; approach 2: milling several small cross

sections; approach 3: a slice and view series. The black

arrows in figure C indicate the locations of the sections

imaged for figure 2.4.



2.3 Results

T
o be able to study the atherosclerotic plaque in a

correlative way the most straightforward ap-

proach is to image a cross section of the complete

artery, and to use morphological landmarks to

identify the location of the plaque areas at low

magnification and then zoom in onto the areas of

interest. Using the light microscope the initial im-

aging can be performed rather easy, however, so

far the preparation methods limit the success of

subsequent high resolution analysis at the same

area. Since with light microscopy it is possible to

image a cross section of a complete mouse artery

(figure 2.2.A) we wondered whether we could vi-

sualize the plaque areas also with the FIB-SEM.

The advantage of this microscope is that one can

image at relative low magnification large areas of

the sample and zoom in onto areas of interest using

the ion beam.

To test the feasibility of this approach and to vali-

date whether the resolution obtained with the FIB-

SEM is comparable to conventional TEM, arteries

of ApoE-/- mice were embedded in Epon. The sur-

face of the Epon block was smoothed by cutting

ultrathin (60 nm) sections. Figure 2.2.B shows a

SEM micrograph obtained in the FIB-SEM of the

artery at low magnification. Indeed the complete

artery can be imaged, and the plaque and healthy

areas of the artery are clearly distinguishable. In

this cross section through the vessel wall, lipid

loaded cells (white arrowhead) and calcified cho-

lesterol crystals (black arrow) are observed in the

plaque area. The elastic lamina is visible through-

out the entire vessel wall.

To study the areas of interest at higher resolution

three different approaches were used to obtain in-

formation on (1) the vessel wall composition/mor-

phology going from the lumen to outside of the

vessel wall; (2) the endothelial lining of the vessel

at different sites of the vessel lumen and (3) the 3D

morphology at the site of the plaque (all three ap-

proaches are shown in figure 2.2.C). The first ap-

proach (figure 2.2.C1 and figure 2.3) was to

investigate the morphology of the vessel wall by

milling a large area cross section through the
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Figure 2.3. Approach 1. A. High magnification of the large cross section, shown in figure 2.2.C, through the plaque area. The black

box indicates the area of which the panorama in figure 2.3.C is imaged. B and C. Panorama of multiple high resolution images of

the plaque area (B) and the healthy area (C) taken of the large cross sections shown in figure 2.2.C. The white arrow head

indicates cholesterol needles; L=lumen; Li=lipid; Lp=lipoprotein particles; EL=elastic lamina; SMC=smooth muscle cell.



plaque (approximately 242 �m length; figure

2.3.A) and through a healthy area (approximately

50 �m length; figure 2.3.C). Starting at the lumen,

when migrating into the plaque, an endothelial cell,

overlying a lipid loaded cell, is imaged. The nu-

cleus of the endothelial cell is clearly visible; for

further detailed morphological information the

cells have to be studied at higher magnification, as

shown later. The lipid loaded cell represents a foam

cell, which arises when macrophages scavenge

Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) particles accumu-

lated in the extra cellular matrix of the vessel wall

(Libby, 2002). In the foam cells underneath the

endothelial cell, multi lamellar structures and large

lipid droplets (figure 2.3.B) are present. Between

the foam cells, accumulated lipoprotein particles

(Lp) can be recognized. Furthermore, calcified

cholesterol needles (white arrowheads) are present

in the matrix between the foam cells. No elastic

lamina was observed in the approximately 50 �m

we imaged of the plaque, indicating a large in-

crease in volume of the area of the vessel wall be-

tween the elastic lamina and the lumen. In

contrast, when migrating into the healthy areas,

the endothelial cells are located on a basal lamina,

over the elastic lamina, which is clearly visible in
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Figure 2.4. Approach 2. BSE images taken from small local cross sections in a healthy (A) and a plaque region (B and C). The cross

sections are indicated in figure 2.2C by black arrows. In the image of the healthy regions, the elastic lamina is clearly visible

underneath the endothelial cells, whereas underneath the endothelial cell located on the plaque a lipid filled cell (B) and

accumulated lipoprotein particles (C) are observed. Multiple caveolae structures are observed in the endothelial cells located in

the healthy region, indicated by the white arrows.



figure 2.3.C. Underneath the elastic lamina, colla-

gen vessels and smooth muscle cells are present.

No lipoprotein particles or lipid loaded cells can be

observed. Using this approach the tissue can be

screened for the presence of a plaque. The plaque

itself can be screened for the presence of specific

morphological parameters, such as collagen bun-

dles, cholesterol crystals or foam cells, to give a

first indication about the nature and state of the

plaque.

The second approach was to do a rapid investiga-

tion of large areas by milling a number of small lo-

cal cross sections (figure 2.4.A-C); giving a

representative picture of a location. Figure 2.2.C2

shows a low magnification image of the areas in-

vestigated, indicated by the white arrows. Using

this approach, we milled at 12 different locations

cross sections of the endothelial cells to compare

the morphology of these cells located on the plaque

and at the healthy regions of the artery. Again, un-

derneath the endothelial cells at the healthy regions

an elastic lamina was recognized (figure 2.4.A).

Foam cells and accumulated lipoproteins were

present underneath the plaque endothelial cells

(figure 2.4.B and 2.4.C), as also described above.

Furthermore, at these higher magnifications differ-

ences seemed to be present in the caveolar system:

the plaque endothelial cells appeared to contain

less surface bound caveolae compared to healthy

endothelial cells. This difference might be of inter-

est in view of endothelial cell function and is cur-

rently under further investigation. So with this

approach one can study ultrastructural changes in

cells/tissue of interest in relation to the location

within the vessel wall.

Both approaches show that the resolution obtained

with the FIB-SEM is sufficient to visualize mem-

branes, as is shown in figure 2.3 and 2.4. However,

a clear lipid bilayer, which can be imaged using the

same sample preparation methods and conven-

tional TEM (see for instance figure 2.6.E), is not

observed in the micrographs, implying a slightly

less X-Y resolution when using the FIB-SEM.

To gain insight in the 3D configuration of the

plaque and to study whether we could visualize

various membrane compartments, approach 3 was

performing a slice and viewTM (FEI, Eindhoven,
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Figure 2.5. Approach 3. 3D reconstruction of a slice and view series made from the plaque endothelial cells towards the shoulder of

the plaque. A. a slice of the series showing two endothelial cells overlying a plaque. The area indicated with the box was manually

annotated in every slide as indicated in B. Figure C shows a three dimensional reconstruction of part of the endothelial cell. The

3D organization of the mitochondria (yellow/M) and nucleus (green/N) can be clearly investigated using this approach. D.

Cell-cell contact is visualized in 3D. Contact points of the cells are shown in green, while pink indicates where the neighbouring

cells do not make contact. In a small area of the membrane (D, right panel), caveolar invaginations are indicated in blue.

L=lumen of the blood-vessel; N=nucleus; M=mitochondria. The arrowhead and the arrow indicate the camera-positions for

figure C and D respectively.
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Figure 2.6. ICAM-1 expression in atherosclerotic tissue of ApoE-/- mice visualized by FIB-SEM. A. back scatter electron image taken from

an endothelial cell located on the plaque. Hardly any ICAM gold particles are present. B, C and D. BSE images from a slice and

view series made from the plaque towards the shoulder region. More ICAM-1 gold particles are observed on the surface of the

non-plaque endothelial cells. This is in agreement with figure 2.6.E. in which a conventional TEM image of a 60 nm section of the

same sample is shown. In this section more ICAM-1 gold particles are present on the non-plaque endothelial cells. WB=Weibel

Palade Bodies; M=mitochondrion.



the Netherlands) at a specific area. A slice and

view series involves automated serial sectioning

with the FIB and subsequent imaging with the

SEM; producing a 3D image-sequence of the

cells/tissue of interest that can be reconstructed

into a 3D model (De Winter et al., 2009).

Two areas were investigated: the area indicated in

figure 2.2.C3 and an area surrounding the shoulder

of the lesion (performed on a second specimen). In

the movie of images acquired during the slice and

view series at the plaque area (figure 2.2.C3), the

intracellular distribution of the lipid droplets

within the foam cell located underneath the endo-

thelium can be clearly distinguished (supplemen-

tary movie 2.1). It can be seen that the lipid droplets

are present within the nuclear plane and thus cause

deformations of the nucleus.

A second tomographic volume, obtained by align-

ment of the images in the slice and view series,

around the shoulder area of the plaque, was repre-

sented in a 3D model by annotation of the mem-

brane structures in every slice (figure 2.5). This

analysis focussed on the contact between two en-

dothelial cells and on the distribution of intra-

cellular membrane systems of the endothelial cell.

Panels 2.5.A,B show the area of the vessel wall

where slice and view was performed and the two

areas of interest: part of the intracellular mem-

branes/organelles of the endothelial cell and the

area of interaction between two endothelial cells.

The membranes/organelles were annotated and a

3D model of part of the intracellular membranes is

shown in figure 2.5.C, highlighting the possibili-

ties of this approach and indicating that indeed

membrane compartments can be recognized. An

area of specific interest is the connection between

two endothelial cells. This area is of interest since

it plays a major role in the barrier function of the

endothelial monolayer and decreased cell-cell in-

teraction might be involved in the deposition of

LDL in the aortic wall (Libby, 2002). In the single slice

(figure 2.5.A) it is indicated that at certain areas the

cells deviate from each other, resulting in the cre-

ation of gaps between the cells, which might ham-

per the endothelial barrier function. The 3D model

(figure 2.5.D; pink colour) shows that indeed

within the reconstructed volume the cell-cell con-

tacts are loosened in a relatively large area. Not

only is a cell-cell contact modelled, but using this

approach it is also possible to model the localiza-

tion of the caveolae as is shown in figure 2.5.D. No

clear differences in caveolae number are observed

at this time between the areas with close cell-cell

contacts and loose cell-cell contacts.

The approaches described above clearly show the

advantage: the increase in Z-resolution, and the

disadvantage: the slight decrease in X-Y resolution,

of the FIB-SEM in studying (3D) tissue/cell/

organelle configuration/morphology in the areas of

interest. However, it does not give insight in the

presence and/or distribution of specific molecules.

To address the question whether the FIB-SEM can

be used to visualize (bio)markers, we labelled a

similar piece of artery for Inter Cellular Adhesion

Molecule-1 (ICAM-1). ICAM-1 is an adhesion

molecule constitutively expressed on endothelial

cells and increased upon activation (van Buul et al., 2007).

Moreover, it is reported to be involved in the devel-

opment of atherosclerosis in mice (von der Thüsen et al.,

2001). After labelling, the artery was embedded in

Epon and examined using the FIB-SEM. Again in

SEM mode the architecture of the artery was stud-

ied to navigate to the place of interest. We zoomed

in on the endothelial cells lining the plaque, since

activated endothelial cells are expected in that re-

gion. The sample shown in figure 2.5 represents

part of this area. Imaging of this region, after mill-

ing a small cross section, indeed showed ICAM-1

gold particles on plaque endothelial cells
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Figure 2.7. Close up of ICAM-1 gold particles in four successive slices

of a slice and view series. Gold particles (10 nm) are observed in

multiple slices (of approximately 50 nm) indicating that the

back scatter electrons penetrate deeper in the tissue than the

thickness of these slices; resulting in a slight overlap of

information among the slices. Slice number 19 is the real

position of the gold particle indicated by the white arrow,

since it is lost in the subsequent slice (20); indicating that the

particle was milled of the sample, and was thus within 50 nm of

the surface.



visualized by Back Scattered Electrons (figure

2.6.A). The expression of ICAM-1in this area,

however, was relatively low. Therefore, of this re-

gion, a slice and view series at high resolution was

performed, imaging towards the shoulder of the

plaque.

Since the goal of the approach is to determine po-

tential differences in ICAM expression on the sur-

face of the endothelial cells it is important to know

how quantitative the detection is and thus also how

far into the specimen gold particles are detected. In

figure 2.7 a close up of gold particles are shown in

several slices of the slice and view series. Since the

gold particles used are 10 nm one would expect to

observe the image of a single gold particle in only

one slice (one slice is 50 nm). However, it can be

clearly seen that specific gold particles can be ob-

served in more than one slice. This is most likely

due to the penetration of the BSE, resulting in de-

tection of gold particles up to 100 nm into the mate-

rial. These images clearly demonstrate the

Z-direction of the gold particles in this sample and

indicate that the FIB-SEM slices can be used to

quantify, in this case, ICAM gold particles, how-

ever one should keep in mind that the acceleration

voltage is kept constant.

Focussing mainly on the immunogold labelling,

three images of this slice and view series are shown

in figure 2.6.B-D. As is shown in figure 2.6.B (and

also in figure 2.5.A) hardly any ICAM-1 specific

gold particles were present in the plaque area, how-

ever, when reaching the shoulder of the plaque

more ICAM-1 specific gold particles were ob-

served (figure 2.6.C and 2.6.D). This indicates that

indeed the distribution of ICAM-1 is heteroge-

neous on the luminal surface of the vessel wall.

We wanted to compare the resolution of the slice

and view series with conventional 60 nm sections

and Transmission EM (TEM). Although the reso-

lution of the slice and view series is reasonable

high, compared to the resolution of the 60 nm sec-

tions (figure 2.6.E), made before processing the

sample for the FIB-SEM, it may be clear that the

resolution of conventional TEM is superior. In the

conventional TEM section the cellular architecture

was clearly visible showing mitochondria, and

Weibel Palade bodies. In the slice and view series

these organelles were clearly recognizable, how-

ever less details were distinguishable. Indeed, it

should be noted that, as is observed in figure 2.6.A,

the resolution of the FIB-SEM is high enough to

detect junctions between endothelial cells and to

discern intracellular membrane systems.

The expression pattern of ICAM-1, observed in the

conventional TEM section, is similar to the slice

and view series: ICAM-1 gold particles are ob-

served on the shoulder region rather than on the

plaque endothelial cells. Figure 2.8 shows a sche-

matic representation of the distribution of ICAM-1

gold particles in the artery, indicating the strength

of the combination of the FIB-SEM with conven-

tional TEM. From this schematic representation it

is clear that ICAM-1 is particularly highly ex-

pressed at the shoulder region of the plaque. The

presence of ICAM-1 on the plaque endothelial

cells is comparable to the presence of ICAM-1 on

the endothelial cells in the healthy areas, although

some endothelial cells in this area do have a high

ICAM-1 expression. With the FIB-SEM these lo-

cations of high ICAM-1 expression in healthy en-

dothelial cells can be studied in depth, in greater

detail.
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Figure 2.8. Schematic representation of ICAM-1 expression as an

overlay over the SEM image of the artery. In red the ICAM-1 high

areas are shown and in green the ICAM-1 low areas.



2.4 Discussion

T
o gain insight in (sub)cellular changes during

physiological and pathological conditions, like

atherosclerosis, it will be of eminent importance to

study these changes in a correlative way: locate

cells/regions of interest at low magnification and

study these cells/regions in their environment at

ultrastructural level. The drawback of this ap-

proach is the use of two separate microscopes. Al-

though the cells/regions of interest are identified

rapidly in the light/fluorescent microscope, the

sample has to be prepared for EM, transferred to

the EM and the same region in 2D but also in Z di-

rection has to be located. Furthermore, unless se-

rial sections or thick sections are obtained, it is not

possible to get insight into the 3D distribution of

organelles or proteins.

Using the FIB-SEM, samples can be studied al-

ready at relative low magnification in SEM mode.

The regions/cells of interest can be identified at this

low magnification and by using the ion beam and

BSE, these regions/cells can be further studied in

3D at high resolution (Knott et al., 2008). Relative large

cross sections can be milled, imaged and studied

(approach 1). In addition, by milling multiple small

area cross sections, a specific cell type can be in-

vestigated at various locations in the sample (ap-

proach 2). Slice and view series performed at

specific regions/cells can give insight in the 3D ar-

chitecture in these regions/cells (approach 3).

As said, one of the advantages/properties of the

FIB-SEM is to be able to image at rather low mag-

nification large areas in scanning mode. Since at

light microscopical level a cross section of the

whole mouse artery can be imaged and the

atherosclerotic plaque, which might serve as a

morphological landmark, can be identified, we in-

vestigated whether we could use the FIB-SEM in a

correlative way.

Arteries of ApoE-/- mice, which develop

atherosclerotic lesions, were used to study the

pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. In SEM mode we

were able to image a cross section of the whole

mouse aorta at 150x magnification (figure 2.2). An

atherosclerotic plaque was clearly visible in the

sample, as well as lipid droplets and crystalline

cholesterol needles in the plaque. Elastic lamina

was visible in the entire sample. At higher magnifi-

cation, in SEM mode, single foam cells and endo-

thelial cells could be identified. In addition, the

membranes in single cells were clearly recognized,

although not as a lipid bilayer but as one thick

layer, indicating that the X-Y resolution is slightly

less compared to conventional TEM.

Navigating through the aorta using the above men-

tioned approaches, we compared the composition

of the atherosclerotic plaque and the healthy region

at high resolution. In addition, the (3D) architec-

ture of vascular endothelial cells was studied in re-

lation to their location relative to the

atherosclerotic plaque. Zooming in onto the endo-

thelial cells lining the plaque at higher magnifica-

tion, membrane compartments, like mitochondria

and caveolae, could be recognized. At the level of

the plasma membrane of the endothelial cells, less

luminal surface bound caveolae were observed in

the endothelial cells lining the plaque. However,

multiple caveolae were located at the cell-cell con-

tacts between two plaque endothelial cells, as was

observed in the slice and view series. This observa-

tion is the start of a current study to determine in

further detail whether indeed the location of

caveolae is changed in plaque endothelial cells

compared to healthy endothelial cells, and/or

whether there is a substantial difference in number

of caveolae. The possible importance of this find-

ing is suggested by Rodriguez-Fuo et al. (Rodriguez-Fuo

et al., 2008) who identified caveolin-1 as a possible

biomarker for plaque vulnerability. A decreased

expression of caveolin-1 correlated with

atherosclerotic plaque destabilisation and rupture.

Caveolin-1 is involved in the formation and main-

tenance of caveolae and the observed decrease in

surface bound caveolae in plaque endothelial cells

in the present paper might be related to the reported

decrease in caveolin-1 in the atherosclerotic

plaque.

Study of the 3D model reconstructed from the slice

and view series revealed a disturbed interaction be-

tween two adjacent endothelial cells. This could
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indicate a loosening of cell-cell contact between

endothelial cells overlying the plaque and thereby a

hampered endothelial barrier function might be in-

duced. Indeed, an increase in vascular permeability

has been reported in atherosclerotic patients (Lusis,

2000). This shows that using the FIB-SEM to study

cells/tissue provides high resolution information

about regions of interest. The slice and view ap-

proach can clearly give information on the 3D dis-

tribution of membranes and organelles, however,

as mentioned above, its X-Y resolution is not as

high as TEM (see for instance figure 2.6). This

means that depending on the questions to be ad-

dressed, a decision has to be made between the abil-

ity of the FIB-SEM to study relatively large

volumes, or the better lateral resolution of other

EM techniques. For instance, to study membrane

continuities and organelle biogenesis, FIB-SEM

might not be the appropriate method to use. How-

ever, as we present in the current paper, the method

is very valuable for studies regarding 3D distribu-

tion of, for instance, organelles in cells present at

specific sites of interest. In addition, using the FIB

it is possible to prepare a lamella at the site of inter-

est, and transfer it to the TEM for electron

tomography.

Labelling the tissue for a specific (bio)marker will

provide the necessary information for the loca-

tion/validation of the (bio)marker. In this paper, we

did a pre-embedment labelling of the adhesion mol-

ecule ICAM-1, as proof of principle. ICAM-1 is

constitutively expressed at the surface of endothe-

lial cells and upregulated upon activation (Van Buul et al.,

2007). The expression pattern of ICAM-1 in

atherosclerotic tissue is studied previously (Nakashima

et al., 1998; Zibara et al., 2000). Its expression was increased at

lesion prone sites and at the shoulder of

atherosclerotic plaques, as shown by

immunohistochemistry. SEM showed a localiza-

tion of ICAM-1 at the surface of endothelial cells at

the lesion prone sites (Nakashima et al, 1998), however at the

EM level no information on the distribution of

ICAM-1 over the entire endothelial lining of the

vessel wall was obtained. ICAM-1 is therefore a

suitable protein to confirm the feasibility of the

FIB-SEM to locate proteins of interest. Using pre-

embedment of the artery and subsequent milling

and viewing in the FIB-SEM we were indeed able

to visualize ICAM-1 at the surface of endothelial

cells, proving the feasibility of using the FIB-SEM

in protein localisation studies. As expected based

on the histochemistry, ICAM-1 high areas were

observed especially on the shoulder region of the

plaque using the FIB-SEM. This was confirmed by

analysis of the thin sections made of the same sam-

ple before preparation for the FIB-SEM. On the

surface of the plaque endothelial cells hardly any

ICAM-1 gold particles were observed. Also at

some areas of the healthy parts of the vessel wall

highly ICAM-1 positive cells were observed. Fur-

ther investigations showed that these endothelial

cells were overlying a macrophage, indicating very

early stages of inflammation, possibly resulting in

the start of an atherosclerotic plaque (data not

shown).

Besides obtaining information regarding the 3D lo-

calisation of ICAM-1, the gold particles in the slice

and view series illustrate that the back scatter elec-

trons penetrate deeper into the tissue than the thick-

ness of in the consecutive slice (figure 2.7). This

implies that there is no loss of information due to

the slice process. It also means that, provided that

the acceleration voltage is kept constant, quantifi-

cation of the gold particles is possible using the

FIB-SEM.

By combining FIB-SEM and conventional TEM,

we are able to visualize the quantification the num-

ber of specific gold particles on the vascular endo-

thelial cells, in our case ICAM-1 gold particles. A

schematic impression can then be prepared of the

expression of the biomarker of interest as a layer

over the SEM image of the artery (figure 2.8)

showing the distribution of the biomarker.

At this moment a drawback of the FIB-SEM as a

correlative microscope is that the region of interest

must be distinguishable at low magnification,

based on its morphology in SEM images. To iden-

tify specific (bio)markers expressed by only a

small number of cells and thus present in only a

small part of the tissue, and to study these specific

cells at higher resolution, new approaches will

have to be developed to specifically recognize and
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navigate towards these areas. However, to locate

surface (bio)markers for either early atherosclero-

sis or for identification of the vulnerable plaque,

finding the plaque at low magnification is suffi-

cient to be able to find the (bio)markers at high

resolution.

In conclusion, in this paper we clearly show the ad-

vantage of the ability of the FIB-SEM to navigate

in a large sample at low magnification to places of

interest and, in addition, to zoom in onto these

places to visualize the (3D) architecture of the

cells of interest. In addition, the distribution of pro-

teins of interest at high resolution, as described in

this paper, makes the FIB-SEM a valuable tool for

correlative microscopy in biology.
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3.1. Introduction

E
lectron tomography is an imaging technique,

using transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

to explore the structural architecture of cells and

organelles in three dimensions (3D). This is

achieved by recording two-dimensional (2D) im-

ages of a specimen at different tilt angles. A 3D re-

construction (tomogram) is calculated from the 2D

projections by a computational method (e.g. back-

projection), resulting in a digital 3D representation

of the specimen. Typically, for those applications

where stained sections are imaged, digital slices

with a Z-resolution of two to five nanometers are

visualized (Kremer et al., 1996; Koster et al., 1997). These digital

slices are then used to generate 3D contours of the

structure. Electron tomography has become an in-

dispensable tool in morphological studies concern-

ing 3D structural analysis and membrane

connectivity; providing additional insight into cel-

lular organization (Murk et al., 2004; Mogelsvang et al., 2004; Lucic et

al., 2005; Frey et al., 2006).

Among others, the resolution in a tomogram de-

pends on the number of angles at which 2D projec-

tions were taken. This number is limited by several

technical restrictions. First, at high tilt angles, e.g.

higher than 65 degrees, the sample holder and the

thickness of the sample will provide a limit. Sec-

ond, exposure to the electron beam has to be lim-

ited to prevent specimen changes (Bennett, 1974; Egerton et al.,

2004). The missing projections at high tilt angles

will result in a direction-dependent loss of resolu-

tion in the tomogram (McEwen et al., 1996; Koster et al., 1997). This

artefact (missing wedge) can be reduced by com-

bining two perpendicular tomograms of the same

area, resulting in clearer and sharper cellular

structures with more isotropic resolution (Penczek et al.,

1995; Mastronarde, 1997).

Electron tomograms show an overwhelming

amount of structural detail. To better understand a

particular arrangement within a tomogram, a seg-

mentation step is performed to highlight the struc-

ture of interest and to remove unrelated

information. In electron tomography of stained

sections this is often done in a manual fashion by

computer assisted drawing of membrane-structures

in each digital slice throughout the tomogram.

These traced contours are combined into a 3D

model used for further analysis. Due to the manual

nature of this annotation-step, some degree of sub-

jectivity cannot be prevented.

During the last decade several powerful methods

became available for the 3D segmentation of struc-

tures within tomograms. Some of these methods

focused on improving the signal-to-noise ratio

within tomograms (e.g. anisotropic diffusion filter-

ing by Frangakis & Hegerl, 2001), on careful analysis of tex-

ture and contrast (e.g. watershed by Volkmann, 2002) or

on development of wavelet filtering (Frangakis et al., 2001;

Moss et al., 2005). A limitation of these approaches is that

no special means are taken to avoid misinterpreta-

tion, or mis-segmentation, due to the missing

wedge in tomograms, a characteristic phenomenon

in electron tomography.
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I
n recent years electron tomography has improved our three-dimensional (3D) insight in the structural

architecture of cells and organelles. For studies that involve the 3D imaging of stained sections, manual

annotation of tomographic data has been an important method to help understand the overall 3D mor-

phology of cellular compartments. Here we postulate that template matching can provide a tool for more

objective annotation and contouring of cellular structures. Also, this technique can extract information

hitherto unharvested in tomographic studies. To evaluate the performance of template matching on

tomograms of stained sections, we generated several templates representing a piece of microtubule or

patches of membranes of different staining-thicknesses. These templates were matched to tomograms of

stained electron microscopy sections. Both microtubules and ER-Golgi membranes could be detected us-

ing this method. By matching cuboids of different thicknesses, we were able to distinguish between

coated and non-coated endosomal membrane-domains. Finally, heterogeneity in staining-thickness of

endosomes could be observed. Template matching can be a useful addition to existing annotation-meth-

ods, and provide additional insights in cellular architecture.



Another approach to highlight structures of interest

is template matching, as described by Böhm and

Frangakis (Böhm et al., 2000; Frangakis et al., 2002). With tem-

plate matching, a small 3D volume containing the

structure (the template) to be detected is matched to

every location within the tomographic reconstruc-

tion. The computer determines the maximal cross-

correlation value based upon the similarity be-

tween the normalized template and tomogram, at

every location within the tomogram and for all

(predefined) angular orientations. The correlation

coefficient indicates how similar the matched tem-

plate and the structure in the tomogram are. This

approach has proven to work well for cryo-applica-

tions to localize macromolecular complexes in

cells, or to localize, and average, repetitive fea-

tures in parts of tomograms with templates ob-

tained with higher resolution techniques.

We propose to use template matching as a reason-

ably objective method to detect and annotate a wide

range of cellular structures in cryo-fixed, freeze

substituted and plastic embedded sections. It

should be noted that while the matching is an auto-

mated and objective process, the determination of

the optimal threshold of correlation still occurs

manually on visual criteria. The optimal threshold

of correlation is defined as the lowest cross-corre-

lation value at which no false positive matches

could be observed (and thus a maximum of exclu-

sively correctly matched structures was seg-

mented). Segmentation based on template

matching allows relatively low resolution morpho-

logical information, such as membrane-bound

organelles, to be contoured and annotated in a

semi-automatic fashion. In addition, by zooming in

at the automatically annotated structures, morpho-

logical features that were possibly otherwise

missed by the human eye, due to the overwhelming

amount of stained features in a cell section, might

become available. We have chosen to create sim-

plified artificial templates to segment the morpho-

logical feature of interest computationally. An

advantage of these simple templates is that, de-

pending on the feature of interest, templates can be

generated based upon general 3D shapes like cylin-

ders, cubes, spheres, or cuboids. In this manuscript,

for the relatively low-resolution requirements of

the template-matching application, we build cylin-

ders to mimic microtubules and cuboids (solid rect-

angular boxes) to mimic patches of membrane. The

computer generated templates allow for simple

controlled manipulation of a single property of the

structure contained therein. That way, this property

can be investigated by comparing how well each

template fits. For this we compared the matching

patterns of the different cross-correlations at the

same manually defined threshold. To exemplify

this, we used cuboid-shaped templates of different

voxel-thicknesses to investigate inhomogenously

stained membranes.

Variations in membrane staining may indicate dif-

ferences in localization of receptor proteins and

signal transduction molecules. For instance, in

stained sections, membrane-coats, such as clathrin,

usually appear darker and thicker than (surround-

ing) non-coated membranes (Ladinsky et al., 1999). Further-

more, biochemical studies have shown membrane

composition to be inhomogeneous throughout the

cell. For example, throughout the secretory path-

way, the concentrations of cholesterol per

phospholipid and especially sphingomyelin in-

crease (Yunghans et al., 1970; Zambrano et al., 1975; Moreau & Cassagne, 1994),

and thereby induce thickening of the membrane

(Nezil & Bloom, 1992; Smondyrev & Berkowitz, 1999). In addition lipid-

composition might cause a depletion or accumula-

tion of certain proteins in membrane domains (Simons

& Ikonen, 1997; Killian, 1998). Each of these events can have an

influence on staining efficiency/capability; indi-

rectly indicating differences in biological func-

tions. It must however be noted, that staining can

also be the source for artefacts and misinterpreta-

tion. Therefore, it can be difficult – and often im-

possible – to compare different sections if the

correct controls are not included; even when they

are obtained under the same experimental condi-

tions. Even a comparison between two (distant) re-

gions of the same section should be avoided

because of an inhomogeneous penetration of the

staining liquids. Nevertheless, if differences in

staining between neighbouring regions of the same

membrane can be observed, then this can be con-

sidered an indication for differences in biological

composition.
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3.2. Material and Methods

3.2.1 Sample Preparation and Electron
Tomography

H
uman dendritic cells were grown and prepared

as described by Murk et al. (2003). TEM tomography

was performed with a Tecnai 20 microscope (200

kV) by taking two perpendicular tilt series of angu-

lar projections starting at -65º with an increment of

1º. These series were reconstructed and combined

into a double tilt electron tomographic reconstruc-

tion using IMOD (Kremer et al., 1996).The areas of interest

were cropped from the double tilted tomographic

images. The template matching approach was

evaluated on three tomograms. The sizes of the

tomograms were 528x256x544 voxels with a

voxel-size of 1.34x1.34x1.34 nm, 1024x88x1024

voxels with a voxel-size of 1.68x1.68x1.68 nm,

and 1024x128x1024 voxels with a voxel-size of

1.68x1.68x1.68 nm; respectively for the

endosome, and two tomograms containing cellular

structures including the ER and Golgi-apparatus.

The tomogram of the endosome was binned to di-

mensions of 264x128x272 voxels.

3.2.2 Template Matching

F
or the template matching algorithm we used the

Omnimatch program, kindly provided by the

Baumeister group at the Max-Planck-Institute for

Biochemistry, Martinsried. The OmniMatch

software was implemented on a computer-cluster

at the SARA high performance computing facili-

ties in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Matlab

(Mathworks Inc.) was used in combination with

the TOM-toolbox scripts (Nickell et al, 2005) to create the

templates, masks, and convert the datatypes.

Amira (TGS) was used for volume visualization

and surface rendering.

First, to be compatible with Omnimatch software,

the grey-scale tomograms as produced by IMOD

were inverted, such that the stained membranes ap-

pear bright on a dark background. Two types of

templates (with file dimensions of 32x32x32

voxels) were created with MatLab and the TOM-

toolbox. The tubular template had an inner-radius

of 3 voxels, an outer-radius of 6 voxels, and a

length of 32 voxels (figure 3.1.A, B). The cuboids

with dimensions X and Z equal to the template

size, and even thicknesses in Y-dimension ranging

from 4 to 18 voxels (figure 3.1.C-K). The structure

was given value 1 (white) while the background

was value 0 (black). Finally, masks were created to

define the area containing the structure in the tem-

plate. The masks were binary 3D images which in-

dicate the area within the template that contains the

structure of interest. Only those voxels in the tem-

plate that correspond to a voxel in the mask with a

value of 1 are taken into account for the correlation

process; while those that correspond to a voxels of

value 0 are excluded. A spherical mask (value=1)

with a radius of 14 voxels was created on a black

background (value=0). Dedicated masks were cre-

ated for the cuboid templates based upon the thick-

ness in Y by adding two additional voxels

(containing background values in the template) on

either side. The thicknesses of these masks range

from 8 to 22 voxels. Finally, the point-spread func-

tion (PSF) was described as a single white voxel

(value=1) at position (1, 1, 1). The PSF describes

the distortion of a single pixel due to acquisition

and processing of the image, and can be used to

take missing wedge/pyramid-artefacts into account

by distorting the template prior to the cross-corre-

lation-step. A single white voxel mimics an ideal

microscope and perfect data collection in which no

distortion takes place, and no wedge-artefacts are

present.
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Figure 3.1. Templates used for matching. In the tomograms,

microtubules (A) and membrane (C) were matched using

computationally generated 3D templates (B; D-K). As a

template for the microtubules, an open cylinder with an inner

radius of 3 voxels and an outer radius of 6 voxels was created

(B). For the membrane, a cuboid-shaped templates were

created (D-K) with a thickness of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18

voxels. The pseudo-colours in the 3D representations of the

templates are assigned from light yellow for a low template

thickness to dark green for a high template thickness.



The Euler angles, as defined in the TOM toolbox

(Nickell et al, 2005), over which the template was rotated

were 180º over psi (�) and theta (�) with an incre-

ment of 5º; beyond these values repetition of the

template occurs. Due to symmetry, rotation over

phi (�) was not necessary, since the shape of the

templates was such that rotation over this axis

would not produce a new image. The dimension of

the Fourier transform was set to the smallest di-

mension in the tomographic volume. The different

calculations took approximately 20, 70, and 90

minutes respectively for each volume, using 54

parallel CPUs.
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Figure 3.2. Localization and annotation of microtubule.

Microtubules were localized using template matching with a

tubular template and a spherical mask. Template matching

localizes the structure of interest: a brighter peak in the

correlation file indicates when the template is present in the

tomogram. This peak is visualized by setting a grey-value

threshold. Red shows the regions of microtubules that were

identified at a threshold value of 0.485 (the optimal threshold

of correlation) and the transparent yellow lines show the

regions of the microtubules that were identified at a relatively

low threshold (approximately 20% below the optimal

threshold of correlation). Lowering the threshold leads to less

false negatives, and thus to more complete tubules; even

though some holes still exist (closed arrowheads). False

positives appear if the threshold is set too low (open

arrowheads), falsely indicating the presence of a microtubule

at this location.

Figure 3.3. Areas with false negatives on microtubules. The top

panel (A) shows a series of digital slices through a tomogram.

Localization results are shown in red with a threshold of 0.4

(approximately 20% below the optimal threshold of

correlation). Vesicles that appear to be attached to the

microtubules gave rise to false negatives (closed arrowheads).

Similarly, membranes of the Golgi-apparatus in proximity of

the microtubules result in false negatives of the matched

microtubule (open arrowheads). These results are visualized

in a manually annotated 3D model (B) where red shows the

regions that were localized using template matching, pink are

the false negatives that the procedure missed, and in blue

vesicles are shown. The arrowheads show the same regions as

presented in the top panel.



3.2.3 Data Visualization

T
he outcome of the template matching procedure

is a 3D volume with cross-correlation values.

For the segmentation and contouring approach,

these cross correlation values (ranging from -1 to

+1) were visualized by surface rendering, using

Amira. To reduce the requirements on in-core

computer memory, the 16bit cross-correlation val-

ues as produced by Omnimatch were scaled and

converted to 8bit images. By varying the grey-

value threshold during surface rending it is possible

to visualize the location of a matched structure. To

describe the performance of template matching for

the purpose of contouring, we introduce the terms

‘false positive’- and ‘false negative’-annotation.

With false positive annotation is meant that, at a

particular threshold, the surface-rendered cross

correlation values show features which should not

be shown from a cell-biological point of view. For

instance, false positive annotated structures could

be elongated parts of membranes while it is at-

tempted to annotate only microtubules. With false

negative annotation is meant that parts of a particu-

lar organelle that, based upon visual inspection of

the tomogram by a cell-biologist, should have been

annotated but wasn’t.

3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Automatic Detection of Microtubules in
TEM-images

A
t relatively low resolution, ~5 nm, micro-

tubules share a very homogeneous, tubular,

shape. In electron tomographic reconstructions of

stained sections microtubules are often abundant,

and relatively easy to detect and recognize upon vi-

sual inspection. Moreover, microtubules are in-

volved in many cell biological processes and

automated annotation of these structures in tomo-

grams can contribute to further understanding of

cell biological events as it can provide a skeleton of

annotated (known) structures. These arguments

make microtubules suitable for evaluating the tem-

plate matching procedure.

In figure 3.2 annotated microtubules are shown. At

a first glance, most microtubules appear to be de-

tected correctly. On closer examination, we ob-

served that (even at a low correlation-threshold

when false positives appear (open arrowheads))

holes are present in some of the detected

microtubules (closed arrowheads). When analys-

ing the tomographic regions that were missed us-

ing template matching, we noticed that these holes

revealed biological occurrences easily overlooked

by manual annotation. For instance, as shown in

figure 3.3, in several of these regions, vesicles
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Figure 3.4. Areas with false positives on microtubules. Tubulation of a membrane (A; closed arrowheads) resembles the

microtuble-template. As a consequence, a bright correlation-peak could be observed at that location in the tomogram (B; closed

arrowhead) along with the correlation-peaks of the microtubules (open arrowheads). This tubulation was visualized in a 3D

model by manual annotation. The orange region (C; closed arrowhead) shows where a tube was detected at approximately 10%

below the optimal threshold of correlation.



(figure 3.3.A; closed arrowhead, figure 3.3.B) or

other membranous structures (figure 3.3.A; open

arrowhead) associated with the microtubules could

be observed. Figure 3.4 shows correctly annotated

microtubules, together with a false positive anno-

tated structure; membrane tubulation (figure 3.4;

closed arrowhead). While misinterpreted from a bi-

ological point of view, the template correctly anno-

tated a short cylinder-shaped feature.

Based upon these observations, we conclude that

template matching can be used as an additional tool

to detect structures like microtubules within a

TEM-reconstruction containing stained cellular

structures. Furthermore, we showed that while lo-

calization and morphology can be examined based

on where the template fits in the tomogram, false

negatives can indicate equally significant infor-

mation from a cell biological point of view.

3.3.2 Visualization of membranes in the ER and
Golgi-apparatus

M
embranes are extensively modelled features in

electron tomograms of stained sections. While

at a 5 nm resolution scale, microtubules appear as

rather homogeneous structures that can be anno-

tated quite effectively, membranous structures are

often more complex to contour. To evaluate

whether template matching can be used to visualize

such membrane-systems we looked at the

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the Golgi-appara-

tus. Both these organelles play an important role in

the secretory pathway, and their transport mecha-

nisms have been extensively studied. In recent

years electron tomography has been extremely

valuable in understanding the architecture of these

organelles. As a model for the membrane we used a

cuboid template of 4 voxels thick with a corre-

sponding cuboid mask of 8 voxels thick; resem-

bling the average thickness of the membranes

manually observed in the tomogram. In figure 3.5 it
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Figure 3.5. Localization and annotation of the Golgi-apparatus. A small region of a tomogram containing a Golgi-apparatus is shown in

figure 3.5.A. Cross-correlation results are shown for a cuboid model of a 4 voxel thick membrane matched both with a cuboid

mask (B) and a spherical mask (C). Curved membranes are better detected using a spherical mask (open arrowheads), while the

cuboid mask allows a clear distinction between membranes in close proximity to each other (closed arrowheads). An overlay of

both cross-correlations exceeding the optimal threshold of correlation is shown in (D), where dark blue represents the area

exclusively detected by using the spherical mask, light blue is the area detected only with the cuboid mask, and white is the

overlapping area detected by both. (E) shows a semi-automatic 3D-model of a Golgi-apparatus created by combining the

cross-correlation results of both calculations.



is shown that automatic segmentation of complex

membranous structures with a limited curvature is

indeed possible using template matching with

these settings (figure 3.5.A, B, and D (light blue

and white)).

Though large parts of the membranes are correctly

annotated, a significant amount is missed (false

negatives). Due to the cuboid shape of the tem-

plate, regions in the ER where ribosomes are at-

tached to the membranes were largely excluded.

Furthermore, in the trans Golgi network (TGN) the

strong curvature and many membrane constric-

tions hinder automatic segmentation using this

template and mask (figure 3.5.B, open arrowhead).

We found that by using a spherical mask (instead of

a cuboid mask) that the curvature of the membrane

resulted in less false negatives (figure 3.5.C, open

arrowhead, D (dark blue and white)). This is due to

the fact that with the cuboid-shaped mask the back-

ground intensities are excluded. By including these

with the spherical mask, the relative importance of

the intensities describing the shape of the structure

decreases. As a consequence, slightly curved

membranes will still be considered to resemble the

template as long as its environment (contained

within the masked area) is devoid of any other

structures. On the other hand, two membranes

close together will be lost from the matching with

a spherical mask (figure 3.5.C, closed arrowhead),

whereas the cuboid mask detected two clear dis-

tinct membranes (figure 3.5.B, closed arrowhead).

By combining the models created using both masks

(figure 3.5.D), we optimized the performance of

annotation and were able to obtain a 3D surface-

rendered representation of these membranous cel-

lular compartments in an semi-automatic manner

(figure 3.5.E). The matchings were combined, by

including those voxels that exceeded the optimal

threshold of correlation for either or both of the

conditions.

3.3.3 Automatic Detection of Coated Membrane
Domains on Endosomes

C
ellular membranes have a heterogeneous com-

position. Differences in lipid and protein com-

position are associated with the formation of

domains (Brown, 1997; Pfeffer, 2003), many of which are

known to play a functional role in the cell. Among

those, clathrin coats on endosomes (Raposo et al., 2001;

Sachse et al., 2002) are suitable to evaluate the possibili-

ties of using template matching to identify such do-

mains. Endosomes possess a relatively simple

membranous organization, and in electron

tomographic reconstructions these coats can be

visualised against the endosomal membrane as

thick patches (Murk et al., 2003). To discriminate between

these thick patches and the thinner uncoated
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Figure 3.6. Localization and annotation of thick clathrin coats on

endosomes. We localized clathrin coats (green, close

arrowheads) present on endosomal membranes (yellow)

based upon a difference in stained thickness between coated

and uncoated membrane, (A) and (B) show different optical

slices with an overlay of the matched cuboid of 6 voxels

(yellow) and 16 voxels (green) in thickness at a cross

correlation threshold of 0.5. (C) shows the same section as (B)

but with a threshold of 0.45. A region in the uncoated

membrane appears (open arrowhead), where the thicker

template has a higher correlation-value to the tomogram than

in the surrounding membranes.



membranes, we applied two artificially generated

cuboid templates of distinct different thicknesses

(6 voxels and 16 voxels; figure 3.1.E&J) to a

tomogram of an endosome with clathrin coats. As

shown in figure 3.6 (A and B, closed arrowheads),

it is indeed possible to discriminate between coated

and non-coated membranes. By comparing the au-

tomatically annotated model to the one published

by Murk et al, we note that at a cross-correlation-

threshold of 0.5 (the optimal threshold for the 6
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Figure 3.7. Visualization of heterogeneity in stained membranes of a endosomal structure. A series of cuboid templates of increasing

thickness (figure 3.1.C-K) were matched to the endosome. Based on the local stained thickness of the membrane these templates

matched differently as visualized in (A) separately for each template at a correlation threshold of 0.5. In the overlay (B) and the

3D model (C) clear thinner and thicker stained regions can be seen indicating heterogeneity in membrane composition

represented by a difference in membrane staining.



voxels thick template) all the manually identified,

thicker clathrin coats were exclusively localized in

the membrane. We noticed that when we lowered

the threshold to 0.45, a third region appeared in an

area of uncoated membranes (figure 3.6.C, open

arrowhead). This value was considered the optimal

threshold of correlation for the 16 voxels thick

template.

Considering the resolution-range aimed for to an-

notate the cellular architecture, the template cho-

sen to detect the clathrin patches was not based on

the ultra-structure of clathrin, but based on the fact

that clathrin coats simply appear thicker on stained

membranes. As such, the technique is used as a tool

to detect variations in membrane-staining thick-

ness instead of localizing specifically clathrin.

Heterogeneity within non-coated membranes of

endosomes is not unexpected, since the membranes

of internal vesicles in multi-vesicular bodies and its

limiting membrane have different protein and lipid

compositions (Kobayashi et al., 1998), indicating lipid sort-

ing in the membrane. We therefore set forth to vi-

sualize membrane regions of different staining

thicknesses (figure 3.7.A). We created several

cuboid templates of different even thicknesses

ranging from 4 to 18 voxels (figure 3.1.D-K). If the

membranes were homogeneous, and no detectable

different domains would exist, each template is ex-

pected to fit equally well on every location of the

membrane. Also, a single template – with a thick-

ness closest to the thickness of the stained mem-

brane – is expected to fit best for the entire

membrane of the structure. However, in case of

staining-heterogeneity, different templates will fit

best at different locations corresponding to thicker

and thinner stained-patches, and templates will not

fit equally throughout the membrane. For each of

the eight different membrane templates we set the

threshold for the minimal cross-correlation to 0.5

(the highest optimal threshold for any of the tem-

plates). Those regions exceeding the threshold are

presented in figure 3.7.A. To visualize the distribu-

tion of thicker (green) and thinner (yellow) regions

on the endosomal membrane we projected these re-

gions on top of each other (figure 3.7.B). While the

thick, coated patches are clearly visible, colour

variations (representing differences in stained

thickness) can be observed throughout the regions

of uncoated membrane. In figure 3.7.C this hetero-

geneity in membrane staining is presented in 3D. It

seems that these variations are not randomly dis-

tributed, since patches of connected regions are

visible rather than randomly distributed small

spots. This is an indication that these regions are

genuine reflections of biological structures with

different biological functions. It is however unclear

at this time what they truly represent, and if the vi-

sualized heterogeneity has any biological signifi-

cance in terms of protein sorting or vesicle

budding.

3.4. Conclusions

F
or structures in tomograms of stained sections,

template matching provides a less subjective

way of analysing the data when compared to man-

ual annotation. Template matching introduces a

degree of quantification and automation in analys-

ing morphological studies. Furthermore, it can

help pinpoint to biologically relevant phenomena

in the tomogram that are easily missed by eye

alone. By varying a single property of an artificial

(computationally generated) template matched to a

volume, it is possible to examine this property by

analysing how well each variation fits at a given lo-

cation. We have illustrated this possibility by

matching cuboid templates of increasing thickness

to stained membranes to visualize patches of

clathrin-coats and heterogeneity.

Template matching can be a valuable addition to

manual annotation of tomograms of microtubules

and membranous structures. Though it is possible

to trace cellular structures automatically, the tech-

nique still requires a human component. First, if

present, incorrectly annotated structures (false

positives), have to be removed. This can be done

either by raising the correlation threshold, or by

manually erasing the falsely annotated structures.

Second, if present, missed structures (false nega-

tives) have to be compensated for, either by lower-

ing the correlation threshold, or by manual

contouring.
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While template matching can visualize membranes

in a cell, it cannot distinguish between membranes

of different organelles. To achieve exclusive seg-

mentation of the organelle of interest, correctly

identified membranes of surrounding organelles

have to be removed by manual intervention. More-

over, in some studies, different membranes of a

single organelle (for example the different stacks

of a Golgi-apparatus) have to be distinguished by

user expertise. Such a distinction cannot be

achieved by an automated template matching

procedure

To understand the overwhelming amount of struc-

tural details within a tomogram, segmentation

steps are unavoidable. Template matching is one

of the possible approaches to model the content of

tomograms, and can help unravel complex cellu-

lar architecture in stained sections.
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4.1. Introduction

I
n many material and life sciences studies,

three-dimensional (3D) structural information at

high resolution can provide valuable clues on ma-

terial composition or biological processes. During

the last 15 years, advanced methods and equipment

to image structures in 3D have been developed and

made available to the scientific community. Trans-

mission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a powerful

tool to study cellular ultrastructure as it can gener-

ate images with nm-scale resolution. TEM is there-

fore highly suitable to visualize organelles such as

the Golgi apparatus. However, TEM provides

two-dimensional (2D) images, which are basically

2D projections of the 3D specimen in the micro-

scope. Due to the stacking of 3D features in the 2D

images, the 3D architecture is difficult to reveal.

Electron Tomography (ET) is a method that re-

stores high-resolution 3D information of structural

components from a set of 2D images obtained by

TEM (Frank, 1995; Koster et al., 1997; Baumeister et al., 1999; Midgley & Weyland,

2003; Hoppe & Hegerl, 1980). In ET a series of 2D projection

images is acquired of a sample that is tilted over a

large angular range (�70�) and with small tilt incre-

ments (usually 1 degree). After aligning the projec-

tion images of the tilt series relative to each other, a

3D-reconstruction (i.e. tomogram) is computed.

Depending on the accelerating voltage and the use

of energy filtering, ET can be applied to biological

samples of about 100 to 1000 nm in thickness. This

makes it a powerful method for imaging cell mem-

branes, organelles and other subcellular structures,

including the Golgi apparatus (Trucco et al., 2006; Mironov et al.,

2003), nuclear membranes (Beck et al., 2004), and

peroxisomes (Geuze et al., 2003).

High-resolution 3D imaging of biological samples

requires a high degree of preservation, close to the

native state, of the cellular architecture and

macromolecular complexes. This can be achieved

by employing a cryo-immobilization procedure

such as plunge-freezing or high pressure freezing

(HPF).

For many cell biological questions it is important

to localize specific molecular structures within the

cellular context. Electron tomography of

frozen-hydrated specimens is a powerful tool to

provide 3D structural maps of cell organelles with

sufficient resolution to localize those specific mo-

lecular structures on the basis of their “molecular

signatures” (i.e. their shape) (Medalia et al., 2002). This ap-

proach is often referred to as “template matching”

(Frangakis et al., 2002; Bohm et al., 2000), which is a generic tool

that can be utilized to detect characteristic shapes

corresponding to known molecular machines. Un-

fortunately, template matching is not applicable to

molecules that are smaller than 200 kD, to mole-

cules with indistinguishable shapes, and to mole-

cules that are buried in larger aggregates.

Acceptable preservation of the cellular architecture

and molecular make-up can also be obtained by

means of freeze-substitution (a procedure that re-

places at low temperature (-80 °C to -90 °C) the

cellular water by an organic solvent (Schwarz et al., 1989)).

The solvent can contain chemical fixatives to stabi-

lize the biological structures, and heavy atoms like

uranium and osmium to give contrast to the sample

before it is embedded in a resin matrix. If it is not a

prerequisite that structures can be imaged up to the

molecular resolution, the vitrification step may be

replaced by chemical fixation with aldehydes.
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T
ransmission Electron Tomography has been used in biological sciences for quite some time and

proven to be a valuable tool. However, to date, the different Scanning Transmission modes are almost

not used for electron tomography on resin-embedded biological material. We explored different STEM

modes on Epon-embedded, osmium-uranyl-lead-stained biological material. Bright Field-TEM and

High Angle Annular Dark Field-STEM tomograms from the same areas were recorded and compared.

Contrast and signal-to-noise ratios were calculated. Template matching was used to validate results ob-

tained in Bright Field-TEM and High Angle Annular Dark Field-STEM tomograms. It is concluded that

High Angle Annular Dark Field-STEM gives a five times better contrast and signal-to-noise ratio than

Bright Field-TEM. Template matching showed that 1.3 times more information could be extracted from

High Angle Annular Dark Field-STEM tomograms than from Bright Field-TEM tomograms.



Thus the specific morphological question defines

the type of sample preparation and the choice of

image acquisition parameters (e.g. type of micros-

copy and amount of electron dose). An alternative

to template matchingfor the localization of struc-

tures in frozen-hydrated sections is labeling of the

molecule of interest with antibodies. In this ap-

proach, a high-density tag (e.g. a gold particle) is

indirectly bound to an antibody that has specific af-

finity for the macromolecule of interest. In general,

immuno-based detection of molecules is applied to

stained, resin-embedded sections. To optimize the

performance of the labeling, the probe should be

small to avoid problems due to limitations in pene-

tration and sterical hindrance. In contrast, to opti-

mize the performance of the imaging, the probe

should be large and of a high-density material to

enable its detection with Bright Field-TEM (BF-

TEM). For instance, ultra-small gold labels (e.g.

1.4 nm Nano gold particles) are highly suitable for

labeling but prove to be difficult, if not impossible,

to detect using BF-TEM imaging. Moreover, these

small labels are difficult to pin-point in a 2D image

of a resin-embedded and stained biological sec-

tion, due to the presence of flakes of stain in the

specimen (about 0.5 nm in size) which generate

similar small ‘dark’ spots in a BF-TEM image.

Therefore, the direct (visual) detection in BF-TEM

tomograms is a great challenge due to relatively

high content of noise in a tomogram, which can ob-

scure the label. In this context, “noise” does not re-

fer to electron shot noise or electronic amplifier

noise, but to the cellular “background structure” of

the stained cytoplasm.

To enhance contrast the 1.4 nm gold labels are of-

ten amplified to larger (10-20 nm) particles using a

chemical silver or gold enhancement procedure.

Unfortunately, this amplification step is difficult to

control and can result in heterogeneous particle

sizes. These practical drawbacks of ultra-small

gold labeling in sections led us to the question if a

more sensitive imaging technique could be devel-

oped and optimized that allows for the direct visu-

alization of 1 nm gold particles in a 200-500 nm

thick section. A TEM imaging technique that has

favorable specifications for this purpose is Scan-

ning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM)

microscopy, in combination with a high angle an-

nual dark field (HAADF) detector (Monson et al., 1987;

Stierhof et al., 1992).

In material research STEM is already known to be

an invaluable tool for the analysis of the structure

and chemistry of materials at high spatial resolu-

tion (Pennycook et al., 1999). Due to the fact that the signal

in HAADF-STEM is proportional to the square of

the atomic number (Z2), the method is well-suited

for the detection of heavy atoms, in particular

small particles like ultra-small gold (Otten et al., 1992).

Moreover, with state-of-the-art instrumentation

there is no need for compromise in terms of resolu-

tion when using the STEM imaging mode instead

of the TEM imaging mode. The resolution in

HAADF-STEM microscopy depends on the probe

size, and can be expressed as the convolution be-

tween the object function of the specimen and the

shape of the probe used to analyze it (Loane et al., 1992).

Furthermore, on judging the image formation

properties, HAADF-STEM imaging should out-

perform BF-TEM for those questions where con-

trast is more important than resolution, as for

example in the detection of small gold labels, or the

imaging of stained and even unstained samples

(Carlemalm et al., 1982;Ohtsuki, 1980;Milligan et al., 1990; Otten et al., 1992). Be-

sides resolution and contrast, another advantage of

STEM over TEM is the efficiency in collecting

spatial information of the specimen to provide

complementary structural information. Apart from

collecting highly scattered electrons with the

HAADF detector, which provides an image opti-

mal for detecting differences in atomic weight (Z),

additional detectors are available simultaneously,

such as Bright Field (BF), Dark Field (DF), Sec-

ondary Electrons (SE), Energy Dispersive X-ray

(EDX) and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

(EELS) detectors. Although up to now these sig-

nals have not been acquired simultaneously, each

can contribute potentially important spatial and

structural information of the sample. For instance,

EDX and EELS are useful signals for the detection

of small gold, or for the distinctions between gold,

silver or other elements, or to measure the thick-

ness of the specimen (Midgley & Weyland, 2003).
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During the last few years, HAADF-STEM tomog-

raphy is becoming an important tool for material

science research (Ziese et al., 2002; Midgley et al., 2003; Arslan et al.,

2005). Recently, it was demonstrated that STEM-to-

mography has the capability to achieve 1 nm reso-

lution for material science samples (Arslan et al., 2005;

Midgley et al., 2001). In contrast to the field of material sci-

ences, STEM-tomography has not yet become a

mainstream technique for the life sciences. To our

knowledge, the first application of STEM for 3D

imaging of very thick (>1 µm) stained sections was

reported by Beorchia et al. 1993. Since then, few examples

of STEM imaging on stained resin-embedded sec-

tions have been published (Ziese et al., 2002; Beorchia et al., 1993;

Midgley et al., 2001).

In 2002, Ziese et al. discussed the possibilities and

use of STEM tomography for imaging stained sec-

tions. It was demonstrated that gold particles of

approx. 0.8 nm in diameter (located on the surface

of the section) could be imaged using HAAD-

STEM. While the obtention of 3D structural infor-

mation is within the reach of BF-TEM tomogra-

phy, the study of Ziese et al. (Ziese et al., 2002)

demonstrated that HAADF STEM tomography is

possibly more sensitive, thereby enabling the visu-

alization of structural detail at the finest level.

Equivalent tilt series were acquired from Epon em-

bedded specimens using both BF-TEM and

HAADF-STEM modes. Their result showed that,

whereas general structure of biological material is

resolved in both reconstructions, the HAADF-

STEM imaging and 3D reconstruction revealed

higher contrast and a better signal to noise ratio

(SNR).

In the present paper, we computed HAADF-STEM

tomograms from biological specimens and com-

pared them with BF-TEM tomograms. A quantita-

tive measure is necessary to compare electron

tomograms recorded by various methods. Unfortu-

nately, a straightforward resolution measure is not

available for electron tomograms. Moreover, the

complex relationships between the anisotropic res-

olution, the experimental parameters that describe

the missing wedge, the angular sampling distance,

the limiting total electron dose, the restricted

number of 2D images, and the possible specimen

damage inferred by the electron beam, complicate

the formulation of a theoretical measure even

further.

We decided to compare BF-TEM and HAADF-

STEM tomography using three criteria. First, as a

basis for comparison, we chose the same imaging

parameters for BF-TEM tomography as we used in

many of our tomography studies. Therefore, we

compare BF-TEM and STEM images on the basis

of an equal total electron dose. Second, we mea-

sured straightforward statistical parameters (sig-

nal-to-noise ratio and contrast) of well-defined

visible features in the tomograms compared to their

environment. Third, we used template matching

(Frangakis et al., 2002;Bohm et al., 2000) to annotate membranous

structures in the tomograms of the stained sections

(Lebbink et al., 2007) and compared the amount (volume)

of detectable membranes in the tomograms pro-

duced by BF-TEM and HAADF-STEM. This

quantitative measure of recognized volume gives

an objective measure for the effectiveness of each

imaging mode.

4.2. Materials and methods

4.2.1. Cell culture

H
uman umbilical vein endothelial cells

(HUVECs) were isolated and grown on culture

dishes or Costar 3414 filters (Corning Inc, Corning

NY, USA) as described before (Eman et al., 2006). Nor-

mal rat kidney (NRK) cells were grown as de-

scribed before (Trucco et al., 2004).

4.2.2. Pre-embedding labelling with BSA gold

T
o induce a 3D intracellular gold label, HUVECs

were washed with serum-free medium and incu-

bated for 10 min with a 5nm gold-BSA solution in

serum free RPMI medium containing 0.5% FCS

(Gibco, Invitrogen Corp., UK), as described before

for other cell types (Möbius et al., 2003;Kleijmeer et al., 1997).
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4.2.3.Chemical fixation

H
UVECs were chemically fixed for 1–2 h in a

solution of 2% formaldehyde and 0.2%

glutaraldehyde in 100 mm HEPES (2-[4-(2-

hydroxylethyl)-1-piperazinyl] ethansulphonic

acid) at 37 °C (Griffiths, 1993). After washing in distilled

H2O, the samples were gradually dehydrated in

50%, 60%, and 70% aqueous ethanol (10 min

each), then in 80% and 90% (20 min each), and fi-

nally in anhydrous ethanol for 30 min followed by

Epon embedding. Epon sections were cut at 250

nm and collected on 50-mesh formvar-coated cop-

per grids. Sections were post-stained with 20%

(w/v) methanol uranyl acetate for 5 min and with

lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) for 3 min at room tempera-

ture. The specimens shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3

were prepared using chemical fixation.

4.2.4. High-Pressure Freezing /Freeze
Substitution and staining

H
igh-pressure frozen and freeze-substituted

(HPF-FS) HUVECs were prepared as de-

scribed before (Murk et al., 2003). HPF was done without

any cryo protectant and in the presence of medium

only. Briefly, after the cells were cryo-immobi-

lized by HPF they were transferred into microtubes

containing a precooled substitution fluid (at -90�C)

of 2% uranyl acetate and 2% osmium tetroxide in

anhydrous acetone. After overnight substitution at

-90�C, uranyl acetate was washed away with anhy-

drous acetone. Finally, the tubes were transferred

into a 1.5-ml microtube containing anhydrous ace-

tone supplemented with 0.5% osmium tetroxide.

Substitution lasted for another 24h before the sam-

ples were warmed up (1�C per hour) to -30�C,

where they remained for 8h before transferring

them to ice at 0�C for 1h (Wild et al., 2001). Thereafter,

the substitution fluid was washed away by anhy-

drous acetone and subsequently filters with cells

were embedded in Epon. After Epon polymeriza-

tion, chemically fixed and HPF-FS specimens

were cut at 250 nm and collected on 50-mesh

formvar-coated copper grids. Sections were post-

stained with 20% (w/v) aqueous uranyl acetate for

5 min and with lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) for an addi-

tional 3 min at room temperature. Before BF-TEM

and HAADF-STEM data acquisition 15-nm goat

anti-rabbit immuno-gold particles (Aurion,

Wageningen, The Netherlands) were absorbed to

the sections for 10 min. The specimen shown in

figure 4.4 was prepared using high pressure freez-

ing and freeze-substitution.

4.2.5. HAADF-STEM and BF Tomography

S
TEM and TEM data collection was performed

on a 200-kV Tecnai 20 transmission electron

microscope (FEI Company, Eindhoven, The Neth-

erlands) with a Field Emission Gun (T20-FEG)

and a Twin objective lens. The sample was

mounted in a high-tilt specimen holder (Fischione

type 2020, Fischione Instruments, Pittsburgh,

USA).

BF-TEM single axis tilt series were acquired from

-70° to +70° at 1° increment with an objective ap-

erture of 40 µm. Images were recorded with a CCD

camera (Gatan Inc, model 694). The full frame

CCD chip contained 2048×2048 pixels of 14 �m.

At a nominal magnification of 13500, and with

binning 2 of the pixels on the chip, the calibrated

pixel size was 1.58 nm. The tomographic tilt series

were acquired automatically with the program

Xplore3D (FEI Company, Eindhoven, The Nether-

lands). The sections were pre-irradiated to avoid

shrinking effects during recording (Luther, 1992). The

electron dose was 1.4x103 el-/nm2 for every image

in the tilt series.

For the STEM data acquisition on the T20-FEG we

chose an extraction voltage of 3.6 kV, gun lens set-

ting 7, spot size 6, and a 70-µm C2 condenser aper-

ture. These settings corresponded to a spot size of

approximately 1.96 nm. The STEM single axis

tomographic tilt series were acquired automati-

cally, including focusing and image shift correc-

tion, with Xplore3D. Projection images were

recorded with the on-axis HAADF detector for tilt

angles from -70° to +70° (1° increment). At a nom-

inal magnification of 56,000×, the calibrated pixel

size was 1.96 nm. With a dwell time of 8 �s/pixel

(10 s/image), the electron dose corresponded to

1.4x103 el-/nm2 for each tilt increment, resulting in

a total dose for a tilt series of 2.00x106 el-/nm2. The
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camera length was set at 120 mm to ensure detec-

tion of merely incoherently scattered electrons in

HAADF-STEM imaging. BF and DF images were

taken under the same imaging conditions as for

HAADF-STEM with the only difference that the

camera length was 50 mm to provide the collection

efficiency.

For the alignment and reconstruction of the TEM

and STEM tilt series we used the IMOD package

(Kremer et al., 1996), which is based on using fiducial

markers for alignment and resolution-weighted

backprojection for reconstruction.

4.2.6. Measurement of STEM spot-size

I
n incoherent imaging like HAADF-STEM the to-

tal number of high-angle scattered electrons de-

termines the image intensity of a pixel. Therefore,

the HAADF image formation can be described as a

convolution of the intensity distribution of the inci-

dent probe with the appropriate cross-sections for

the high-angle scattering processes. Because of the

highly localized nature of the high-angle scattering

processes, the resolution of HAADF images is de-

termined by the size of the incident coherent elec-

tron probe. Since the electron probe size has such a

great influence on the resolution, we measured the

probe diameter prior to the STEM image acquisi-

tion. We chose the probe size to commensurate

with the sampling distance during scanning (i.e.

the pixel size in STEM). As a measure for the

probe size, we took the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the probe intensity profile. The

FWHM was measured by imaging the electron

spot on the CCD camera and measuring the inten-

sity profile with Digital Micrograph (Gatan Inc.,

Abingon, UK). For the STEM imaging conditions

with spot size 6 the FWHM was equal to 1.96 nm.

4.2.7. BF-TEM/HAADF-STEM Electron Dose

T
o be able to compare HAADF-STEM and BF-

TEM imaging, we chose to image with the same

electron dose (El.D.) conditions. The measure of

the El.D. in the BF-TEM imaging mode was pro-

vided by the Low Dose settings of FEI’s

microscope operating software that is based on the

electric current of the fluorescent screen induced

by the electron beam.

In order to obtain the relatively small El.D. for

STEM we had to compromise on extracting volt-

age, which reflected on exposure time, and dwell

time. Therefore we used an extraction voltage of

3.6 kV and an exposure time of 5.1 sec. Since we

measured exposure time on the small focusing

screen of the microscope we had to correct for the

sensitivity of that screen, which was in our case

equal to 21. The dwell time was 8 x 10-6 sec for a

probe size of 1.96 nm.

Following FEI calibration, the electron dose was

equal to 1.4x103 el-/nm2.

For both TEM and STEM modes, the El.D. was set

to 1.4x103 el-/nm2 per image in a tilt series. The

procedure for the HAADF-STEM tilt series acqui-

sition was as follows. First, at low magnification

(3000 x), the area of interest was located using the

BF-TEM imaging mode. Next, again in BF-TEM

mode, the area was pre-radiated for 20 min to pre-

vent shrinkage of the section during data collection

(Beorchia et al., 1993). Next, the STEM tilt series were re-

corded, using the low dose imaging feature of the

automated software that ensured that the (auto-

mated) focusing was performed on a different area

of the specimen than the area used for data

acquisition.

4.2.8. Contrast and SNR measurement

A
s one of the criteria to compare the various

tomograms, we defined a measure for contrast

and a measure for signal to noise ratio (SNR). In

our measurements we assumed that the contribu-

tion of noise by the detector to the signal was negli-

gible. This assumption is valid because of the

inherently high-contrast of the metal-stained speci-

men we discuss in this manuscript, in combination

with the relatively high (that is, compared to low-
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dose cryo imaging) electron dose we used. Related

to the relatively high-dose imaging we discuss, we

define as the “noise” term not the electron shot

noise or the electronic amplifier noise, but the visi-

ble “background” structure of the stained cyto-

plasm adjacent to the membrane.

The contrast of a stained piece of membrane (Cm) is

defined as Cm = (Im-Ib)/Ib, with Im the mean (aver-

age) intensity of the piece of membrane and Ib the

mean intensity of the plastic area (background).

The signal to noise ratio of the membrane (SNR) is

defined as SNRm = sd(Im-Ib)/sdIb with sdIb the stan-

dard deviation of the background. The STEM im-

ages were acquired with the waveform just fitting

the full analog-to-digital converter (ADC). A

threshold was applied to the TEM images at the

min and max of the histogram. Since the measure

of the signal to noise ratio is a relative one, the re-

sults are independent of the absolute numbers of

the STEM images or the TEM images. Measures

for contrast and signal to noise ratio were carried

out using the Priism software package (Chen et al.,

1996;Chen H et al., 1992).

4.2.9. Template matching in TEM and STEM
tomograms

W
e used template matching as described by

Frangakis et al. (Frangakis et al., 2002). Recently

Lebbink et al. (2007) showed that this technique can be

used to extract computationally areas of membrane

from tomograms of resin embedded structures. We

used this technique as a tool to compare objectively

and quantify the image quality of TEM and STEM

tomograms. Using template matching, the tomo-

grams are mathematically compared (correlated) to

a template. If a feature in the tomogram is similar

to the template, a high cross-correlation-value will

be assigned to that location in the tomogram. Fur-

thermore, a mask determines which voxels of the

template are matched to the tomogram, and which

are not. A relatively large spherical mask surround-

ing the template will lead to a higher cross-correla-

tion value if in close proximity of the similarly

looking feature in the tomogram no density is pres-

ent (Lebbink et al., 2007).

Due to a small difference in magnification between

the STEM and TEM imaging mode, a correction-

step had to be performed (see below). We per-

formed two template matching procedures, one

with a binary template extracted from the original

tomogram and one with an artificial template. In

both procedures the contrast of the TEM tomogram

was inverted to white membranes on black back-

ground to increase the matching performance.

In the first procedure (figure 4.1.A) the tomograms

were cropped to the same cellular region. Next, the

same area of membrane was chosen on the basis of

its relative position to the gold beads present in the

sample. Because of the difference in magnifica-

tion, this area was either 32 voxels for STEM or 36

voxels for TEM. For both templates corresponding

masks were created which were either spherical

(r=13 voxels for STEM and r=15 voxels for TEM)

or fitting (a mask for the same shape as the tem-

plate, but exceeding the structure in the template by

two pixels on each side). The spherical mask was

created using the TOM-toolbox (Nickell et al., 2005) in
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Figure 4.1. Schematic description of how the input files for template

matching were pre-processed. (A) Magnification scaling of

TEM and STEM tomograms by cropping the STEM tomogram

to the same size as the TEM tomogram. The same area

containing a piece of membrane was cut out and a binary

representation was used as a template for each volume. Both a

spherical mask, and a fitting mask (exceeding the template by

two pixels on either side) were used. (B) Magnification

scaling by adapting the pixel-size of the STEM to that of the

TEM tomogram. The pixel size of the STEM tomogram divided

1.24 fold (1.96/1.58), and the same digitally generated

template (with a membrane thickness of 6 pixels) was applied

to both tomograms.



MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). All

other manipulation-steps were performed in Amira

3.1(TGS, France).

In the second procedure the resolution (1.96

nm/px) of the STEM image was adjusted to the res-

olution of the TEM image (1.58 nm/px) by increas-

ing all dimensions 1.24 fold in Amira and cropping

out the area present in both tomograms. The tem-

plate was artificially created using the TOM-tool-

box and contained a cuboid of 32x6x32 white

voxels in a black volume of 32 voxels. Both a

spherical mask (r=13 pixels) and a fitting mask

(cuboid-shaped with a thickness of 10 voxels) were

made.

Calculations were performed on 54 CPU’s at the

LISA-cluster of the SARA super computer facility

(Amsterdam, the Netherlands). The templates were

matched over 180° in � (phi) and � (theta) with an

increment of 5°. Beyond these angles repetition of

the structure occurs. Each calculation took approx-

imately 75 minutes. The missing wedge was not

taken into account in these calculations except that

they are comparable in STEM and TEM under the

used conditions.

4.3 Results and discussion

B
right-Field transmission electron tomography

(BF-TEM) is a widely used technique in life

sciences to image specimens in 3D. During the last

five years numerous studies appeared in which to-

mography played a major role, and several groups

are working on methods to improve the applicabil-

ity and resolution of the technique (Diez et al., 2006; Penczek

et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2006).

HAADF-STEM tomography is not widely used for

applications on biological specimens. A disadvan-

tage of STEM imaging, as implemented in avail-

able microscopes, is that it is not capable of phase

contrast imaging. This is one of the reasons why

STEM imaging is not applicable for frozen-hy-

drated biological structures. On the other hand, the

sensitivity of HAADF-STEM imaging to differ-

ences in atomic number (Z) represents a strong ad-

vantage. Therefore, to get better insight into the

STEM technique and to determine to what extent

the technique could be valuable for applications in

life sciences, we focused on one potential applica-

tion of HAADF-STEM: the detection of small

high-density labels in a light matrix (resin). We

compared the performance of BF-TEM tomogra-

phy with HAADF-STEM tomography. For this

purpose we have chosen several criteria for
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figure 4.2. Visualization of the different structures in the images of NRK cells recorded in BF-TEM and HAADF-STEM. The images were

recorded from chemically fixed and positively stained NRK cells in a 100 nm thick section. (A) BF-TEM image using the CCD

camera taken at a magnification of 9600x, which corresponds to a pixel size of 1.61 nm on the BF-TEM. (B) HAADF-STEM

image with 2000x magnification (working distance 150 µm) where the pixel size is 6.3 nm. (ER) indicates the endoplasmatic

riticulum, (PM) indicates the plasma membrane, and (G) indicates a gold particle Scale bar = 1 µm



comparison, such as visual inspection, statistical

analysis by measuring contrast and SNR of a fea-

ture relative to its background, and the use of tem-

plate matching to determine whether features

(specifically stained membranes) can be detected

more effectively in a TEM or in a HAADF-STEM

tomogram.

4.3.1. HAADF-STEM images have higher contrast
and less noise

D
ue to the nature of HAADF-STEM image for-

mation, we expected to obtain a higher contrast

and a better signal to noise ratio in HAADF-STEM

images of stained structures than in BF-TEM im-

ages. Visual inspection confirmed this notion, as is

illustrated in figure 4.2, where low-magnification

images of NRK cells taken in BF-TEM and

HAADF-STEM modes from the same area are

shown. Several features, like the plasma mem-

brane (PM) and the endoplasm reticulum (ER)

looked more pronounced with HAADF-STEM

(figure 4.2.B) than with BF-TEM (figure 4.2.A).

Striking was the appearance of the 15 nm gold par-

ticles (G) that were very clear in the HAADF-

STEM images, compared to the BF-TEM images

where they were hardly visible. Since HAADF-

STEM collects a signal that is related linearly to the

scattering power of the sample, and is free of the

Fresnel fringes that are characteristic for coherent

axial bright-field images (Engel et al., 1974), the high den-

sity material of the gold and stain is imaged with

higher contrast than with BF-TEM. The lack of

possible phase-reversals related to BF-TEM imag-

ing with phase contrast, the linearity, and the high

SNR provided by the HAADF detector, lead to im-

ages that are straightforward to interpret.

A second example where an area of a specimen is

imaged with both HAADF-STEM and BF-TEM is

shown in figure 4.3. In this case we imaged a

250nm thick section of Epon embedded HUVECs.

By visual inspection of the HAADF-STEM image

(figure 4.3.B) there seemed to be less difference

with the BF-TEM image (figure 4.3.A) than was

the case in figure 4.2. However, we found that the

stained membrane structures imaged with

HAADF-STEM appeared less noisy and seemed to

have higher contrast than with BF-TEM. To quan-

tify the differences between BF-TEM and

HAADF-STEM, we applied two methods (see ma-

terials and methods). We summarized the findings

in Table 4.1. First, we measured the contrast and
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Figure 4.3. Visualization of HUVECs in BF-TEM and HAADF- STEM mode. Images of chemically fixed HUVECs in a 250 nm thick section

were recorded using BF-TEM (A) and HAADF-STEM (B). In both cases the specimens were positively stained.

Scale bar =100 nm



signal to noise ratio (SNR) of features of interest in

the zero tilt image of the tilt series recorded in

HAADF-STEM and BF-TEM. Second, we applied

template matching to determine if stained features

are visualized more clearly with HAADF-STEM

than with BF-TEM.

As shown in Table 4.1, the membrane contrast in a

HAADF-STEM image (0.66) was five times

higher than the membrane contrast in a BF-TEM

(0.12) image. The SNR of the membrane in the

HAADF-STEM image (8.87) was higher than the

SNR measured in a BF-TEM (5.0) image. This in-

dicates that the HAADF-STEM images of stained

sections have a higher contrast and are less noisy

than images recorded with BF-TEM mode, using a

similar electron dose. Similar results were obtained

when the calculations were carried out on the zero

tilt images of other tilt series, or on high-pressure

frozen and freeze substituted HUVECs (data not

shown). The measurements were repeated 20

times, and on 10 different features. The increase in

contrast can be explained by the high angle scatter-

ing related to the atomic number (Z) of the high-

density stains. Another contribution to the higher

contrast of the HAADF-STEM images comes

from the absence of chromatic aberration in that

imaging mode. Especially at higher tilts, e.g. at 70

degree specimen tilt of a 250 nm thick specimen,

this contribution will be noticeable.

It is important to keep in mind that these conclu-

sions on the increase of contrast depend heavily on

the microscope conditions used, such as electron

dose, size of the different apertures, CCD camera

sensitivity in TEM imaging mode, gun lens size,

dwell time and camera length in STEM imaging

mode. Therefore these calculations are only

relevant for the conditions used in this study. For a

fair comparison we chose the conditions so that for

a certain pixel size the El.D. was comparable for

TEM and STEM mode.

4.3.2 More information extracted from
HAADF-STEM tomograms

S
o far we looked at plastic sections of biological

material, which showed a significant improve-

ment in SNR and contrast in HAADF-STEM im-

ages compared to BF-TEM images. However, on

visual inspection there seemed to be not a signifi-

cant difference in the level of detail that could be

observed with HAADF-STEM imaging (figure

4.3) compared to BF-STEM. Nevertheless,

HAADF-STEM tomograms (figure 4.3) showed

some features that were not visible in BF-TEM

tomograms.

Figure 4.3.A and B show similar areas from BF-

TEM HAADF-STEM and HAADF-STEM tomo-

grams. The total electron dose exposed to the sam-

ple in HAADF-STEM was the same as for

BF-TEM. The tilt series with TEM and STEM im-

aging mode were run separately. The TEM series

was collected first, followed by the STEM series.

In optical sections through the HAADF-STEM

tomograms (figure 4.3.B) there was no visible

beam damage although the acquisition time for a

HAADF-STEM tilt series (appr. 2 h) was about

four times longer than for BF-TEM (appr. 40 min).

To the eye, the noise level in a HAADF-STEM op-

tical section was significantly lower than in its

TEM counterpart. This visual notion was con-

firmed by the measurements of contrast and SNR

(results not shown). Even though most features,

like the 5nm gold particles (G), the PM, the ER and
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HAADF-STEM BF-TEM

Contrast SNR Contrast SNR

Membrane 0.66�0.1 8.87�1.32 0.12�0.02 5.00�0.78

El D el nm. � 103 2 1.4 1.4

The standard deviation was determined by measuring 10-12 areas within the corresponding

images.

Table 4.1. Contrast and SNR in HAADF-STEM and BF-TEM images computed for stained membranes.



the mitochondrial membrane (MM) were visible in

both tomograms, the HAADF-STEM tomograms

displayed a higher contrast and revealed details that

were hardly visible in the TEM counterparts. For

instance, the MM was more clearly visible and the

cytosolic proteins were more prominent in the

STEM image (arrow head figure 4.4.B).

4.3.3. Template matching shows better resolved
membranes in HAADF-STEM tomographic

reconstructions

T
o compare the performance of HAADF-STEM

tomography with TEM tomography in a quanti-

tative manner template matching was applied.

Both a binary template extracted from the original

tomograms, and a single artificial (i.e. computer

generated model) cuboid-shaped template were

used. In case of the cuboid-shaped template we ad-

justed the magnification of the HAADF-STEM

tomogram (1.96nm/px) to the TEM-tomogram

(1.58nm/px) to correct for the difference in magni-

fication. This correction was not performed in

case of the extracted template, because such a

magnification-correction is already contained in

the template itself.

In the cross-correlation files we looked at three dif-

ferent parameters: maximum fit, the range of the

optimal threshold of correlation, and the amount of

fitted cubic nanometer of membrane. We compared

these parameters for HAADF-STEM and TEM

template-matched reconstructions. The first pa-

rameter was the maximum fit which is defined as

the highest cross-correlation obtained by template

matching. The higher this value, the closer the

structure detected in the volume resembled the

structure contained within the template. Since the

same biological sample was used for both

HAADF-STEM and TEM, differences in this

value have to be related to differences in the image

formation mechanism as well as the alterations

caused by the acquisition. One important factor is

the level of background, for instance randomly dis-

tributed speckles or image intensities that makes it

more difficult to track membranes. In all cases, the

max fit in HAADF-STEM was approximately

15% higher than in TEM, indicating that in

HAADF-STEM the background was less disturb-

ing in the reconstruction (Table 4.2, max fit).

The second parameter was the range of the optimal

threshold of correlation (OTC), which indicates

how well the structure could be distinguished from
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Figure 4.4. Reconstruction slices from the 3D reconstruction calculated from the BF-TEM (A) and HAADF-STEM (B) projection images. The

slices are 70nm thick. PM indicates plasma membranes, ER indicates endoplasmic reticulum, G indicates 5nm BSA-gold particle,

MM indicates mitochondrial membrane, and arrow-heads indicate cytosolic membrane. Scale bar =100 nm



the background. The smaller the range, the less the

structure could be exclusively extracted. The OTC

is defined as the lowest cross-correlation value at

which no false positive matches are observed, and

thus a maximum of exclusively and correctly

matched structures is segmented (Lebbink et al., 2007).

False positives are defined as locations in the

tomogram that are incorrectly interpreted as a

structure similar to the template. This value was

obtained manually by visual inspection. To correct

for the differences in max fit, we looked at the OTC

value as a percentage of the max fit. We found that

the relative OTC for HAADF-STEM and TEM,

under the conditions used, were at approximately

the same percentage of the corresponding max fit.

(Table 4.2, OTC as % of max fit). We can therefore

conclude that for both acquisition techniques the

general structure is equally distinct from the

background.

To find out if we could extract more information

from the HAADF-STEM or from the TEM-

tomogram, we calculated the third parameter

which was the number of cubic nanometers of

membrane detected by template matching at the

OTC. This parameter is a marker for the visibility

of each matched structure in the tomogram. Thus

while the general structure can be equally distinct

from the background (as shown by the range of the

OTC), the visibility of individual occurrences of

the structure can differ between HAADF-STEM

and TEM. The better the individual visibility of the

structures, the more voxels will obtain a high

cross-correlation value. Our measurements show

that in the HAADF-STEM tomogram 1.3 times

more membrane could be detected (Table 4.2,

matched nm3, HAADF-STEM/TEM), indicating

that within the range where the template was ex-

clusively detected (OTC) more information was

present and extractable from the HAADF-STEM

tomogram than from the TEM tomogram. This in-

crease in information was confirmed by visual in-

spection of the 3D isosurface representations of

both the TEM and HAADF-STEM cross-correla-

tion files with a threshold set at the OTC. Several

holes present in the membrane – regions that could

not be identified by template matching – in TEM

are filled in the matched HAADF-STEM

tomogram (figure 4.5, arrowheads).

The results of the comparisons of HAADF-STEM

with BF-TEM imaging are summarized in Table

4.3. Except for the data collection time, HAADF-

STEM outperforms BF-TEM imaging on the crite-

ria we used. HAADF-STEM images display al-

most five times better contrast and SNR than those

obtained with BF-TEM. The template matching

showed that in HAADF-STEM tomograms 1.3

times more membranes can be detected than in

BF-TEM tomograms.
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Figure 4.5. 3D Representation of a highlighted region of membranes

matched in HAADF-STEM and BF-TEM tomographic reconstructions.

The arrowheads point to several of the regions where template

matching performed better in HAADF-STEM (bottom) than

in BF-TEM (top). These 3D models were created from

tomographic volumes with an artificial cuboid shaped

template and a mask of the same shape.



4.4. Conclusions

I
n contrast to TEM imaging, STEM imaging al-

lows simultaneous collection of signals that arise

from the electron-specimen interaction, such as

BF, DF, and HAADF. We demonstrate that

HAADF-STEM tomography is a powerful tool to

study stained biological specimens. Compared to

TEM tomography, HAADF-STEM tomography

yields better contrast and better SNR using the

same electron dose. The better performance is im-

portant for the detection of small gold-beads in

thick sections as is the case in 3D immuno-labeling

experiments.

STEM tomography may be used as a complemen-

tary technique to TEM tomography. The data col-

lection speed with TEM-tomography is faster and

provides very useful tomograms for a variety of ap-

plications. Nonetheless, data collection with

STEM is fast and reproducible. Moreover, due to

the increased contrast in the HAADF-STEM imag-

ing mode, it may be a useful method for imaging

stained, and most likely also unstained specimens

containing DNA or RNA with small density differ-

ences to protein, and for the detection of small

heavy atoms, like ultra small gold particles used

with immuno-labeling.
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HAADF-STEM BF-TEM

Tilt series time acquisition 2 h 40 min

Contrast 5.05 0.4

SNR 15.49 3.8

Matched nm3 4.5 · 106 3.3 · 106

Pixel size 1.96 1.58

El.D.·103 el-/nm2 1.4 1.4

Table 4.3. Performance comparison between HAADF-STEM and

BF-TEM tomography.

Mode Method Max fit
OTC as % of

max fit

Matched nm3

at OTC

HAADF STEM

BF TEM





HAADF-STEM Extracted template fitted mask 0.683 41 4.5 · 106 1.36

BF-TEM 0.578 39 3.3 · 106

HAADF-STEM Extracted template spherical mask 0.799 51 3.4 · 106 1.34

BF-TEM 0.675 51 2.5 · 106

HAADF-STEM Artificial template fitted mask 0.746 46 3.7 · 106 1.33

BF-TEM 0.542 43 2.8 · 106

HAADF-STEM Artificial template spherical mask 0.858 61 3.1 · 106 1.32

BF-TEM 0.720 58 2.3 · 106

The column ‘Mode’ shows which acquisition technique was used (HAADF-STEM or BF-TEM). ‘Method’ shows which

template-mask combination was used. ‘Extracted template’ indicates that the template originated from a cropped region of the

tomogram, from which a binary representation was used as template. ‘Artificial template’ indicates that an artificial

cuboid-shaped template was used, while the volume of the HAADF-STEM was resized to match the volume of the BF-TEM

tomogram Two distinct mask-shapes were used: one was identical to the structure in the template, but exceeding this structure by

two pixels on either side (‘Fitted mask’), the other was spherical (‘Spherical mask’). The column ‘max fit’ shows the highest

correlation value obtained by template matching. This is an indication of the influence of background; a higher max fit means less

background. The optimal threshold of correlation (OTC) as a percentage of the highest correlation value is shown in the column

‘OTC as % of max fit’; which describes how well the structure can be distinguished from the background. A lower value indicates

that it was easier to make that distinction. In the column ‘matched nm3 at OTC’ we show the number of cubic nanometers of

membrane that could be extracted from the tomogram using template matching (without extraction of background). This value is

compared between HAADF-STEM and BF-TEM in the final column ‘HAADF-STEM/TEM’, where the number of nm3 matched

in the HAADF-STEM tomogram was divided by the value of the nm3 matched in the corresponding BF-TEM. Values larger than

1 indicate better matching results for HAADF-STEM than for BF-TEM.

Table 4.2. Comparison of template matching between HAADF-STEM and BF-TEM tomograms.



To compare tomograms produced by the two imag-

ing modes, we quantified numbers for the contrast

and signal to noise ratio, but also for the amount of

detectable structures using template matching. For

the imaging conditions used, HAADF-STEM

tomograms provide stained structural arrange-

ments such as membranes with better detectable

detail than with a TEM tomogram taken under

similar imaging conditions.

Based on these observations we conclude that

STEM tomography can be a very useful 3D imag-

ing tool besides TEM tomography when finest

structural detail in stained sections has to be

detected.
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5.1 Introduction

M
any biological studies directly or indirectly fo-

cus on increasing our understanding of the ar-

chitecture and dynamics of cellular – or

multi-cellular – systems. This is done either from a

fundamental point of view to increase our knowl-

edge of the organization of life, or based around a

more applied question like for example gaining in-

sight into the disturbances that lead to diseases. In

recent years electron tomography has become in-

creasingly important to our understanding of the

cellular organization in three dimensions and has

shown particular strength in revealing membrane

connections and continuities both within and be-

tween organelles (Mannella et al., 1998, Geuze et al., 2003, Marsh et al.,

2004, Trucco et al., 2004).

While the value of electron tomography in

macro-morphological studies is undisputed, the

question can be raised whether the same technique

can also be used to investigate subtle local differ-

ences within membranes. To investigate this, three

things are required: a biological model system in

which subtle differences (domains) can be induced

in the membrane, a preparation method that suc-

cessfully preserves such subtle differences without

redistribution or obscuration, and a detection

method that is robust enough to extract these subtle

differences from the acquired tomographic

volumes.

As a model system, we decided to use temperature

induced lipid phase separation. Lipid phase separa-

tion occurs as a physical property of mixed lipid

membranes in which differences in phase transi-

tion temperatures causes the lipids to sort into liq-

uid and solid domains. This lipid separation has a

huge effect on the distribution of proteins, which

are ‘squeezed’ into the liquid areas, and thus de-

pleted from the solid regions. The biological model

system used in this paper to investigate this prop-

erty is the Escherichia coli bacterium. Domain for-

mation by lipid phase separation in the E. coli

membrane has been extensively studied and was

clearly shown using freeze fracture techniques

(Verkleij & Ververgaert, 1975, Verkleij et al., 1977). The decision to ex-

amine specifically the outer membrane of the E.

coli rather than the plasma (or inner) membrane

was made for practical reasons; unlike the outer

membrane, the visibility of the plasma membrane

was obscured by the cytoplasm, making it difficult

to distinguish it from the background. Further-

more, unlike the inner membrane, the outer mem-

brane building blocks distribution is highly

asymmetrical; having an outer leaflet composed of

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and an inner leaflet con-

sisting of phospholipids (Reeves et al., 1996, Raetz & Whitfield,

2002). While temperature induced lipid phase sepa-

ration occurs greatly in phospholipid based mem-

branes, LPS based membranes are largely

unaffected (Overath et al., 1975, Rottem & Leive, 1977), giving us an

internal control to ascertain that the membrane it-

self is not disrupted by the process.
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M
embranes play a crucial role in many cellular processes, and it is therefore not surprising that many

electron tomographic studies in life sciences concern membranous structures. While these

tomographic studies provide many new insights into membrane connections and continuities in three di-

mensions, they are mostly limited to a macro-morphological level. In this article we demonstrate that by

combining electron tomography and three dimensional template matching we are able to investigate

membrane morphology at a new level: membrane domains in three dimensions. To test this, temperature

induced lipid phase separation in the outer membrane of Escherichia coli was studied . We compared

the inner (containing phosopholipids) and outer (containing lipopolysacharids) leaflet of the Escherichia

coli outer membrane at both 37ºC and -20ºC, and could visualize how these leaflets react differently to

temperature shifts. These findings can be explained by the physico-chemical nature of the building

blocks and are in line with earlier published data. The present study shows for the first time, that the com-

bination of electron tomography and template matching is robust enough to visualize existing membrane

domains that are beyond the perception of manual annotation.



Cryo-fixation techniques like high-pressure freez-

ing (HPF) are generally accepted to fix the sample

instantly, while preserving ultra-structural details.

The use of stain can be a complicating factor, since

the molecular nature of staining methods is not

fully understood. Nevertheless, stain deposition is

directly affected by the composition of a mem-

brane, and it can be assumed that alterations in its

local composition will increase or decrease local

staining. Consequently, it can be expected that the

visibility of local differences in composition (do-

mains) are not obscured, but rather enhanced in a

stained sample.

The third requirement is a method that could (semi)

objectively extract subtle differences within a

membrane from electron tomographic volumes. In

our previous article we already hinted on the possi-

bility of using three dimensional template match-

ing as developed by Frangakis et al. for this task

(Frangakis et al., 2002, Lebbink et al., 2007); here we further ex-

plore this approach.

In this paper, we study a controlled biological sys-

tem where membrane domain formation is induced

by incubating E. coli for fifteen minutes at minus

twenty degrees Celsius prior to high-pressure

freezing. We demonstrate, that by combining elec-

tron tomography and template matching we are

able to (semi) objectively extract information

from tomographic volumes that lies beyond the

possibilities of manual annotation, and cannot be

extracted by eye alone.

5.2. Material and Methods

5.2.1 Sample Preparation and Electron
Tomography

E
. coli (NCCb 2399 aka CE1052 strain (Verkleij et al.,

1977)) were grown overnight on LB-agar plates at

37ºC. The cells were placed at either 37ºC (control

cells) or sandwiched between aluminium high-

pressure freezing cups at -20ºC (lipid phase separa-

tion induced cells) for 15 minutes; while the holder

and the cells were kept at either room temperature

(37ºC sample) or on ice (-20ºC sample) during

mounting. Thereafter the cells were immediately

high-pressure frozen (Leica EMHPF, Leica

Microsystems, Vienna, Austria). Next, freeze-sub-

stitution was performed in acetone containing 2%

OsO4, 0.2% Uranyl-acetate in acetone, and 1%H2O

(Walther & Ziegler, 2002). The samples were kept at -90ºC

for 48 hours, brought to -60ºC in steps of 2ºC per

hour, and subsequently held at -60ºC for eight

hours. They were then brought to -30ºC at 2ºC per

hour and remained in the freeze-substitution unit

(Leica Microsystems, Vienna, Austria) at -30ºC

for eight hours. The samples were washed four

times for 30 minutes in the freeze substitution ma-

chine at -30ºC with acetone containing 2% OsO4

and 1%H2O to remove the Uranyl-acetate. Next,

the samples were placed on ice, and the OsO4 and

H2O were removed by washing twice for 30 min-

utes with anhydrous acetone.

After freeze substitution, the cells were embedded

in Epon by gradual infiltration with the resin

(Mollenhauer, 1964), and subsequent polymerization for 72

hours at 60ºC. Thereafter, 150 nm thick sections

were cut. These sections were put on Formfar-

coated, non-carbon-coated, 50 mesh copper-grids.

Next the samples were stained with uranyl-acetate

(Terzakis, 1968) in methanol for 4 minutes, and

Reynolds’ lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963) for two minutes.

5.2.2 Electron Tomography

F
iducial-gold markers (5nm colloid gold) were

added to both sides of the grid, and TEM projec-

tion images were taken over two perpendicular

axis (double tilt (Penczek et al., 1995, Mastronarde, 1997, Arslan et al.,

2006)) on a 200kV Tecnai-20 Electron Microscope

(FEI company, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) from

-60º to +60º with a 1º increment. The TEM-projec-

tion images were reconstructed into a double-tilt

tomogram using the IMOD/eTomo package (Kremer et

al., 1996). All fiducial-markers were tracked manually

in each projection to assure optimal tracking result-

ing in optimal tomograms. The voxel-sizes of the

tomograms were at 37ºC 0.82 nm/vx and at -20ºC

0.77 nm/vx. We visually compared the E. coli

outer membrane for both conditions both in a single

virtual slice as well as in twenty slices averaged

into a single image using IMOD.
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5.2.4 Template Matching

T
emplate matching was performed as described

by Lebbink et al. using cuboid-shaped templates

of either 4 or 6 voxels thick and cuboid-shaped

masks which exceeded the template-thickness by

two voxels on each side (thus 8 and 10 voxels thick

respectively) (Lebbink et al., 2007). Calculations were per-

formed on 54 CPU’s each (SARA super-computer

facilities, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). The file-

dimensions were 32x32x32 voxels for both the

templates and the masks. The missing wedge was

not taken into account for these calculations. As

described before (Lebbink et al., 2007), the template was

rotated (in Euler angles) for 180º over psi (�) and

theta (�) with an increment of 5º, and for 0º over

phi (�).

5.2.5 Analysis of the cross-correlation files

T
he cross-correlation files acquired by template

matching were loaded into Amira 3.1

(TGS/Mercury, France). The separate leaflets

were highlighted in a mean correlation map, aver-

aged from both the 4 and 6 voxel correlation maps,

to produce an image containing only the membrane

leaflets of interest (schematically described in fig-

ure 5.1, top panel). Membrane regions of 3 differ-

ent E. coli bacteria were matched and analysed for

both conditions.

We looked whether there was a morphological dif-

ference in stained membrane thickness (figure 5.1,

bottom panel). For this we use a simple maximum

operator to measure for each (leaflet containing)

voxel whether the leaflet at that location showed

greater resemblance (having a higher cross-corre-

lation value) to the 4 voxel thick or to the 6 voxel

thick template. While we used a low threshold

value (0.2) on the cross-correlation map, this did

not extensively induce false positive artefacts, due

to the use of highlighted leaflets. After the maxi-

mum operator, we removed small islands of voxels

prior to visualising the leaflets in 3D.

To test whether the overall recognizability (match-

ing value) of the leaflets changed at either tempera-

ture we averaged the highlighted membrane

matched against 4 and 6 voxel-thick templates, and

voxels were grouped in five groups based on their

correlation value (supplementary figure 5.1).
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Supplementary Figure 5.1. Schematic description of the analysis of

recognizability of the leaflets. After highlightment of the leaflets

(as described in figure 5.1), the cross-correlation values for

both templates is averaged to counter the effect of thickness

(step 1). The averaged matching values are divided into five

groups that are assigned a grey (from 1 to 5). The first group

contained all voxels with a correlation value between 0.01 and

0.2, the second group the voxels between 0.2 and 0.4, the third

group ranged from 0.4 to 0.6, the fourth group from 0.6 to 0.8,

and the fifth group contained all voxels with a higher

correlation value, up to 1 (step 2). These groups were then

visualized in three dimensions using Amira (step 3).

Figure 5.1. Schematic description of the analysis process for the

cross-correlation maps. A tomogram was matched to two

templates that differed in a single property (thickness of the

leaflet described within the template file). Then, background

in the cross-correlation map was masked out, highlighting

only the leaflets of interest (upper panel). A maximum-

operator was applied to the highlighted leaflets to analyze

homo- or heterogeneity in stained leaflet thickness. For each

voxel the similarity between the leaflet at that location was

compared to both templates, and a specific grey value was

assigned depending on which template showed greater

similarity as indicated by the height of the correlation value

(lower panel).



5.3. Results and Discussion

L
ipid phase separation as an effect of environ-

mental factors and membrane composition is a

well-stablished phenomenon (Quinn, 1989, Williams, 1990).

More than thirty years ago, the effects of tempera-

ture on the local membrane composition were al-

ready visualized on an electron microscopic level

using freeze-etching (Verkleij et al., 1972). Because of the

robustness of this system, it is an ideal model sys-

tem to test whether temperature induced membrane

domains can be observed in an Epon embedded and

post-stained electron tomographic images as well.

A major risk when exposing cells to -20ºC is the

formation of ice crystals and subsequently – if

these crystals grow too big – damage to the sample.

A general solution is the use of a cryoprotectant.

However, since cryoprotectants do – in one way or

another – interact with (and thus slightly change)

the membrane we are investigating at an

ultrastructural level, this option was not available

to us. Therefore we decided not to use any

cryoprotectant, and visually check whether freeze

damage had occurred during preparation. Based on

the absence of characteristic protein aggregation,

indicative for ice crystal formation, in both the cy-

toplasm and the periplasmic space it can be con-

cluded that no freezing damage occurred during the

incubation step at -20ºC, the HPF and the freeze

substitution (figure 5.2). Consequently, the differ-

ences observed between the membrane systems

subjected to the two temperatures should be con-

sidered effects of changes within the membrane.

We therefore proceeded using this approach.

By visually comparing the micrographs and elec-

tron tomograms of the E. coli incubated at 37ºC and

-20ºC, we noticed several effects of the tempera-

ture incubation. First of all, while granulation in

the stain deposition at the inner leaflet of the outer

membrane was visible at both temperatures, it was

more extensive at -20ºC (Figure 5.3). This in-

creased granulation effect at -20ºC is likely due to

protein aggregation caused by the lipid phase sepa-

ration, since proteins are the major component in-

volved in stain deposition at the inner leaflet.

Hardly any change is observed in the outer leaflet

for two reasons: first of all, the LPS-based leaflet is

far less affected by lipid phase separation than it is

phospholipid-based counterpart, and secondly,

LPS molecules are themselves heavily stained, and

a possible change in protein staining will therefore

be largely obscured.

Enlargement of the periplasmic space caused by

osmotic effects was observed throughout the sam-

ples incubated at both temperatures and showed no

clear visual difference in size between the different

samples; although individual cells were very vari-

able in the size of the periplasmic space. For both

conditions, the visibility of the inner membrane
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Figure 5.2. Validation of the Freezing Process. To ensure that no

freeze damage artefacts had occured during sample

preparation we examined the sample incubated at -20ºC for

artefacts caused by the formation of ice crystals. In the

majority of the cells – incubated at either temperature – no

artefacts were observed in either the periplasmic space or the

cytoplasm.



was obscured due to its close proximity to the cyto-

plasm which resulted in a low contrast between the

membrane and the background. The decision was

therefore made to investigate the E. coli outer

membrane.

The electron tomograms were analysed by tem-

plate matching against two template files (cubes

with dimensions 32 voxels) that differed in a single

property: thickness of the contained structure. The

artificial template files contained a simplified rep-

resentation of a small piece of membrane in the

shape of a cuboid of respectively 4 and 6 voxels

thick. After matching, the membranes of interest

were manually extracted/highlighted from the

tomogram, and analyzed using a maximum opera-

tion for each voxel. Using this approach, we can vi-

sualize which template more closely resembles/fits

a location on the membrane. Our results are shown

in figure 5.4.

In line with freeze etching data (Verkleij et al., 1977), we

observed clear domains that were variable in size in

the LPS-based outer leaflet of the outer membrane.

In this outer leaflet of the puter membrane no clear

general differences were observed between -20ºC

and 37ºC (figure 5.3, o.m.o.l. (green)). This obser-

vation is in sharp contrast to the results obtained

from the phospholipid-based inner leaflet. For this

condition we observed that, at 37ºC, there was an

overall similarity of the entire matched region to a

single template (figure 5.4), which is in agreement

with a random distribution of stained proteins

throughout the leaflet, as a result of diffusion of the

membrane proteins within the membrane. The pic-

ture changes, however, drastically when bacteria

are incubated at -20ºC for 15 minutes prior to

high-pressure freezing. In the 3D representation of

the template matched results (figure 5.3, o.m.i.l.

(red)) a very heterogeneous image is obtained.

Based on the thickness of the deposited stain, do-

mains are observed that share greater similarity to

one template, while others share greater similarity

to the second template. These findings can be eas-

ily explained by the physical process of lipid phase

separation, which causes proteins to aggregate

within the leaflet, resulting in regions that are pro-

tein enriched and regions that are depleted of

proteins. Consequently, the deposition of stain

changes drastically, since protein enriched re-

gions will be more heavily stained than protein de-

pleted regions. Freeze fracture data (Verkleij et al., 1977)

indicates that a domain size of one to two hundred

nanometres may be expected, which is the same

range as the domains observed by template

matching.

Since the visualization of domains due to lipid

phase separation within membranes by template

matching is possible, and is, for a major part, based

on the staining of protein components in the mem-

brane, the prediction is made that the membrane

visibility, and thus the cross-correlation value,

should be decreased in certain membrane regions.

This decrease should (at least partly) coincide with

the regions where stain deposition is decreased due

to protein depletion. This prediction is indeed
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Figure 5.3. Electron Tomography on Membranes of High-Pressure

Frozen E. coli from Different Temperatures. E. coli were incubated

for 15 minutes at 37ºC (figure A & B) or -20ºC (figure C & D)

prior to high-pressure freezing. The inner membrane (i.m.),

the periplasmic space (p.s.), the outer membrane’s inner

leaflet (o.m.i.l.), and the outer membrane’s outer leaflet

(o.m.o.l.) are indicated. Figures A and C are virtual

tomographic slices of 37ºC and -20ºC respectively, while

figures B and D the same regions shows in 20 merged virtual

slices (using the IMOD Slicer option). An increased

granulation of the inner leaflet of the outer membrane at

-20ºC compared to 37ºC can be observed.



valid, as the overall cross correlation value for the

inner leaflet of the outer membrane is indeed de-

creased (supplementary figure 5.2).

5.4. Conclusion

B
ecause of their involvement in many cellular

processes, a good understanding of the com-

plexity of bio-membranes is critical to many bio-

logical questions. in recent years, electron

tomography has had a great impact on our 3D un-

derstanding of organellar morphology, as well as

on connectivity and continuity between organellar

membranes. However, the technique has not been

applied to processes occurring within a membrane,

such as domain formation and phase separation.

Bridging the gap between 3D morphology and ul-

tra-structural membrane organization is a chal-

lenge for electron tomography and raises the bar

for electron tomography to a new level.

In this article we have shown that within the bio-

logical model system of the E. coli we were able to

visualize temperature induced heterogeneity

within a membrane. The observed domains that are

present within the inner leaflet of the E. coli outer

membrane after -20ºC incubation are in line with

the predicted effects of lipid phase separation and

the resultant regions of protein aggregation and de-

pletion, and share a size similar to those observed
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Figure 5.4. Three-Dimensional Representation of Lipid Phase Separation in E. coli in opposing membrane leaflets. The E. coli outer membrane

was analysed by electron tomography and template matching. Using cuboid-shaped templates of different thickness (4 and 6

voxels) and by maximum operation it was determined for each location on the membrane leaflets, with which of the templates it

shared the greatest commonality. The LPS-based outer leaflet was hardly affected by the decrease in temperature (leaflet

indicated as omol (green in the PDF-file) leaflet in both the upper and the lower panel), whereas the phospholipid-based inner

leaflets showed a radical change from an homogeneous state (leaflet indiacted as omil (red in the PDF-file), upper panel) to a

highly heterogeneous state (leaflet indiacted as omil (red in the PDF-file), lower panel). Bar indicates 100 nm (perspective

changes throughout the image not taken into account). Camera positions were not matched.



by freeze fracture. As predicted by the difference in

composition, we also observed, that the inner leaf-

let was far more affected by the temperature in-

duced lipid phase separation than its LPS-

composed counterpart. We can therefore conclude

that the approach taken by combining template

matching with electron tomography, is robust

enough to extract information from a tomographic

image that is not achievable by manual segmenta-

tion. By this approach a link is created between the

morphological electron tomographic approach and

the (local) composition of the biological membrane

studied (as reflected in stain deposition).

The presented combination of techniques allows us

to visualize the presence and shape of membrane

domains on an electron microscopical level in

three dimensions within their cellular context and

can thereby can help us understand the structure

and cellular complexity of these domains; and in-

crease our insights into the processes in which they

are involved.
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Supplementary Figure 5.2. Three-Dimensional Representation of Membrane Recognizability at Different Temperatures. Recognizability of

the membrane by template matching was analysed in an averaged cross-correlation file (averaged between the matched values

of the 4 and 6 voxel thick templates). The overall visibility of the outer leaflet (green leaflet, upper and lower panel) did not show a

considerable decrease is matching strength. In contrast, the matching values of the inner leaflet (red leaflet, upper and lower

panel), decreased considerably. Since staining – and subsequently the recognizability – of the membrane is mostly affected by the

presence of proteins, this decrease in visibility can be explained by a depletion of protein in the solidified lipid domains, and an

accumulation in the fluid regions, both caused by lipid phase separation. While not perfect, an overlap can be observed between

the less well recognized regions and the thinner stained membranes. Bar indicates 100 nm (perspective changes throughout the

image not taken into account). Camera positions were not matched.
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6.1 Introduction

T
he luminal face of blood vessels is covered by a

layer of endothelial cells that acts as a critical

barrier between the lumen and the vessel wall,

while allowing controlled transit of water, solutes

and even cells between the blood and the

subendothelial intima. These endothelial cells are

rich in caveolae (Palade, 1961); specialized invaginated

domains of the plasma membrane that are coated

with caveolins. Over the years many studies have

shed a light on the functional complexity of

caveolae; revealing a role – frequently mediated by

caveolin itself – in many cellular processes includ-

ing cholesterol trafficking, signal transduction, and

intracellular transport (for a review see (Anderson, 1998)).

However, one of the most remarkable functions of

caveolae in the endothelial context is the role that

they play in mediating permeability by virtue of

their transcytotic capabilities (Simionescu, 1983; Predescu et al.,

1997).

Caveolae – or plasmalemmal vesicles – were first

identified in electron microscopic studies as flask

shaped invaginations of the plasma membrane

(Palade, 1953; Yamada, 1955). In the decades upon their discov-

ery, their characteristic morphology (shape, elec-

tron-translucent content, and a regular size of 60 to

90 nm in diameter) was the primary criterion for

identification. By means of different electron mi-

croscopic techniques, several subpopulations of

caveolae-related structures were described,

namely: 1) luminal and abluminal bonafide

caveolae; i.e. single invaginations from the plasma

membrane (Burns & Palade, 1968), 2) free plasmalemmal

vesicles (Burns & Palade, 1968), 3) luminal and abluminal

clusters of caveolae continuous with the plasma

membrane - also known as racemose invaginations

(Chien et al., 1982; Bundgaard et al, 1983; Bundgaard, 1991; Sandvig et al., 2008),

and 4) in specific types of endothelia, trans-endo-

thelial channels (Simionescu et al., 1975) as well as

vesiculo-vacuolar organelles (Kohn et al., 1992; Dvorak & Feng,

2001) that form pores spanning the cytoplasm of en-

dothelial cells. A combination of these different

caveolar subpopulations can be present in an endo-

thelial cell and form a structurally complex system

that will be henceforth referred to as the caveolar

system.

A milestone in caveolae research was the discov-

ery of a striated coating on the cytoplasmic surface

of bonafide caveolae of endothelial cells (Peters t al.,

1985) and the subsequent demonstration of caveolin

as component of the coating in fibroblasts (Rothberg et

al., 1992). However, a comprehensive high-resolution

study of the distribution and 3D arrangement of

the caveolar coating on the different elements of

the caveolar system in the (endothelial) cellular

context is lacking. This gap is partly due to the

technical limitations of commonly used ap-

proaches that have to be applied to fragments of

plasma membrane pulled out of cells (scanning

electron microscopy (Peters et al., 1985) and replica analy-

sis by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

(Rothberg et al., 1992) or that provide a mere 2D view of

structures in their cellular context (conventional
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E
ndothelial cells are rich in caveolae, flask-shaped invaginations of the plasma membrane character-

ized by the presence of a striated coating and of caveolin on their cytoplasmic surface and by their role

in multiple cellular processes, like transcytosis. Caveolae are part of a complex caveolar system com-

prising other caveolae-related structures so far less characterized. In this paper we present an extensive

electron tomographic analysis of the caveolar system in situ. Large volumes of human umbilical vein en-

dothelial cells (HUVECs) were studied to get insight in the 3D ultrastructure of the integral caveolar sys-

tem and three dimensional template matching was applied to tomograms in order to localize membranes

and membrane coatings in an objective manner. We provide a notable view on the architecture of the

caveolar system that comprises - as confirmed by 3D immunolabeling for caveolin of ‘intact’ cells -

bonafide caveolae, free plasmalemmal vesicles, racemose invaginations and multi-caveolar bodies. Re-

markably, membrane coatings localized by template matching are distributed in a spirally fashion on all

the subpopulations of the caveolar system. The novel observations that we present contribute to a clear

view on the ultrastructural complexity of the caveolar system in the cellular context, setting a detailed

morphological basis for its functional diversity.



TEM of thin sections (Burns & Palade, 1968)). In recent

years, electron tomography has emerged as a ro-

bust approach to obtain ultrastructural 3D informa-

tion on cellular components within their cellular

environment (Baumeister et al., 1999; McEwen & Marko, 2001). How-

ever, in a recently published study including sev-

eral cell types, analyses by means of manual

annotation of tomograms in which a coating was

observed on the caveolar-membrane failed to rec-

ognize any order of organization of the coating be-

yond random irregular strands that, as suggested by

the authors, could be due to the redistribution of

stain caused by the electron beam (Richter et al., 2008).

Bearing in mind all the technical limitations just

mentioned, it appears that a proper analyses of the

architecture of the intact caveolar system and lo-

calization of a putative coat on the caveolar mem-

brane by electron tomography demands the

following requirements to be met: first, complete

cells should be optimally fixed for the preservation

of ultrastructural details, allowing the caveolar sys-

tem to be studied in situ. Second, post-staining of

sections should be avoided, since staining may in-

troduce ‘artefacts’ that obscure ultrastructural de-

tails (due to, for example, the limited penetration of

the contrasting agents throughout the embed-

ding-resin that causes a gradient of density in the

tomogram’s Z direction). Third, large cellular vol-

umes should be analyzed in order to find diverse

structures representative of the caveolar system.

And fourth, to reduce misinterpretation, objectivity

should be strived for during data analyses.

In this paper we present an extensive electron

tomographic study of the caveolar system in hu-

man umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs).

In order to preserve ultrastructure in a near-native

state, cells were cryoimmobilized by high-pres-

sure freezing. To allow for the analysis of non

post-stained material, HUVECs underwent tan-

nic-acid mediated osmium impregnation after

freeze-substitution and prior to embedment in

Epon (Jiménez et al., 2009) . Large cellular volumes were

acquired by electron tomography and three dimen-

sional template matching (Frangakis et al., 2002; Lebbink et al.,

2007) was applied to localize membranes and mem-

brane coatings of the caveolar system in an objec-

tive manner. Our results provide a remarkable view

on the architecture of the caveolar system in

HUVECs that comprises not only membrane at-

tached (single or clustered) and free caveolae, but

also free pleomorphic caveolar clusters (that we re-

fer to as multi-caveolar bodies). Interestingly,

based on the localization of membrane coatings by

template matching, it is revealed that on all

subpopulations of the caveolar system they are dis-

tributed in a spirally fashion. In addition, we have

confirmed the presence of caveolin on the mem-

branes of the caveolar system by 3D

immunolabeling of ‘intact’ HUVECs prior to

embedment in Epon. The present work contributes

to a clear view on the ultrastructural complexity of

the caveolar system within its cellular context, set-

ting a detailed morphological basis for its func-

tional diversity.

6.2 Material and Methods

6.2.1 HUVECs isolation and culture

E
ndothelial cells were isolated from umbilical

veins as previously reported (Eman et al., 2006). Um-

bilical cords had been obtained from the Depart-

ment of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Diakonessen

Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands, with the in-

formed consent of the parents. Cells (passage 1)

were cultured in culture dishes containing Aclar

pieces (discs of 1.5 mm diameter for high-pressure

freezing; squares of 1 cm side for chemical fixa-

tion) coated with Matrigel, exactly as previously

described (Jiménez., 2009). Medium was refreshed every

2 or 3 days. After reaching confluence, cells were

incubated four more days before being further pro-

cessed in order to allow the cell monolayer to reach

a tight cobblestone status mimicking the endothe-

lium in situ.

6.2.2 Cell processing by high-pressure
freezing/freeze-substitution or by chemical

fixation for transmission electron tomography

C
ells grown on Aclar discs were

cryoimmobilized by high-pressure freezing and

subsequently freeze-substituted as described before

(Jiménez., 2009). The freeze-substitution fluid consisted

of 2% OsO4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hat-

field, PA), 0.1% anhydrous glutaraldehyde (
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Electron Microscopy Sciences) and 1% H2O in an-

hydrous acetone (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany).

After freeze-substitution and before embedding in

Epon, cells underwent en block osmium impregna-

tion mediated by tannic acid to improve membrane

contrast (Jiménez., 2009). To this end, cells were incu-

bated with 1% tannic acid and 1% H2O in anhy-

drous acetone, 1 h, washed with acetone, treated

with 1% OsO4 and 1% H2O in anhydrous acetone,

also for 1 h, and washed again with acetone. All the

incubations for the osmium impregnation hap-

pened on ice. Finally cells were embedded in Epon

(Jiménez., 2006). Cells grown on Aclar squares were

chemically fixed with aldehydes, post-fixed with

OsO4, tannic acid-mediated osmium impregnated

and embedded in Epon exactly as reported (Jiménez.,

2009).

After Epon polymerization Aclar pieces were re-

moved from the block leaving exposed the Epon-

embedded cell monolayer. Fresh Epon was added

and left to polymerize. Blocks were properly

trimmed and 300-nm thick sections were cut per-

pendicular to the cell monolayer. In this way, both

the apical (or luminal) and basolateral (or

abluminal) plasma membrane of the cells could be

visualized in every section. Sections were col-

lected on copper slot grids coated with Formvar

and carbon. Colloidal gold particles (15 nm) were

applied to one side of the grid to serve as fiducial

markers in the alignment of the tilt series. Sections

were not post-stained.

6.2.3 Pre-embedment immunolabeling of cells
for 3D localization of caveolin

H
UVECs grown on Aclar squares were chemi-

cally fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.2 M

HEPES buffer pH 7.3, 30 minutes at room temper-

ature (RT). After washing with PBS, cells were

permeabilized with 0.1% Saponin in PBS for 30

minutes at RT. Next, cells were incubated 1 hour at

RT with 5 �g/ml rabbit �-caveolin (Transduction

Laboratories, Lexington, KY) primary antibody,

thoroughly washed, incubated 1 hour at RT with

protein A conjugated to 5-nm-gold ( Department of

Cell Biology, Medical School, Utrecht University,

The Netherlands), and washed again. PBS

containing 0.1% Saponin was used for the washing

and to dilute antibodies. Next cells were rinsed

thoroughly with PBS before undergoing a chemi-

cal fixation, post-fixation, osmium impregnation

and Epon embedding as explained in the previous

section. This extra fixation and en block osmium

impregnation after immuno-labelling was done in

order to improve the ultrastructural preservation

and contrast of the cells for electron tomographic

studies.

6.2.4 Electron tomography

F
or every condition (high-pressure frozen, chem-

ically fixed or immuno-labeled cells) regions of

interest were localized using a Tecnai-12 micro-

scope (FEI Company; Eindhoven, The Nether-

lands) operating at 120 kV equipped with a

side-mounted Megaview II camera (Olympus Soft

Imaging Systems; Münster, Germany). Cellular ar-

eas containing a high-density of caveolae-like

structures (based on morphological criteria, and

eventually in the presence of gold labeling for

caveolin) were located and pre-irradiated to pre-

vent Epon to shrink during the tilt series acquisi-

tion. Afterwards, tilt series of the regions of

interest were automatically recorded at 200 kV us-

ing a Tecnai-20 microscope (FEI Company)

equipped with a bottom-mounted slow-scan CCD

camera (Tem-Cam F214; TVIPS GmbH, Gauting,

Germany) and a motorized goniometer. Grids were

placed in a Model 2020 Advanced Tomography

Holder (E.A. Fischione Instruments Inc, Export,

PA). Recording was performed with Xplore3D

software package (FEI Company). Specimens

were tilted at 1° intervals from -65° to +65°. This

resulted in a dataset of 131 collected digital im-

ages (2048×2048 pixels each) with a pixel size of

0.7 nm. Grids were then manually rotated by 90°,

and similar series were taken. Recorded images

were aligned, tomograms reconstructed and two

orthogonal single-axes tomograms were merged

into one using the IMOD software package (Kremer et

al., 1996; Mastronarde, 1997). For accuracy in the alignment of

the tilt series, the centre of the fiducial markers was

manually selected in every image projection. In the

final step prior to reconstructing the tomographic

volume, by means of weighted-back projection, the
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volume was binned resulting in a final voxel-size

of 1.4 nm (not taking into account shrinkage in

Z-direction) for the reconstructed tomograms.

When necessary, tomograms of serial sections

were calculated, aligned to each other and joined

into a single volume using the program Midas, in-

corporated in IMOD.

6.2.5 Manual segmentation of tomograms

3
D modelling of immunolabeled cells was per-

formed by manual segmentation. For this, tomo-

grams were displayed in 3DMOD graphical user

interface (as part of IMOD package). They were

thoroughly examined to make an initial assessment

of the architecture of caveolae-like structures. This

analysis was made first in the ZaP Window of

3DMOD which allows visualizing the tomogram

in parallel to the plane of the original

ultramicrotome sections (XY plane). When neces-

sary, the Slicer tool (part of 3DMOD program) was

used to rotate the data around the X- Y- and Z-axes.

3D models were produced within the Zap Window,

by tracing contours overlaid on the membranes

present in every tomographic slice (Kremer et al., 1996),

combining manual tracking with computer-as-

sisted tracking of high contrast lines. Each distinct

membrane-bound compartment was drawn as a dif-

ferent object and a different colour was assigned to

each object. Gold particles were represented as

spheres. Finally all the contours were meshed and

the Z-scale was stretched with a factor 1.66 to cor-

rect for the expected 40% Epon shrinkage. 3D

models were displayed and analysed using the

Model View Window of 3DMOD.

6.2.6 Template matching of membranes and
coated membranes

The process of localizing membranes and coatings

by template matching is schematically depicted in

supplementary figure 6.1. Template matching was
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Supplementary Figure 6.1. Schematic depiction of the steps involved

in localizing proteins on a membrane by template-matching. In the

first step two templates are created; one describing empty

membrane, and one describing a membrane with a coat

element attached. In the second step these templates are

compared to every location in the volume by template

matching, and a cross-correlation- or matching-value is

obtained. In the third step, a maximum operation is applied to

determine where on the membrane the chance

(matching-value) is higher for the presence of a coat element

than for empty membrane. In the final step the centre of the

protein is determined, and surrounding voxels are removed to

prevent overlap.

Figure 6.1. Template Based on the Proteins on the Caveolar

Membrane. Two templates were created. The first resembled

empty membrane and was cuboid shaped, while the second

contained the same membrane with a structure, representing

the protein-coat complex, attached (A). The shape and size of

the attached structure was based on the overall

three-dimensional properties (B) of the membrane attached

complexes observed in the tomographic micrographs (C,

arrowheads). Scalebar: 50 nm



performed using OmniMatch (developed in the

group of Baumeister (Böhm et al., 2000; Frangakis et al., 2002)) on

a computer-cluster running 54 CPUs (at the SARA

supercomputer facilities, Amsterdam, The Nether-

lands), as described in (Lebbink et al., 2007). Two distinct

templates (created with Matlab (Mathworks, USA)

and the Tom Toolbox (Nickell et al., 2005)) were matched

to the tomograms, one schematically describing

the (empty) membrane, and the other describing a

membrane with an attached generic coating. The

shape and size of the simplified generic coat

(figure 6.1) was based on structures in our tomo-

grams that resembled the structures described by

(Richter et al., 2008) and were in agreement with the ex-

pected dimensions (approximate 10 nm in diame-

ter) of the caveolin oligomers suggested to

assemble into caveolin filaments (Fernandez et al., 2002).

After template matching the assumption is made

that a membrane associated particle is present at a

location if that stretch of membrane shares a

greater resemblance to the coat-attached template

than to the empty template. This is achieved by a

maximum operation where - for each voxel - the

correlation-values are checked (Lebbink et al., 2009). If the

voxel does not exceed a minimal threshold for ei-

ther template, then it is not identified as a mem-

brane at all, and is given a value of 0. If the first

template (empty membrane) has a higher correla-

tion-value than the second template (describing the

membrane-coat complex), a value of 1 is assigned.

If the second template provides the highest correla-

tion-value, the voxel is given a value of 2. Next the

location of the coating is determined more accu-

rately by marking the voxel with highest correla-

tion-value on a stretch of membrane on which the

presence of a coat was determined. The diameter of

the membrane attached structure in the template

exceeded the diameter of the marking to enhance

readability of the marked, template matched image

(all done in Matlab combined with the Tom Tool-

box). The organization of the localized coatings on

the membrane was then manually analysed in 3D

in AMIRA, and the order was carefully

highlighted.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Identification of Caveolae and
Caveolae-Related Structures Based on

Morphological Criteria

W
hile the classical view on caveolae regarded

them as ‘single entity’ budding vesicles, it is

becoming clear that they are part of a structurally

complex system involved in many cellular events.

Application of electron tomography is therefore

essential to fulfil a reliable and integral 3D study on

the caveolar system in situ. Based on their unique

morphology, we observed a number of caveolae-

related subpopulations in tomograms obtained

from endothelial cells processed by high-pressure

freezing and freeze-substitution. In the supplemen-

tary data a movie is included of a representative

tomographic volume giving an overview of these

structures in HUVECs (Supplementary Movie

6.1). The primary member that could be observed

was the true flask-shaped caveola hanging from the

plasma membrane (figure 6.2.A). While the diame-

ter of these invaginations varied, their sizes were

within or close to the expected range of 60 to 90

nm, ranging up to 110 nm in some cases. Occasion-

ally, we observed structures at the plasma mem-

brane that morphologically appeared to be budding

or fusing caveolar profiles (figure 6.2.B). The sec-

ond type of caveolae-related structures was the free

caveola-like vesicle (figure 6.2.C). As reported by

others (Bundgaard et al., 1983), we found that this

subpopulation was extremely rare. The size of the

occasional caveolar vesicles observed within the

samples was within the 60 to 90 nm range. The

third subpopulation included plasma mem-

brane-bound clusters of caveolae (racemose

invaginations) of different sizes and complexities

(figure 6.2.D). Even though racemose invagi-

nations (reconstructed in their totality) were ob-

served at both sides of the cell - penetrating deeply

into the cytoplasmic volume - no open connection

from one side of the cell to the other has been ob-

served in our tomograms. The final population

were intracellular structures resembling a body of

multiple fused caveolar vesicles that we refer

henceforth to as multi-caveolar bodies (figure

6.2.E). These structures were sometimes very large

and spanned the whole tomographic volume (up to
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700 nm thick, reconstructed from serial sections)

without being continuous with the plasma mem-

brane. Since membrane continuity out of the recon-

structed volume cannot be ruled out in these cases,

they could be a partial reconstruction of a racemose

invagination or a vesicular-vacuolar organelle.

However, they could also be caveosomes,

organelles positive for caveolin originally
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Figure 6.2. Members of the caveolar system visualized in tomograms of high pressure frozen, freeze-substituted and tannic-acid mediated

osmium impregnated HUVECs. (A) Diverse caveolae are regularly observed hanging from the plasma membrane at different depths

of the tomogram. (B) Sometimes different stages of what appear like budding/fusing profiles are observed. (C) Occasionally,

bonafide free caveolar vesicles can be identified in the tomograms. Racemose invaginations can be observed penetrating deeply

the cytoplasm of the endothelial cells (D, asterisks; the arrow points the opening to the extracellular space). Figure E shows one

large multi-caveolar body (asterisks), which has no direct connection to the plasma membrane, although close apposition and

tethering to other – plasma membrane connected - members of the caveolar system is observed (figure F; tethers pointed out by

arrowheads; numbers indicate the slice position in the tomogram). Scale bars: 100nm.



identified and defined in fibroblasts by its function

in the endocytosis of viruses mediated by caveolae

(Dvorak & Feng, 2001). Interestingly, multi-caveolar bodies

often lie in direct proximity of plasma mem-

brane-bound caveolae and racemose invaginations

and, in several cases, thread-like complexes (re-

sembling tethers) could be observed connecting the

structures (figure 6.2.F). In intracellular membrane

trafficking, tethering factors have been proposed to

function as molecular bridges that anchor

membranes prior to fusion mediated by SNAREs

(Sztul & Lupashin, 2006). Tethers have been described be-

tween (apparently free) caveolar vesicles and

plasma membrane (Palade & Burns, 1968; Predescu et al., 2005) and

SNAREs have been shown to play a role in

caveolar fusion to the plasma membrane (Predescu et al.,

2005). These findings have been interpreted as evi-

dence for the existence of dynamic (single)

caveolae involved in transcellular transport (Predescu

et al., 2007). The presence of tethers between caveolae
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Figure 6.3. Pre-embedment immunolabeling for caveolin examined by electron tomography. (A) Conventional (2D) TEM micrograph of a

300 nm-thick section showing a cellular volume rich in caveolin, localized by the small (5 nm) gold particles. The large gold

particles that were applied on the section surface to serve as fiducials for tilt series alignment. (B) Virtual (approximate 2

nm-thick) section extracted from the tomogram reconstructed from dual tilt-series obtained from the volume in (A). Membranes

are highlighted manually, and gold particles are indicated as red spheres. (C) View of the complete 3D model obtained by

meshing the contours traced on membranes. Luminal (light pink) and abluminal (dark pink) caveolae and racemose

invaginations as well as a small multi-caveolar body (blue) are positive for caveolin. Green structures, also labelled for caveolin,

have no continuity with the plasma membrane in the tomographic volume, but their real identity (racemose invagination or

multi-caveolar body) cannot be established since they are incomplete. Note the absence of labelling on flat areas of the plasma

membrane and at endosomal structures (yellow). (D-F) Close-up-views of a luminal caveola (D), abluminal clustered caveolae

(E) and the multi-caveolar body (F). Scale bars: 500 nm



and multi-caveolar bodies suggests that these

structures can potentially fuse, which could mean

that caveolae can be involved in transcellular trans-

port in ways diverging from the canonical vesicu-

lar transport mediated by single plasmalemmal

vesicles. In order to determine if this is the case,

further work should be performed including

immunolocalization of tethering factors and other

components of the fusion machinery. In summary,

based on morphological criteria, we have deter-

mined the presence of diverse types of

caveolae-related structures, characterised by a dis-

tinct architecture, in HUVECs.

6.3.2 3D Analysis of Pre-Embedment
Immunolabeling Confirms the Presence of
Caveolin on the Different Elements of the

Caveolar System

N
ext, we aimed to confirm that each of the com-

partments morphologically identified as mem-

bers of the caveolar system in HUVECs were

indeed caveolae-related structures. Since its dis-

covery on the surface of caveolae in fibroblasts

(Rothberg et al., 1992), caveolin has been used as caveolar

marker par excellence. In endothelial cells, differ-

ent types of caveolae-related structures have been

characterized by means of caveolin immuno-

localization by conventional (2D) TEM (Esser et al., 1998;

Vaile et al., 1999). In our study, caveolin needed to be de-

tected in the 3D cellular context for a doubtless

identification of the different kinds of

subpopulations integrating the caveolar system. To

this end, we labelled caveolin in chemically fixed

HUVECs prior to embedment in Epon (see com-

plete protocol for pre-embedment immunolabeling

in ‘Material and Methods’ section), and thick sec-

tions were examined by means of electron tomog-

raphy to obtain a 3D overview of caveolin-

distribution throughout the cell (figure 6.3).

Luminal and abluminal single caveolae and

racemose invaginations, as well as small free

multi-caveolar bodies were found to be positive for

caveolin (figures 6.3.C-F). Free vesicles labelled

for caveolin were identified very seldom. Caveolin

labelling was found not to be restricted to the neck

but was also present on the bulbs of bonafide

caveolae (figures 6.3.D). These findings conflict

with the suggestion that caveolin associates only to

the neck of caveolae (Thorn et al., 2003) but agree with

other recently published data (Richter et al., 2008). Fur-

thermore, we also observed that caveolin was dis-

tributed all over the caveolar bulbs of racemose

invaginations and multi-caveolar bodies (figure

6.3.E-F). Our results show that all the structures

identified in the preceding section as members of

the caveolar system were indeed caveolae-related

structures.
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Figure 6.4. Membranes of the caveolar system and of other cellular structures

annotated by template matching. An artificial cuboid-shaped

template (32x32x8 pixels) was used to localize membranous

structures within a caveolae-rich tomographic volume. Three

manual clean-up steps were performed in Amira

(TGS/Mercury, France) for visualization purposes. First, a

threshold was applied to the cross-correlation file. This value

was selected manually to 0.54 out of a maximum correlation of

0.86, which in this example preserved the majority of

membrane, and removed the background (non-membranous

structures). Second, false positives were removed with the

“3D magic wand tool” by including only elements that were

(in 3D) attached to obvious membranes. Third, colouring was

applied to indicate which structures had membrane

continuity. Membranous structures present in the tomogram

could be properly segmented in this way. Light blue: luminal

plasma membrane, caveolae and racemose invaginations;

dark blue: abluminal plasma membrane, caveolae and

racemose invaginations; yellow: large multi-caveolar body;

green: endosome; red: endoplasmic reticulum; white: free

caveola-like structure.



6.3.3 3D Visualization of the Caveolar System
by Template Matching of Membranes

T
emplate matching is a digital image processing

technique to objectively localize regions of an

image that match a template image. In cell biology,

this technique was initially applied to localize

macromolecular complexes in cryo-electron tomo-

grams of vitrified cellular extracts (Böhm et al., 2000) or

of cryofixed phantom cells (Frangakis et al., 2002). Later on

it was shown that template matching could also

serve as tool for annotation of membranes and

membrane domains in tomograms of stained bio-

logical material (Lebbink et al., 2007; Lebbink et al., 2009). Match-

ing of a tomographic volume against a cuboid

template (representing membrane) provided an ob-

jective 3D impression of the organization of

organelles in post-stained sections of cryo-

immobilized, freeze-substituted, and Epon-embed-

ded cells (Lebbink et al., 2007). For the present work

HUVECs underwent tannic-acid mediated osmium

impregnation after freeze-substitution and prior to

Epon embedment in order to increase cell contrast

without the need to post-stain sections (Jiménez et al.,

2009). In order to check whether cells processed in

this way had appropiate contrast to allow annota-

tion by template matching, a tomographic volume

(the same shown in Supplementary Movie 6.1) was

matched using a template representing membrane

(equal to the template in figure 6.1.A, left; see leg-

end of figure 6.4 for technical details). As shown in

figure 6.4, segmentation of membranes was possi-

ble and enabled localization of the plasma mem-

brane, diverse elements of the caveolar system, as

well as the remainder organelles present in the

tomogram. Therefore, tannic-acid mediated os-

mium impregnation leads to a specimen on which

template matching can indeed be applied, without

the need for post-staining.

6.3.4 Template Matching Reveals a Spiral
Coating-Organization on the Membranes of the

Caveolar System

F
rom replicas of deep-etched fibroblasts (Rothberg et

al., 1992) and scanning electron microscopical data

of endothelial cells (Peters et al., 1985) it is known that

chemically fixed caveolae (attached to the plasma

membrane pulled out of cells) are covered by a

structurally unique striated coat. This suggests that

proteins on the cytoplasmic side of the invaginated

caveolar membrane are distributed in an orderly

fashion that might be characteristic of these struc-

tures. Based on this, we wanted to study whether a

similar distribution would fit the organization of an

eventual coating objectively localized by template

matching on bonafide caveolae, but also on the

other subpopulations of the caveolar system pres-

ent in HUVECs (fixed by high-pressure freezing,

and subsequently freeze-substituted and osmium

impregnated before embedding). To this end, the

first step was to create appropriate templates to be

matched. Based on the structure of the mem-

brane-associated particles found by Richter and

co-workers in tomograms of caveolae (Richter et al., 2008)

and on the 3D appearance of similar structures in

our present tomograms, we created a template of

membrane onto which a hypothetical coat element

was attached, similar to (but not exclusively) a

caveolar coat component (figure 6.1). The second

step was to match the created template to

tomographic volumes. By ‘subtracting’ the two

correlation-files (via a maximum-operator)

matched against two templates that differ in a sin-

gle property, the location of voxels containing this

property is indicated within the tomogram. In our

case, we localized membrane-areas onto which

coat particles were attached by comparing it to the

cross-correlation file against ‘empty’ membrane.

The centre of these particles was then indicated by

the highest cross-correlation value within such an

area. Due to technical reasons, the centre of the

matched coat components was shifted a few

voxels (approximately 4) perpendicular to the

membrane. This does, however, not affect their

distribution. The third step was to test the effi-

ciency of the approach that we applied. For this,

we compared the template matched localization to

manual localization of coat particles on the mem-

brane. We could confirm that template matching

localized the same coat components on the mem-

brane as identified by manual localization (data not

shown). Moreover, the technique positively identi-

fied many locations that had been mistakenly ex-

cluded by manual annotation. The fourth and last

step was a careful analysis of the coat distribution

both in successive 2D virtual tomographic sections
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Figure 6.5. Coating distribution on the membrane of a bonafide caveola. (A) presents all membrane coat elements (represented by balls)

on a caveola that were localized by template matching in 3D seen from three orientations. (B) The coating arranged in a single

spiral is indicated in green. (C) Three parallel spirals are indicated. Some matched coat particles are represented transparent in

B and C in order to facilitate the visualization of the spirals. The coat element indicated in red is the same throughout all the

images. The area lost by the missing wedge is clearly visible (dark blue), and no coating elements are identified within this area.

The markings (balls) indicating the location of the centre of the coat components are smaller than the area covered by the actual

coat (and structure in the template) to increase readability of the image. Increasing the ball-size does not make the spirals more

obviously visible.
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Figure 6.6. Coating distribution on the membrane of racemose invagination and multi-caveolar body. (A) shows a simple racemose

invagination consisting of two caveolar entities attaches to each other and to the plasma membrane. The structure can be divided

into two parts: a double-necked entity (connected to the plasma membrane) and a single-necked entity (connected only to the

other caveolar bulb). (C) shows that multiple spirals cover both the necks and bulbs of the racemose invagination. When their

continuity was uncertain due to the missing wedge, spiral-segments were not given the same colours. Single spirals on this

racemose invagination are highlighted in (E-G) and projected in relationship to the orientation of the different necks on the

structure. (B) shows a multi-caveolar body on which a single-necked entity is indicated by a dotted circle. Upon analysis of the

distribution of the coat elements on the indicated entity (D) a similar triad of spirals was observed on this multi-caveolar element

as was seen on bonafide caveolae hanging from the plasma membrane. A single spiral is highlighted in (H) and projected in

relationship to the orientation of the neck. In (I) the angle of the spirals is referred to the plane of the neck and it was found that

they all shared a similar orientation of approximately 23 degrees. (J) summarizes the general organization of the coat elements

on a single-necked caveolar entity.
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Supplementary Figure 6.2. Coating distribution on the membrane of caveola, free caveola and racemose invagination in chemically fixed

endothelial cells. Upon chemical fixation the same triad of spirals can be observed as was seen in samples fixed by high-pressure

freezing. In single necked entities like bonafide caveolae (A) and neckless entities likes free caveolar vesicles (B) a triad of

parallel spirals could be observed. In double-necked racemose invaginations (C) the organization of these spirals is more

complex albeit still organized in a parallel fashion. The orientation of the spirals in relationship to the neck was similar to the

angle observed in high-pressure frozen samples. The coat element indicated in red is the same throughout all the set of images.



and 3D views of the members of the caveolar

system.

Since the characteristic caveolar coating reported

in the past was described for plasma membrane

bound caveolae (Peters et al., 1985; Rothberg et al., 1992), we began

with the analysis of bonafide caveolae. We could

observe an organization in which successive coat

elements were at a (by eye) predictable distance

from each other (figure 6.5). Remarkably, these

particles were arranged as series of (commonly

three) spirals covering both the neck and bulb of the

invagination (figure 6.5). When related to the plane

of the caveolar neck, these parallel spirals had an

angle of approximately 23 degrees. The spirally or-

ganization of the matched coat was so well-defined

that it could never be accounted for consecutive

(closed) circular rings on the surface of the

caveolae. In our study we also template matched

biological membranes of caveolae-unrelated struc-

tures (the Weibel-Palade bodies) present in the

same tomograms. In this case, we did not observe

an ordered distribution of coats on the membrane

(data not shown), indicating that the spirally-orga-

nization is caveolae-specific. It has been hypothe-

sized that the caveolar coat is too fragile to

withstand non-chemical forms of fixation (Richter et al.,

2008). Although we did observe a spiral-like distri-

bution in the non-chemically fixed samples, in or-

der to reduce the chance of (potential) loss of the

coating during preparation, we also included chem-

ically fixed HUVECs (processed as described in

Material & Methods) in this study for comparison.

Our results showed that no obvious difference in

coat organization could be observed when compar-

ing high-pressure frozen (figure 6.5) and chemi-

cally fixed samples (supplementary figure 6.2).

Therefore, by objective annotation of tomograms

by means of template matching, we could demon-

strate that bonafide caveolae of both cryofixed and

chemically fixed endothelial cells have a spiral

coating on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane,

what is in agreement with the data obtained by

scanning electron microscopy and TEM analysis

of replicas in endothelial cells and fibroblast (Peters et

al., 1985; Rothberg et al., 1992). The fact that cells, processed in

notably different ways and analysed using different

approaches (compare Material & Methods in (Peters et

al., 1985; Rothberg et al., 1992) with the current), show the spiral

coating indicates that the coating distribution is not

an artefact caused by sample preparation, but is in-

deed a representation of the in vivo organization of

the coat on the caveolar membrane. Once we

showed the validity of our approach to study with

detail the 3D organization of coating on caveolae

we proceeded to examine it in the other (until now

unexplored) members of the caveolar system in a

similar way.

Within the different subpopulations of the caveolar

system present in our tomograms of HUVECs, we

observed that they each possessed a similar spirally

distribution of coat elements, on the membrane of

the caveolar necks and bulbs integrating them, as

we observed on the bonafide caveolae (figures 6.6,

Supplementary figure 6.2). In Supplementary

Movie 6.2, a 3D overview of the organization of

membrane coatings on elements of the caveolar

system is presented. Analysis of the 3D distribution

of membrane coating related to the architecture of

some members of the caveolar system provided

some interesting observations. Similar to the

bonafide caveolae, single-necked caveolar entities

were encapsulated by a triad of spirals. However,

on double-necked caveolar entities the number of

spirals is less defined. In addition, in racemose

invaginations we noticed a change in orientation of

the spiral specifically related to the neck-area inter-

connecting caveolae “fused” in tandem (Supple-

mentary figure 6.2). It was striking however, that

this orientation-change always caused the angle of

the spiral to conform to a 23 degree angle towards

the plane of one of the necks. This was observed

both in chemically fixed and high-pressure frozen

samples. Another striking and unexpected obser-

vation was revealed on the surface of

multi-caveolar bodies: we observed that the coat-

ing arranged in spiral on a caveolar bulb often

spanned larger regions on the entire body connect-

ing to the spiral coating on other caveolar bulbs

(Supplementary Movie 6.2). This coating arrange-

ment suggests that multi-caveolar bodies are quite

stable organelles rather than transient structures.

We report for the first time the presence of a spi-

rally coating on the membrane of all types of
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members of the caveolar system in endothelial

cells. In figure 6.7 we present a scheme summariz-

ing our findings. The existence of a coating on all

these cellular components sets a structural basis for

the characteristic unique morphology of caveolae

(in their single or clustered form); a feature that

during decades was trusted as the only criterion

for their identification. Our finding is supported

by the demonstration of caveolin, an important

component of the caveolar coating (Rothberg et al., 1992),

associated to the membrane of the different

caveolae-related structures (figure 6.2). In the cur-

rent study, the use of osmium-impregnated cells

(20) was critical to avoid introducing a staining

gradient in the Z direction of the tomograms that

could complicate data interpretation. However,

probably the most crucial choice that we made to be

able to find the 3D distribution of the caveolar coat-

ing was the application of template matching, an

objective tool for annotation of tomograms. The

combination of cell processing and analysis ap-

proaches that we used can explain why we did find

the spirally-distribution of coat in tomograms of

caveolae while others (Richter et al., 2008), performing ex-

cellent tomography of post-stained cells combined

with manual tomogram annotation, did not. In spite

of our observations, two intriguing questions re-

main open. One concerns the real composition of

the coating that we identified by template match-

ing. Whether the coat elements are specifically

caveolin oligomers as previously suggested (Rothberg

et al., 1992) or comprises other elements cannot be con-

cluded based on the current results. It is however

worth noting that the template that we created -

based on coat particles found in our tomograms

(figure 6.4) - overlaps the expected dimensions

(approximate 10 nm in diameter) of the caveolin

oligomers suggested to assemble into caveolin fila-

ments (Fernandez et al., 2002). The other question regards

the biogenesis of caveolae and caveolae-related

structures in endothelial cells: are all these struc-

tures generated from the plasma membrane (as

suggested by (Fra et al., 1995)) or are they formed by fu-

sion of single caveolae previously assembled in the

Golgi complex (Tagawa et al., 2005)? - The novel observa-

tions that we present in this paper fill a gap in cur-

rent knowledge about the ultrastructural

organization of the integral (and complex)

caveolar system of endothelial cells. Future work

will be necessary to unravel the functional implica-

tion of the existence of diverse caveolae-related en-

tities, what promises to be difficult, but exciting.
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Figure 6.7. Schematic overview of the membrane coating distribution

in the caveolar system. Members of the caveolar system are all

encapsulated by membrane attached coats in a spirally

fashion as described in the past for membrane-hanging

caveolae. In this scheme the organization of the coating is

summarized. I: bonafide caveolae hanging from the luminal

or abluminal plasma membrane are encapsuled by a triad of

paralelly organized spirals. II: the same organization of

spirals in a triad can be observed covering the bulb of free

caveolar vesicles. III & IV: while multi-necked caveolar

structures like racemose invaginations and multi-caveolar

bodies share parallel spirals that which angle in relationship

to the plane of the neck is similar to that of bonafide caveolae,

the overall organization of the coat is more complex

(changing orientation in relationship to the nearest neck area)

and the number of spirals is less defined. Both spirals that

encapsulated a single bulb and spirals that crossed the neck

and encapsulated areas of multiple bulbs were observed.
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general discussion

Discussion is an exchange of knowledge;

argument an exchange of ignorance.

Robert Quillen



7.1 Investigating the cell

I
t is obvious that selecting the right technique for a

task is one of the major steps when setting up an

experiment; and a technique that is best for one

question might not be a suitable solution for an-

other. Biological events take place over space and

over time. However, investigating both the spatial

and temporal context of such events can mutually

exclude the technique of choice: the temporal con-

text is best investigated using (live cell) light mi-

croscopy where the spatial resolution is relatively

low, while the spatial context is best examined us-

ing (three dimensional) high resolution electron

microscopy which can only present cellular events

at fixed time-points. In many cases a combination

of techniques will provide correlative information

on both cellular architecture (space) and cellular

dynamics (time). However, while correlative mi-

croscopy is an interesting and potentially valuable

approach in cell-biology, it is only as strong as the

techniques used, and continuous development of

both temporal and spatial techniques is required. It

is my firm believe, that such technical develop-

ments in live sciences should be submissive to bio-

logical rather than technical questions.

The biological question in view of which the re-

search presented in this thesis was performed is the

development and early stages of atherosclerosis.

One of the key events in the early stages of this dis-

ease is a change in the barrier function of the endo-

thelial layer (Glass & Witztum, 2001; Lusis et al., 2004). This also

emerged from the genomics studies performed in

view of an IOP project that also the work presented

in this thesis was part of. Whether paracytosis,

transcytosis, or both lie at the basis of this increase

in permeability is still unclear, and within the pro-

ject one of the goals set out in the project was to im-

prove EM techniques and approaches to study

these biomembrane related functions at an ul-

tra-stuctural level. My focus therein was three di-

mensional electron microscopy – and particularly

electron tomography – of high-pressure frozen,

freeze substituted samples. This approach was cho-

sen to assure the structural preservation of large

cellular systems and components, and allowed us

to visualize large continuous caveolar bodies pene-

trating deeply in the cytoplasm to form a complex

caveolar system (Lebbink et al., in preparation). By combining

electron tomography with template matching we

could semi-objectively visualize membrane heter-

ogeneity (Lebbink et al., 2009), and determine the organi-

zation of the caveolar coat throughout the caveolar

system (Lebbink et al., in preparation).

7.2 Template Matching 1-0-1

B
efore I get into the possibilities and limitations

of the template-matching based electron-tomo-

graphic analysis in general, I first want to further

discuss the different steps involved in the template

matching procedure as described in the different

chapters of this thesis, and point out where and

how some of these steps can be improved. Such

improvements can either concern the technique,

user-interaction, or usability.

There are four pieces of software that have become

invaluable to me during performing the template
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E
verything in biology and medicine is in some way or another related to cellular organization and func-

tion. And cellular organization and function themselves are closely intertwined with membrane orga-

nization, (local) composition, and function. Unravelling the mechanisms of life (en disruptions thereof

in diseases) is therefore in many cases inseparable from our understanding of cellular membranes. In re-

cent years electron tomography has provided us with new, valuable insights into the organization within,

and relationships between membranous compartments of the cell. In addition to the many successes

achieved by electron tomography in membrane research, we were confident that by combining three di-

mensional electron microscopy with three dimensional template matching we could raise the bar for the

technique and obtain information hitherto unharvested from electron tomographic volumes. Throughout

this thesis I have presented my work on this subject. The current chapter is dedicated to my view of the

possibilities and impossibilities of the technique, and its value to cell-biological – and particularly mem-

brane-biological – questions.



matching described in this thesis: IMOD (Kremer et al.,

1996) (now called eTomo), MatLab (with the

TOM-Toolbox (Nickell et al., 2005) installed), Omni-

Match (Böhm et al., 2000; Frangakis et al., 2002), and Amira 3.1.

IMOD is used to reconstruct tomographic tilt-se-

ries into a three-dimensional volume. This volume

is then pre-processed in MatLab to make it compat-

ible with the OmniMatch software. Also, in

MatLab the necessary template- and mask-files are

created. OmniMatch is run at the SARA high per-

formance computer facilities in Amsterdam, and

thereafter the output is processed by means of sev-

eral MatLab scripts if necessary. Final visualiza-

tion is achieved using the tools available in Amira.

One of the challenges when using different pieces

of software from different companies or scientific

groups is, that a lot of file-conversion tends to be

necessary, and this is not an exception. While such

file-conversion between the .mrc file-format

(Imod), and the .em file-format (TOM-toolbox,

OmniMatch) is relatively simple, application of

the template matching procedure by the ‘general

public’ would require such conversions to be either

invisible (automated) or unnecessary (where all

software is compatible with the same file-format).

In the introduction-chapter, I’ve discussed the fun-

damental basics of electron tomography. In light of

the template matching procedure, it is obvious that

advances in electron tomography will affect the

quality of the matching as well. Within the experi-

ments presented throughout this thesis, we’ve ap-

plied template matching to reconstructions

obtained by weighted back-projection as imple-

mented in Imod. Clearly, the approach is however

not limited tomographic volumes obtained in such

a manner, as it is independent of the acquisition-

method, and the technique can be used in collabo-

ration with image enhancement filters that increase

the visibility of the structures present in

tomographic volumes. It should be noted though,

that such filters modify the content of the

tomographic volume to make certain features

better visible, which might cause artefacts, but

also often obscures ultra-structural information

while increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. Conse-

quently, such pre-matching filters might be useful

when using template matching to extract general

features, but should be avoided when ultra-

structural analysis is required.

Besides the tomographic volume, OmniMatch re-

quires a template, template-mask, and point-spread

function. The template contains a three-dimen-

sional image that describes the structure of interest.

There are different approaches to obtain such a

template. In the original proof-of-concept paper by

Frangakis et al. (Frangakis et al., 2002), template matching

was used as a tool to localize and identify cytoplas-

mic macromolecules within a simplified closed

system. Since the identity of these macromolecules

was known, and their crystal structure was avail-

able, it was possible to adjust the resolution of

these known structures to that of the electron mi-

croscopic 3D reconstruction, and to obtain the grey

values of each voxel by summation of the atomic

number of all atoms positioned in it. This is proba-

bly the preferred approach when the goal is to lo-

calize a known protein with a known structure

(whether obtained by crystallography or single-

particle analysis does not matter, although the pre-

processing steps will be different) that is homoge-

neous in appearance. For many research questions

in electron tomography, however, this does not ap-

ply, since the nature of the investigated structures

is not compatible with such structural analysis

methods, as they are large highly dynamic multi-

molecular complexes (including membranes). An

alternative approach to obtain a template for such

questions could be to extract it directly from the

tomogram investigated. If, for example, your re-

search question is to localize and identify both

COP- and clathrin-coated vesicles within a golgi-

system, a logical and viable approach would be to

extract a representative example of either type of

vesicle, remove background structures, and run the

algorithm. In the current example, clathrin coated

budding profiles would be excluded. However, to

include them, the protocol can easily be adapted by

using only a small section of the coated membrane

and rotate the template to detect every clathrin-

coated membrane-stretch in the tomogram. While

each of the aforementioned methods is valuable it

leaves relatively little room for a controlled modifi-

cation of the template-structure. Throughout this

thesis we’ve used a different approach: we’ve
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created simplified representations of the structure

of interest. Using such a template might make the

matching process less specific, since ultra-struc-

tural information is not taken into account. How-

ever, the advantage is two-fold: first of all, highly

diverse structures that share an overall morpholog-

ical similarity (like stretches of membrane) can be

identified by this ‘general’ template, and secondly,

the shape of the template is controlled, and can be

altered in a controlled fashion. This implies that a

single property (like membrane thickness) can be

investigated by comparing two templates that dif-

fer only in a specific way; differences in matching

will be caused by this altered property. This in-

creases the diversity of possible research questions

that can be examined by means of template match-

ing and electron tomography.

While the template describes the densities and

shape of the structure of interest, it is accompanied

by a mask which distinguishes between back-

ground and structure within the template. In gen-

eral, the shape of the mask is directly affected by

the shape of the template itself, although in certain

cases one may choose to use a spherical mask. This

decision is generally based on either of the follow-

ing: (1) certain versions of OmniMatch do not ro-

tate the mask along with the template and are

therefore incompatible with non-spherical masks,

(2) it can be difficult to create a binary mask for a

complex structure and in such cases a spherical

mask may be better applicable, and finally, (3) in

certain cases the shape of the template is less im-

portant than it’s context within the background and

a spherical mask is decided upon to include both

the structure and its surrounding in the matching

process. Since only the voxels of the template that

are identified in the mask partake in the matching

algorithm, it is important to define a mask that cor-

responds to the research question; and in most

cases this mask will be template specific.

The last input-file for the algorithm is the point-

spread function. This function describes the distor-

tion of pixels due to the acquisition of the image.

While camera-properties play a general role in the

description of the point-spread function, the miss-

ing wedge/cone artefact (due to a technically

limited number of angles in the tilt-series) is the

major component of the distortion in electron

tomographic reconstructions. An important prop-

erty of the missing wedge/cone is that it is a direc-

tion specific artefact that can be recognized as

blurring of the structure along a certain angle (as

shown in figure 1.6 of the introduction). Conse-

quently, a structure in the tomogram will have a

slightly different appearance depending on its ori-

entation. The reasoning behind including the

point-spread function in the calculation is to cope

with these different appearances of the same struc-

ture: by convoluting the template structure with the

point-spread function after the prior was rotated,

the modified template will provide a better repre-

sentation of the same structure in the same orienta-

tion in the tomogram. Nevertheless, we reasoned

that when the matching results of two templates are

compared, they are affected by the same artefact in

the same manner. Consequently, the implementa-

tion of the point-spread function can be ignored for

such research questions. We therefore decided

within the experiments performed throughout this

thesis, to use an ‘ideal’ point-spread function (that

did not take any pixel-distortions into account).

However, in theory the inclusion of the point-

spread function could enhance the recognition ca-

pabilities of the template matching algorithm. And

while early tests with a description of the missing

wedge/cone in the point-spread function-file, did

not provide better matching results, we might want

to revisit this possibility again in the future. Ideally

the point-spread function is created alongside the

tomogram and is based on the back-projection an-

gles obtained during the reconstruction. One ad-

vantage would be that such a point-spread function

might be created automatically, while another is

that it would describe the specific missing-

wedge/cone artefact as present in the tomogram.

The template matching algorithm itself is calcula-

tion-time consuming and to ensure usability (and

because the current instalment of the policy of use

of the supercomputer does not allow for calcula-

tions beyond a limited number of calculation-

hours), calculation time has to be reduced in three

ways: firstly, if possible the tomogram is cropped

to the area of interest, secondly, parallel computing
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is used by uploading the four files (the tomographic

volume, template, mask, and point-spread func-

tion) to the SARA supercomputer facilities com-

puter grid, and finally, the number of angles over

which the template is rotated is reduced. Reducing

the matching-angles is always a trade-off between

accuracy and speed, because each angle greatly in-

creases calculation time, but at the same time tem-

plate matching achieves the best results when the

angle of the template and the structure in the

tomogram line up. The optimal number of angles

depends on the shape and complexity of the struc-

ture described in the template. If the structure is a

sphere, there is no need for the algorithm to rotate

the template at all, since every rotation results in a

repetition of the previous shape. In the case of a

cube such a repetition occurs after ninety degrees,

and for a cuboid after 180 degrees. As a result,

rather than rotating over 360x360x360 (46656000)

degrees a cuboid-shaped membrane template has

180x180x1 (32400) original rotation angles before

repetition takes place. However, even at SARA -

using 54 CPU’s - such a calculation would still take

considerable time, and further reduction of angles

is required. This can be achieved by applying an in-

crement of ten degrees which leads to 18x18x1

(324) original rotation angles thus reducing calcu-

lation time to a few hours. With advances in com-

puter-power, many of these restrictions (of which

the limited angles is the most severe) will likely

vanish in the future; however, even if you could

rotate every sample over 360 degrees with a one

degree increment doesn’t mean you should do it,

and optimization of calculation-time should

always be a concern.

While support of the supercomputer facilities is a

necessity for the current research, advances can be

made to make the user interaction more stream-

lined and less error-prone. Currently, all com-

mands are given either through typing in the

shell-console, or by means of text-files containing

the job-descriptions. Some initial attempts were

made to implement a graphical user interface that

would allow OmniMatch to run as a component on

the cluster, and such an implementation would sig-

nificantly improve user-interaction and -friendli-

ness. Future advances in this area will greatly open

up the template matching procedure to the ‘general

public’.

When the algorithm is finished, two files are cre-

ated: the cross-correlation files which contains the

matching values of each voxel, and the angle-file

which contains the orientation of the structure in

the tomographic volume (related to the template).

The experiments described in this thesis are essen-

tially localization studies, in which only the cross-

correlation file was obtained, while the angle-file

was not taken into account. Inclusion of the angle-

file might advance the technique in a number of

ways: in theory small gaps (false negative

matchings) in the recognition of a continuous

structures could be ‘filled’ by predicting the path of

the structure. Such a prediction would be the ex-

trapolation of the preceding path of the structure,

which can be deduced from the location and the ori-

entation of the structure. Of course the greater the

gap the less accurate such an extrapolation would

be. It should be noted though that filling gaps is not

a trivial task, and would require the construction of

new additional tools. Another possible use of the

angle-file would be to screen for false positive

matches of a continuous structure in the cross-cor-

relation map. Similar to predicting the path of the

structure of fill gaps, it should theoretically be pos-

sible to mark areas where the continuous structure

radically changes its direction. While such direc-

tional changes do occur in the cellular membrane,

non-sense changes are likely to indicate a false

positive matching. Even more than the filling of

gaps, this is not a trivial task, and additional tools

will have to be created specifically for this purpose.

A third application of the angle-file – which is al-

ready possible with the tools at hand – is to ‘stamp’

a small representation of the structure (either the

same as, or distinct from the matched template) at

the found location in the correct orientation in a

new volume. The advantage of this approach is

most obvious for non-streak-like structures (like

the microtubules in chapter 3): based on the cross-

correlation file alone such a structure is repre-

sented by a small line. However, if the correspond-

ing template were to be pasted on top of it, the

visualized representation would show a tube rather

than a line. There are two reasons why this
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possibility did not yet find solid ground in our ex-

periments. First of all, membranes – which we fo-

cus on mainly - are commonly presented as streaks

in electron tomographic models, so people are used

to look at them is such a way; changing their ap-

pearance would therefore add nothing but confu-

sion. The second reason is that to accurately stamp

the template in the correct orientation, would re-

quire us to use a smaller increment than we cur-

rently use, and would therefore significantly

increase calculation time. However, since its

implementation is relatively simple (and since all

tools necessary to implement it are already

available) this is a valuable approach to explore in

the future, when it is called for by a biological

question.

To summarize, choosing the right parameters, pro-

cessing steps, and files are of vital importance to

obtain good results by template matching of elec-

tron tomographic samples. As with any technique,

however, the decisions made have to be in service

of the biological question or the results may be

irrelevant.

7.3 Limitations, Possibilities, and Challenges

D
espite the possible advances described in the

previous sections, I do not think that template

matching is the Holy Grail of tomographic volume

annotation techniques; like every technique it has

its strengths and weaknesses. Within this thesis I

have shown that for certain questions three dimen-

sional template matching can acquire additional

and valuable information that can not be extracted

from the tomographic volume by means of manual

annotation. However, one of our original ideas was

not only to explore template matching as an addi-

tion to, but rather as an alternative for manual seg-

mentation. The results of this are presented in

chapter three.

From these and later experiences I do not feel that

template matching on its own will completely re-

place manual segmentation. This is, because tem-

plate matching is ‘all muscles, no brain’. To

explain what I mean, I go back to my analogy with

the Cinderella story. During the dance the prince

noticed at least three things (he noticed some other

things too, but I won’t go into that): firstly, the

mysterious girl was a women, secondly, on heels

she was about five centimetres shorter than the

prince, and thirdly, she had the most stunning ha-

zel-brown eyes he had every seen. When he set

forth in search for this girl, it makes perfect sense

to include these properties: if a girl is longer than

the prince, or if she has blue eyes, it doesn’t matter

whether the template fits or not, because she’s not

the girl he is looking for. However, template

matching does not take any of the additional

knowledge - any of the context of the template –

into account. If the prince would apply the tem-

plate matching method he would scan every inhab-

itant of his kingdom independent of their lengths,

eye colour, or gender marking all people who

match. This will of course result in a lot of false

positives. Similarly, if there’s only one girl in the

country with hazel-brown eyes who is (on heels)

1.76 meters tall, chances are that this is the girl the

prince is looking for, even if the shoe fits ‘only’

quite well but not perfectly. The same is true for

template matching of electron tomographic vol-

umes of biological structures: there is a lot of

knowledge we have on the structures visible in mi-

crographs which at the moment is not taken into

account by the matching-algorithm. To achieve

such a context-aware approach by implementing a

near infinite number of possible parameters per

template is not the answer, for it will not only sub-

stantially increase calculation time, but also render

the software pretty much unusable for the user who

has to set these parameters. Alternatively, to

achieve a context aware approach, an adap-

tive/learning algorithm would be a better approach.

Theoretically this could be achieved through the

implementation of an iterative application of the

template matching procedure which continuously

modifies and optimizes the template and relates the

location and orientation of this optimized template

to the location and orientation of the same (or an-

other) template. Still this would significantly in-

crease calculation time since despite the

implementation of some brains, the muscle is still

the major component of the algorithm. One advan-

tage of such an iterative process would be that – at

least in theory – it should be possible to split the
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process up between iterations, which would allow

for calculations that take a longer time than the

limit of the supercomputer facilities. An alterna-

tive route would be to implement a neural network

to ‘learn’ to recognize the structure of interest. The

initial learning stage could be achieved in combina-

tion with template matching to teach the algorithm

what the pattern of interest looks like (neural net-

works tend to recognize patterns rather than ob-

jects). The advantage of such a neural network

approach is that it is more brains and less muscle.

The downsides are however, that you can never

know what it is the algorithm learned to recognize

exactly, that if the learning stage is wrong you

teach it the wrong thing, and that once something is

wrong you can’t simply correct it, but have to teach

it all over again. It should be noted though, that

neither of these theoretical approaches is

compatible with the use of template matching to

compare the difference between two controlled

templates, because the nature of the templates for

each of these techniques would be highly dynamic

and adaptive.

Another limitation of template matching is, that

identification of structures only applies to rela-

tively small structures of an homogeneous appear-

ance. So while it can be used to annotate

membranes, as was shown in this thesis, the identi-

fication of the organelle such membranes are part

of is not possible. In theory of course both of the

before mentioned approaches – and particularly a

neural network - might also solve this limitation. In

general we recognize organelles by means of con-

text, shape, intensities, and relationships to other

organelles, resulting in an extremely complex set

of parameters and variables. Due to its nature,

however, such patterns might be taught to a neural

network (at least in theory).

Despite all points raised above, which show that

template matching is still limited in certain ways,

we have shown throughout our work that a lot can

be achieved already. Template matching is partic-

ularly useful to a certain niche of cell-biological

questions in electron tomography. The general

term of this niche would be ‘location and/or orien-

tation’-studies; which corresponds to the two

output files created by the algorithm. It was origi-

nally developed to localize and distinguish proteins

within a (cryo-)tomographic volume. However,

whether this concept is generally feasible within

the ‘crowded’ environment of the cellular cyto-

plasm is debatable of course. Within the IOP

genomics project we were interested in membrane

heterogeneity which could be related to the dy-

namic processes involved in the onset and early

stages of atherosclerosis. Since the barrier function

of the endothelial cell-layer is altered in

atherosclerotic-plaques, one of the goals is to com-

pare the ultra-structural membrane organization of

specific organelles (caveolae) in healthy and af-

fected cells. To achieve this we had to advance

each of the techniques involved (not only electron

tomography and template matching, but as a group

also the FIB-SEM, sample preparation, membrane

staining, etc.) in small – and sometimes tiny –

steps; each of which would be invaluable to answer

the original question. As a group we have brought

these techniques to a new level, and are now in a

position that the problem addressed above can be

tackeled. Of course template matching based anno-

tation of electron tomographic samples is not lim-

ited to our biological question. We have shown that

it is possible to apply template matching to the

questions of membrane heterogeneity and

transcytosis. By combining the strengths of elec-

tron tomography and template matching we were

able to unravel some of the complexities of the

caveolar system in endothelial cells, and could both

visualize membrane connections and continuities,

and reveal the organization of the caveolar coat as a

triad of parallel spirals throughout the entire

system; something which was beyond the reach of

manual annotation alone.
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Supplementary movies are available at:

http://www.electronmicroscopy.nl/moviegallery/moviegallery.html

Chapter II - FIB-SEM: an in-depth study of atherosclerotic tissue

Supplementary movie 2.1.

The movie shows a sequence of images that were acquired at the plaque area during the slice and view

series. In intracellular distribution of the lipid droplets within the foam cell located underneath the endo-

thelium can be clearly distinguished. It can be observed that the lipid droplets are present within the nu-

clear plane and thus cause deformations of the nucleus.

Chapter VI - template matching reveals a spiral coating on the membranes of the caveolar system in endothelial cells

Supplementary movie 6.1

Overview of the caveolar system. A double-tilted serial tomogram of high-pressure frozen,

non-poststained HUVECs giving an overview of the caveolar system in endothelial cells.

Supplementary movie 6.2

Spirally distribution of membrane coating on a multi-caveolar body processed by high pressure freez-

ing/freeze-substitution.
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E
en promovendus wordt - misschien vreemd genoeg - gedurende zijn AIO-schap niet opgesloten in een

kamertje van twee bij twee meter zonder raam. Ook is het niet zo, dat hij gedurende deze periode door

de professor verre wordt gehouden van elk sociaal contact dat niet voort vloeit uit de online PubMed da-

tabank vol wetenschappelijke artikelen. En hoewel we er natuurlijk over kunnen discussiëren, of een we-

tenschapper niet een dergelijk kluizenaarsschap na zou moeten streven...ben ik persoonlijk blij dat er

meer mensen zijn in mijn leven dan alleen ik (want dan zou ik alleen mezelf nog maar hebben om te ver-

moeien...en ik kan heel vermoeiend zijn).

Allereerst wil ik mijn paranimfen noemen...het was voor mij al vrij snel duidelijk wie dat zouden wor-

den. Ten eerste heb je niet zo veel keuze als niemand je aardig vindt, en je dus geen vrienden hebt. En ten

tweede hebben jullie mij allebei op een cruciaal punt van mijn leven geholpen bij een keuze die me ge-

bracht heeft waar ik nu ben. Toen ik op HAVO zat was ik van plan om scheikunde te gaan stude-

ren...maar toen ik naar het VWO ging begon ik het zo oninteressant te vinden, dat ik ontdekte dat dit niet

het vak was waar ik me de rest van mijn leven mee bezig wilde houden (en dat is maar goed ook, want als

iemand mij nu vraagt om de molariteit van iets te berekenen...laat ik het zo zeggen: nee). Het was een

lang gesprek met Jeschaël die mij uiteindelijk naar de biologie heeft gebracht; een keuze waar ik geen

spijt van heb. Maar...tijdens mijn studie heb ik de moleculaire (en in mindere mate de cellulaire) richting

van de (medische) biologie genomen, en hoewel ik de theorie interessant vind en begrijp, heb ik net te

weinig fantasie om in het praktische deel staande te blijven. Bandjes op een gel, epjes waar DNA in zou

zitten...het zal allemaal wel, maar persoonlijk zag ik er de lol niet van in. Op dat ogenblik liet Jean-Luca

(en ja, ik spel je naam gewoon zoals het hoort) mij een andere tak van de sport zien...eentje waar je wer-

kelijk ziet waar je naar kijkt: (3D) elektronen microscopie. En dit is een wetenschap waar ik me wel thuis

voel. En ik kan oprecht zeggen, dat ik blij ben dat deze wereld van de cel mij in de wetenschap gehouden

heeft. Daarom Jes, JL, ik hef mijn glas naar jullie op...en mocht iemand op het lab zich afvragen waarom

ze met mij opgescheept zitten (jullie weten wie jullie zijn), dan kunnen ze nu jullie aanwijzen als de

schuldigen.

Natuurlijk kan ik mijn promotor niet vergeten: Arie, het was me een eer om AIO bij jou te zijn, en ik

hoop oprecht, dat ik er iets van heb weten te leren...de tijd zal het vertellen. Bram (Koster), jij hebt samen

met Arie me de mogelijkheid gegeven om als AIO bij Cellular Architecture & Dynamics (al hadden we

toen nog niet die naam) te werken...en als er iets is, dat ik geleerd heb van onze samenwerking, dan is het

wel dat biologen en natuurkundigen niet altijd naar dezelfde wereld lijken te kijken. En ook dat is goed

om als onderzoeker te ontdekken.

Omdat ik niet alleen zat in dat kamertje van twee bij twee, zonder raam...Frits, ik denk niet, dat ik bij een

beter iemand op de kamer kon worden gezet dan bij jou. Het is een algemeen erkent wetenschappelijk

feit, dat EMmers aangespoord moeten worden om deel te nemen aan de sociale activiteiten (zoals de

lunch, of vreemd genoeg zelfs de werkbesprekingen). En ik ben blij, dat jij deze moeilijke taak naar mij

toe op je hebt genomen...of je succesvol was zul je aan de anderen moeten vragen. Marco, hoewel de

start een beetje moeilijk was tussen ons, moet ik zeggen, dat je gewoon op onze kamer thuis hoort. Hei-

ner, unsere technischen Diskussionen haben mir immer amüsiert...ob sie nun unsere Arbeit betrafen oder

Monkey Island. Als laatste kamergenoot wil ik jou nog noemen, Liesbeth. Met jou heb ik in de laatste ja-

ren toch wel een speciale band opgebouwd. Of het nu was omdat dat we samen naar het winkeltje liepen

om lunch te kopen (voedsel is voor mij altijd al een heel goed bindmiddel geweest) of dat we gewoon in

werkelijkheid allebei enigszins gestoord zijn (zelf neig ik naar het eten, maar dit is een goede tweede)

weet ik niet, maar het was een plezier bij je op de kamer te zitten (of jij op mijn kamer...ik was er eerst).
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Ik zou mijn werk niet hebben kunnen verrichten zonder de hulp van mensen die meer van computers we-

ten dan waar de aan/uit-knop zit. Bob, het hele project had niet bestaan zonder jouw betrokkenheid bij de

benodigde infrastructuur, Maurice (Bouwhuis), Bart, voor mijn werk was de kracht van de SARA super-

computer facilities essentieel, en jullie hebben er voor gezorgd, dat ik die krach tot mijn beschikking

had...natuurlijk heb ik wel nog steeds de droom een keer PacMan of Tetris op de supercomputer te spe-

len. Theo, ook jou wil ik hier noemen, omdat zonder jou enthousiasme en inzet de link naar SARA ook

nooit tot stand had kunnen komen.

Natuurlijk wil ik - naast mijn eerder genoemde kamergenoten - ook alle andere EMmers bedanken. Ik ga

jullie niet allemaal opnoemen (jullie kunnen je naam terug vinden op www.electronmicroscopy.nl),

maar er zijn een paar mensen die ik toch even apart wil vermelden. Allereerst Willie, wij hebben een ver-

schillende manier van kijken en doen. Maar jij hebt bij verschillende delen van mijn onderzoek een waar-

devolle inbreng gehad. Ik kan - en wil - niet anders dan je daar voor bedanken. Nuria, onze samenwerking

bij hoofdstuk 6 van dit proefschrift heeft me een aantal dingen geleerd...een daarvan is, dat het heel goed

mogelijk is, dat jij misschien wel een van de beste tomografisten bent. Het was een plezier om met je sa-

men te werken, en ik denk dat ons werk aan caveolae mijn beste artikel in dit proefschrift is...maar meer

Spaans dan Ardilla kan ik nog steeds niet spreken. Wally, iedereen die weet wat 'as you wish' betekend

heeft sowieso een streepje voor bij mij. Jan Andries, je hebt de (soms vermoeiende) taak op je genomen

om - in de laatste fase van mijn AIO-schap - de functie van co-promotor op je te nemen, en ik denk, dat

dit tot een succesvol proefschrift heeft geleid. Iedereen moet maar uitvechten of jij in deze groep van na-

men thuis hoort, maar voor mij ben je onderdeel van de imaging groep en hoor je bij de EMmers. Mensen

die het hier niet mee eens zijn kunnen natuurlijk altijd een zwarte marker lenen om deze zinnen weg te

strepen...dat is aan hun.

Voor die mensen die net - onterecht - Jan Andries bij de EMmers weg hebben gekrast heb ik een ander

sprongetje nodig om van de West-vleugel naar de Noord-vleugel te komen, dus Mireille, dat ben jij. Een

paar jaar terug nog een EMmer, nu onze expert Arabische talen voor het geval dat we een keer gespon-

sord gaan worden door een rijke olie-sjeik (met een heel harem aan lama's). Natuurlijk wil ik ook een

aantal andere mensen noemen van Cellular Architecture & Dynamics die niet in de West-vleugel zaten.

Edward, Bart, Smiriti, Erik, en Jarno, ik noem jullie hier echt niet alleen omdat ik bang ben voor de pre-

sentatie die jullie anders voor mij gaan maken. Echt waar, dat heeft er absoluut niets mee te maken. Dus

ehm...jongens, meisje, die presentatie is echt nergens voor nodig hoor.

Maurice (Stassen), Bram (Maasen)...tja, jullie werken niet meer bij CAD, maar onze vele gesprekken

waren me een waar genoegen, en misschien moeten we deze zomer weer eens afspreken om ergens iets

te gaan drinken.

David, Maarten, sommige tradities moeten in ere gehouden worden, en de woensdag pizza-dag is daar

een van. Op het ogenblik dat ik dit schrijf is het mijn buurt om te betalen...hopelijk heb ik daar het geld

nog voor nadat dit boekje gedrukt is, want het zou toch jammer zijn als promoties een eind zouden maken

aan deze traditie. David, ik ken je als sinds het begin van mijn studie biologie in Nijmegen, en toen ik

hoorde dat jij op de vijfde verdieping van het Kruyt-gebouw een baan had gevonden was ik wel een beet-

je overrompeld door het toeval, omdat mijn tweede stage zich grotendeels op dezelfde verdieping heeft

afgespeeld. Toch was het meer dan een beetje prettig dat een van m'n vrienden bij dezelfde vakgroep zat

als waar ook ik zou komen te werken.

Ja, en met David kom ik terecht bij mijn studie-vrienden. Allereerst Edinio, mocht de wereld ooit over-

spoeld worden door zombies of vampieren dan weet ik zeker dat jij ons allemaal in de stijl van Blade zult
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beschermen met een katana en een shotgun...tenminste, daar zijn David en ik volledig van overtuigd.

Dus mochten we ooit overspoeld worden door zombies of vampieren, dan mag je ons niet teleurstellen.

Tanja, Natasja, Natascha, helaas hebben jullie tegenwoordig nooit meer tijd voor sociale dingen (in ieder

geval niet als jullie helemaal naar Utrecht moeten komen), maar het was een genoegen om met jullie sa-

men te studeren (en de pauzes, en treinreis door te brengen). Natasja, ik wil je nog even apart feliciteren

voor de stap die je met Mark gaat nemen.

Roy, wie had kunnen weten dat pepermunt een basis kan zijn van een vriendschap? - Stefan, ik zal dit

jaar proberen je verjaardag eens een keer wel te onthouden...dat is een bijzonder grote uitdaging, maar

we zullen zien of het lukt (het wordt trouwens weer eens tijd voor poolen en kebab...David, Edinio, dat

geldt ook voor jullie).

Jean-Luca, computer Theo, ik wil jullie toch nog een tweede keer noemen, omdat ik onze vele discussies

over het geloof toch erg op prijs heb gesteld. En al is het dan zo, dat we verschillende spectra van het

Christelijk geloof bewandelen, was dat nu juist wat de discussies zo levendig hield. Jean-Luca, in jouw

dankwoord schreef je indertijd: "ik ben nog niet zover dat ik je gelijk ga geven!"...ik kan maar één ding

zeggen: "ach...dat komt nog wel."

Maar discussie, kritische studie, en geloof zijn voor mij altijd een eenheid geweest, en dat is een van de

dingen waarvoor ik blij ben dat ik in de kerk van Arnhem de ruimte heb gekregen (misschien niet door ie-

dereen...maar die mensen bedank ik hier dan ook niet). Dit is toch altijd een plek geweest waar het duide-

lijk is, dat je het niet (altijd) me elkaar eens hoeft te zijn - ook niet over zulke basale, wereldbeeld-

vormende dingen - om toch respect voor elkaar te kunnen hebben. Ik denk niet dat er binnen de weten-

schappelijke wereld ook maar één plek te vinden is waar kritische meningen, en discussie zo'n basale rol

spelen...En dat is iets waar ik jullie absoluut dankbaar voor ben.

Natuurlijk wil ik ook mijn familie hier bedanken. Gerhard, Angelique, dankzij jullie opvoeding ben ik de

mens die ik ben...dus voor klachten kunnen mensen ook bij jullie terecht. Maar uiteindelijk ben ik trots

op wie ik ben, en wie ik dankzij jullie ben geworden. Thirza, soms is het lastig als we allebei het laatste

woord willen hebben, maar het levert wel leuke discussies en ideeën op, dat is zeker. Jeschaël, je bent

meer dan enkel een broer voor me...en op z'n minst weet ik hoe je allebei onze namen correct moet spel-

len. En er zijn maar weinig mensen op deze planeet die dat kunnen zeggen. Bram (Nekkers), Jes, ooit

komt tDMoT echt nog af...geloof me...ooit.

Natuurlijk heb ik ook nog familie die iets recenter familie is geworden, maar die ik ook niet wil vergeten:

Yelina, als je heimwee hebt moet je maar gewoon naar Jes kijken en je voorstellen hoe hij er uit ziet met

een snor...sprekend José Marti (ok, misschien niet echt...maar toch). En je bent weer helemaal in Cuba.

Oh ja...als je niet op schiet ga ik onze wedstrijd winnen! - Floor, Marian, Jeroen, ik ben blij, dat ik me bij

jullie welkom kan voelen.

Sandra, dat brengt me bij jou. Sandra, ik zou een paar pagina's vol kunnen schrijven in dit dankwoord

enkel gewijd aan jou...maar uiteindelijk is het samen te vatten in één woord: "Thee?"

Natuurlijk wil ik ook alle katten niet vergeten: Peper, Bollie, Moes, Jakje, en namens Sandra, Mogje,

Carrie, Teun, Toby, Kasja en Jiska...en zeker niet op de minste plaats (namens ons allebei): Tommie.

Dan rest mij enkel nog één te bedanken: hwhy.
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M
isjaël N. Lebbink is geboren op 18 december 1977 om 6:24 te Arnhem...en zijn broer en zus kunnen

getuigen, dat dat veel te vroeg was. Na de eerste jaren van zijn leven - waar hij uitzonderlijk veel in-

teressante dingen heeft geleerd waar hij tot op de dag van vandaag nog veel aan heeft (inclusief lopen en

praten natuurlijk) - is hij in Arnhem naar de middelbare school (het CLA) gegaan. Hier kreeg hij een

MAVO advies, waar niemand zich iets van aangetrokken heeft, en heeft hij uiteindelijk zijn HAVO-di-

ploma met een extra vak heeft gehaald. Vervolgens heeft hij ook nog zonder al te veel moeite zijn VWO

afgerond (zodra je Frans kunt laten vallen wordt de wereld een stuk aangenamer moet ik zeggen) en is hij

in 1997 naar de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen (nu Radboud Universiteit) gegaan om daar biologie te

studeren, waarbij hij zich zou specialiseren in (medisch) biologische richtingen van cel- en moleculai-

re-biologie. Tijdens zijn studie heeft hij twee wetenschappelijke stages gelopen: de eerste in het Molecu-

laire Dierfysiologie-lab van prof. dr. Gerard Martens in Nijmegen, waar zijn onderzoek zich richtte zich

op de ontwikkeling van plaques bij diabetes type II, en de tweede in het cellbiologie lab (Cell Microscopy

Center) van prof. dr. Hans Geuze in Utrecht, waar hij voor het eerst van dichtbij in aanraking kwam met

drie-dimensionale elektronen microscopie, en keek naar de structuur en organisatie van multilaminaire

lysosomen in antigen presenterende cellen. Dit laatste onderzoek heeft hem in contact gebracht met prof.

dr. Arie Verkleij en de vakgroep Cellular Architecture & Dynamics, waar hij zijn promotie-onderzoek

startte aan de visualisatie van cellulaire structuren in het kader van het IOP project electron tomography,

an indispensable step between Genomics and Cellular dynamics (IGE03012), welke uiteindelijk zou lei-

den tot het boekje dat u hier in handen heeft.
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Years from now, when you talk of this, and

you will, be kind. Deborah Kerr to John Kerr.

Tea and Sympathy , MGM 1958.

Remington Steele

dixi.
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